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Abstract 
Widespread interest in the nuclear body Promyeloc ' N-tic 
leukemia (MIL) lia,,, eiii(, r,,, (, (l 
because of its link to several human disorders, including aci ite Pr()iii. N-(, 1()cyt ic leukemia 
and AIDS (Borden, 2002). After numerous and wide-ranging stiidies, the functions 
of PML-body components remains elusive (Hodges et al. 1998). Adv; oi(-(-ý in iiii- 
croscopy have made it possible to capture images of PML and other nuclear k)(lies. 
Using recently developed imaging software, it is also possible to obtain c(m)i-dinates 
of the centroid of these nuclear bodies from their microscop 'y images. 
In this the-, is, 
we focus on the statistical analysis of datasets comprising of three-dimensional PNIL 
centroid point coordinates which have been obtained in such a inanner. We treal 
the data as a spatial point pattern so that we are able to carry out analysis within 
a spatial point process framework. 
As is the generally adopted approach in point pattern exploration, we be,,., jn our 
analysis by testing for Complete Spatial Randomness (CSR). CSR is the '-white 
noise" of spatial point processes, and although unattainable in practice, the findings 
from the test can be highly informative. Results of CSR tests on the 
centroid locations reveal that, the level of evidence for rejecting the CSR null IiY- 
pothesis varies across cell nuclei. Furthermore., the tests disclose some interesting 
relationships between PML bodies and their distance to the boundarY. 
We adopt distance-based functions for carrying out CSR tests and other spatial 
point process inference procedures. These functions, or ýcliaracteristics' aiv ii, -wd 
as descriptive tools for spatial point patterns and they include the coninionlY lis(, d 
K-function. We introduce a new point process charýicteristic. the Q-function. which 
has advantages over the K-function. The closed form (, xj)iv,,, -, 1()ii for the Q-fiiiwtioil 
of some common point processes including the lioniogeneous P(qsson proc(,, ýs and 
Gauss-Poissoii process is provided for the two- and three-dimensional c(ts(-ý. 
ii 
Estimation of distance-based characteristics in a bounded sampling window iiiti, ()- 
duces estimation bias resulting from not accounting for unobserved objects IA-11101 
outside of the sampling region. This can provide misleading results 'ývheii conIpar- 
ing the theoretical form of a distance-based characteristic with that estiniatecl from 
spatial point process data. Edge-correction techniques are methods for dealing NA-itli 
this issue. By applying an edge- correction, we can reduce estimation bias and vari- 
ance. We introduce two new edge- corrections and demonstrate through simulation 
studies that in some cases, they have a lower bias and variance compared to S()iii(, 
of the currently used edge-correction methods. 
CSR tests on datasets that provide details of the nuclear boundary in the form 
of a convex hull provide evidence for rejecting the CSR null hypothesis. As a result, 
we attempt to fit a more suitable model to the data. Using Current ideas regarding 
nuclear architecture and results from the CSR tests, we consider several competing 
alternative models for the spatial distribution of PML bodies. These include ail in- 
homogeneous Poisson process, log-Gaussian Cox process and Markov point process. 
Various model-fitting routines are explored, including those that utilise illinhimin 
contrast techniques, pseudo maximum likelihood optimisation, and Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) optimisation. 
III 
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E. 18 K12 (r)-function plot for the PML NBs (type 1) and RNA Polymerase 
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This thesis focuses on the statistical analysis of spatial data arising from coordiliates 
of the centroids of objects found in animal tissue cell (Fibroblast) nuclei. Iii this 
case, we assume that the data is a realisation of a stochastic mechanism for placing 
objects in real coordinate space. 
Analysis of spatial point patterns begins with a test for Complete Spatial Random- 
ness (CSR). If a point pattern is asserted to exhibiting CSR in some bounded region 
WCRd, then it is a realisation of a homogeneous Poisson process. This implies 
that the number of objects in W has been generated by a Poisson process. Further- 
more, these objects are uniformly scattered within W. Whether or not we reject the 
hypothesis of CSR is usually not of intrinsic value. Practitioners tend to express a 
greater interest in other information obtained from such tests. As an example. the 
extent to which departure from CSR occurs, may influence the choice of any models 
that are to be subsequently formulated for the data. 
In this research, three point pattern datasets are analysed (PPDS1, PPDS2, and 
PPDS3 (see Appendix B)). All of the datasets are equipped with information on the 
Cartesian coordinates of Promyelocytic leukemia nuclear body (P. ML NB) ceiltnmls 
in a mammalian cell nucleus and have been obtained by structural biologists at 
the centre for structural biology (CSB) at Imperial College London, using confocal 
microscopy and image analysis. CSR tests are carried out on PPDS1 and PPI)S'. ). 
The boundary of the entire region on which the point pattern is observed (in till. 
case the region enclosed by the nuclear membrane) is unknown for PPDS1. In 
13 
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to carry out point process analysis that requires knowledge of the samphilo- re-ioll 
boundary, an ellipsoidal sampling region is constructed. ýN-e critIcIse Hils initial aiý)- 
proach on the basis that inspection of confocal microscopy images provi(les evidence 
for Fibroblast nuclei being somewhat flat and ellipsoidal in shape (Bolzer et al. 2()(). -)). 
The outcome of CSR tests on PPDSI and PPDS2 may support introducing new 
biological theory on the function of certain subnuclear bodies. As an example. 
Mahy et al (2002) report that chromosomes with the highest gene density are pref- 
erentially disposed toward the nuclear interior, suggesting that the nuclear interior 
may facilitate, or create a permissive environment for, transcription. This inaY sup- 
port a conjecture that the subnuclear body PML, would generally be located closer 
to the centre of the nucleus as it is believed to be involved in regulating transcription. 
Testing for CSR usually involves estimating one of several quantities. Tfiese qliailti- 
ties (which, we will interchangeably refer to as functions, characteristics or suilimarY 
statistics, as is the accepted practice) include the widely-used K(r)-function. F'ur- 
thermore, and also as is the practice, we shall often abbreviate this as the K-function 
(and similarly for other such functions). The K-function's merits include ease of es- 
timation and the ability to detect second-order features. However, higher-order 
features can be very informative but fail to be captured by the K-function. To 
address this shortcoming, we introduce a new third-order function, the Q-function. 
The function is a generalisation of Schladitz and Baddeley's T-function (Schladitz & 
Baddeley, 2000). The closed form Q-function for some well-known point processes 
is obtained. These include the homogeneous Poisson process, Gauss-Poisson process 
and a thinned Poisson process. We argue that the Q-function is able to provide a 
more detailed description of point patterns compared to popular lower-order func- 
tions. Furthermore, the Q-function is a more powerful tool in some hypothesis tests 
compared to some of the established summary statistics. However, the Q-function, 
(like all other point process summary statistics) suffers from some disadvantages. 
One of the most notable being that the Q-function estimator can be unstable and 
difficult to compute. 
Estimation of summary statistics that rely on measuring inter-event distaiwes, like 
the K- and Q-functions, is hampered by edge effects. We explore edge-correct '()" 
in various three-dimensional settings. Although it appears intuitive, and li&ý been 
remarked by several authors (for example Baddeley et al, 1993 and 1991) 
that edge effects are more severe in three-diiiiensions compared to twui to the lwsi 
1.1. Overview 1 -) 
of our knowledge, there has not been any analysis carried out to demonstrate tlii--ý- 
Furthermore, to what extent the severity is greater in three- dimensions compared 
to two is yet to be reported. We suspect that the reason for this is that finding a 
tool for comparing edge effects in different dimensions is less trivial than we w()1ild 
anticipate. 
We provide theoretical results and simulation studies to confirm that edge effects are 
more severe in certain three-dimensional regions compared to their two-dimensional 
counterparts. More importantly, we illustrate to what extent the severity is greater. 
As we will see from this document, the region W and spatial point process are both 
factors that impact the severity of edge effects. 
We introduce two new edge-correct ions: a probabilistic border method and ý) prob- 
abilistic edge-correction for the K-function. We demonstrate through siniubltioii 
studies that in certain cases these new procedures produce a smaller bias and výiri- 
ance compared to standard edge-correction techniques. 
The datasets PPDS2 and PPDS3 are equipped with details of the nuclear boundary, 
albeit, in the form of a convex hull. As is often the approach, on rejecting the null 
hypothesis of CSR, we seek a more appropriate spatial point process model for Hie 
data. One of the models that we put forward is an inhomogeneous Poisson process 
with an intensity function that is constructed in such a way that it captures pos- 
sible interaction between the nuclear boundary and the PML bodies. We fit this 
model to PPDS2 by maximising an adapted pseudo log-likelihood 
function via a 
grid search followed by a local stochastic optimisation near the log-likelihood sur- 
face extrema. We also look into the possibility of using Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) methods, coupled with perfect simulation and thermodynamic integration 
to fit a more complicated model to PPDS2. Following some insight gained whilst 
attempting to fit an inhomogeneous Poisson process to 
PPDS2, we are motivated 
to exploring a class of doubly stochastic models as a plausible model 
for the spatial 
distribution of PML nuclear bodies. Specifically, we study fitting a log-Gaiissian 
Cox process (LGCP) to PPDS2 using a popular model 
fitting procedure known as 
minimum contrast. 
We find that throughout this research, we are heavilY reliant on siniulatioil has(ýd 
inference. As a result we are regularly 
faced with the task of simulminý_,, sImnal 
point processes inside a three-dimensional convex 
hull. It becomes apimiviii thi-it 
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simulation of the LGCP and other sophisticated spatial point processe, --" in a convex 
hull is non-trivial. Moreover, we also learn from this research that from the výl '-ý t literature and our own experience, spatial point process analysis techniques can be 
very powerful tools for spatial data exploration. However, 'xhen analysing spatial 
point patterns such as those provided in PPDS1, PPDS2 and PPDS3, certain prac- 
tical difficulties can arise. In such cases, other approaches inay perhaps be more 
appropriate. A key example of a re-occurring complication is a small number of 
objects. This can be problematic in situation such as when estimating some of 
the point process functions using edge- corrections such as the border method, that 
become increasingly unusable as the number of objects decreases, 
1.2 Spatial point processes and point patterns 
Spatial point processes are mathematical models for randoin or irregular spiitiA 
point patterns. They play an important role in the field of spatial statistics (Cressie, 
1991). A point pattern, as described by Diggle (2003), is data in the form of a set 
of points, irregularly distributed within a region of space. Examples of spatial point 
patterns include the location of trees in a forest, or of ants nests in a region inhabited 
by an ant colony. We refer to the objects of interest (for example the trees or ants 
nests) as events, so as not to confuse them with an arbitrary point in space. One 
of the most simple point processes is the homogeneous Poisson process. If a spatial 
point pattern is asserted to exhibit CSR in some region, then the statement is equiv- 
alent to 'the point pattern is a realisation of a homogeneous Poisson process in that 
region'. Most of the more complicated point processes such as the inhomogeneous 
Poisson process stem from the homogeneous Poisson process. These models can be 
divided into two broad categories; those which capture regularity, for example the 
simple inhibition process (see for example Cressie, 1991, section 8.5.4) and those 
which are best suited to clustered data, for example Cox processes (see for example 
Moller & Waagepetersen, 2004). 
In the spatial point process literature, one of the most analysed point patterils 
include the Japanese black pine data introduced by Numata (1961) (cited bY Dig- 
gle, 2003). The data was later tested for CSR by Bartlett (1964) using spectral 
analysis, then by Besag & Diggle (1977) and more recently again by Diggle 
using plots of the empirical distribution function (EDF) of poiiit-to-iie; av-st event 
distances. Datasets concerning the locations of redwood seedliii'g-, (Strýoiss, 1975. 
Ripley, 1977, and Diggle, 2003) and the centres of the locations of biological cell, 
1.2. Spatial point processes and point patterns 17 
(Crick & Lawrence, 1975, Ripley, 1977, and Diggle, 2003) have also received atten- 
tion in the spatial point process literature. These three point patterns (displayed 
in Figure 1.1) have been of interest as they provide good examples of spatial data 
which evidently fall into one of the three basic categories of point patterns: CSR. 
regular and clustered data. These standard datasets are all examples of planar point 
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Figure 1.1: Scatter plots of the Japanese black pine (a), redwood seedlings (b) and 
cell centres data (c) 
patterns. The locations of the events are specified in two-dimensional space. Data 
consisting of events with three-dimensional coordinates have gained less attention in 
the spatial point pattern literature. The reasons for this include three- dimension al 
data being generally more difficult to obtain. Furthermore, three-dimensional point 
patterns provide difficult statistical problems (Stoyan et al, 1995). Diggle et al 
(1991), Konig et al (1991), and Baddeley et al (1993) are in-1portant in the develop- 
ment of three-dimensional spatial point pattern analysis, using the three-dimensional 
versions of the standard distance-based sun-imary statistics, such as the K(r)-, F(r)- 
I and 
G(r)-functions. 
Sometimes it might be of interest to consider spatial point patterns which contain 
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multiple event types. An example of such a spatial point pattern is the di,, -ýplaced 
amacrine cells in the retina of a rabbit, analysed by Diggle (1985). Digole (2003). 
and Baddeley et al (2006) and the forestry data analysed by Diggle & Cox 
These spatial point patterns are referred to as multivariate spatial point patteril" 
and are special cases of a marked spatial point process (Stoyaii et al, 1995). Aiialys-i"-" 
of marked spatial point patterns in literature is much less common than unmarked. 
Nevertheless, examples of analysis of marked spatial point patterns can be found in 
Baddeley et al (2006) and VanLieshout (2004). Using the information in PPDS2 
we can estimate the diameter of the PML nuclear bodies (and we find that otir 
estimates are consistent with the biological literature) at particular locatioil's in Hie 
Fibroblast nuclei. We use this information to fit a marked inhomogeneous Poisson 
process to the data. The information in PPDS3 is used for carrying out bivariate 
analysis in Chapter 6. 
1.3 Nuclear architecture and PML nuclear bodies 
The nucleus is a complex (membrane enclosed) organelle (a discrete structure of a 
mammalian cell having specialised functions) with an internal structure and com- 
ponent organisation that is not fully characterised (Fox et al, 2002). It is the largest 
cellular organelle (varying from 11 to 22pm), and occupies around ten per cent of 
the total volume of a typical animal cell (Alberts et al, 2002). It is a site of major 
metabolic activities, such as DNA replication, gene transcription, RNA processing 
and ribosome subunit maturation and assembly (Lamond & Sleeman, 2003). 
These 
attributes make the nucleus the most prominent feature of eukaryotic cells. 
The 
main structural elements of the nucleus are a double membrane 
(nuclear envelope) 
that encloses the entire organelle, keeping its contents separated 
from the cellular 
cytoplasm (Paine et al, 1975). The nuclear envelope contains pores and rests on a 
meshwork of intermediate filaments called the nuclear 
lamina (Lactot et al, 200 7) 
with the internal structure being characterized by a compartment alised 
distribu- 
tion of functional components (Lactot et al, 2007) as depicted in 
figure 1.2. These 
compartments, or, distinct classes of subnuclear 
bodies, include nucleoli, splicii4l, 
speckles, Cajal bodies, gems and PML 
bodies (Dundr & Mistell, 2001, Fox et al. 
2002). Although little is known about several of these compartments, their existeilce 
suggests that the nucleoplasm is not a uniform mixture, 
but rather, the compart- 
mentalisation of nuclear components gives rise to a 
highly organise(l and tiglitlý- 
controlled environment 
(Hodges et al, 1998). 
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Figure 1.2: Organisation of the mammalian cell nucleus (Lanctot et al, 2007) 
PML nuclear bodies (PML NBs), also referred to as nuclear domain 10s (ND10s), 
Kremer bodies (Kr bodies), and PML oncogenic domains (PODs) (Hodges et al, 
1998, Bernardi & Pandolfi, 2003) have attracted great research interest. They have 
been reported as being " doughnut- like" in shape, with a dense fibrillar ring (Hodges 
et al, 1998). They vary in number, between 5 and 30 per nucleus (Wang et al, 
2004), and typically have a diameter of between 0.2 and Itim (Hodges et al, 1998, 
Melnick & Licht, 1999). However, their morphology and size alters during the cell 
cycle (Hodges et al, 1998). At least 15 constituent components have been identi- 
fied as part of the PML bodies, including the PML protein itself, CBP and RNA 
(Hodges et al, 1998). PML and by inference PML NBs have been attributed ap- 
parently disparate roles in transcription, DNA repair, DNA replication, and RNA 
transportation. Despite the evident physiological importance and hence criticality 
of defining a set of discrete biochemical functions, the molecular and biochemical 
bases for physiological phenomena associated with PML NBs are yet to be well un- 
derstood (Borden, 2002). For such reasons, biologists are very interested in the PAIL 
body in its own right, and in terms of how it relates to other nuclear components. 
Throughout this thesis we make several references to the nucleoli. There is (, In-- 
rently debate as to how these compartments influence the spatial organisation of 
PAIL NBs within the nucleus. Xfost mammalian cells contain 1-5 nucleoli. (, ýwli 
0.5-5-Ott-M in diameter (Spector, 2001). The nucleolus is differentiated into three re- 
gions; The fibrilla, r centres, fibrillax conaponent, and granular region (Spector. 2001). 
The nucleolus is a the site of rRNA synthesis, processing and ribosonial subilifits Z-) 
fI Mt rýý, r x, ýr, r, 
-P-rý ýý ý -ýWrý- rK 
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assembly (Spector, 1993). 
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1.4 Producing spatial point patterns by use of 
confocal microscopy 
Microscopic examination of cells has changed dramatically since its origin in the mid- 
seventeenth century (Eils & Chaitanya, 2003). Confocal laser scanning rnicrO,,, -(-()py is 
a technique that enables the capture of sharp three-dimensional images (that would 
appear blurred when viewed with a conventional microscope) of speciii-lens' such ; 1'-ý 
the cell nucleus and its compartments. The technique was pioneered bY N'Llrviii 
Minsky in 1955 (Semwogerere & Weeks, 2005) and is becoming a popular ilictliod 
for imaging specimens (Kyan et al, 2001). A laser scanning microscope incorporates 
two principal ideas: point by point illumination of a specimen and rejection of out 
of focus light. At any particular instant only one layer of the specimen is ob'. -"(ýI'ved. 
The two-dimensional image plane is reconstructed one pixel at a time by a compil I (, i,. 
A three-dimensional reconstruction of the specimen can be performed by combining 
a series of such slices at different depths (Prasad et al, 2007). 
Images for producing the datasets PPDS1, PPDS2, and PPDS3 detailed in Ap- 
pendix B, were captured as optical sections using a Zeiss confocal laser scýiiining 
microscope equipped with a Plan Apo 63x/NA 1.4 objective. Sections were col- 
lected at 0.4pm intervals (and these 0.4pm thick slices overlap by 0.2[trn so that 
all areas of the nuclei are captured) through each nuclei and processed using imag- 
ing software, which produced three-dimensional coordinates of centroid positions' 
for PML bodies and each genomic locus (Shiels et al, 2001). To produce PPDS2 
(the dataset consisting of the cell nuclei shown in Figure 1.3) and PPDS3, cells are 
immunofluorescently labelled (see for example Me & Pombo, 2006) by biologists 
so that fluorescent markers target specific objects within the nucleus. An unclear 
Red, Green and Blue (RGB) image is then obtained, with each colour associate(I 
with a different channel. A popular segmentation technique known as thresholdii1c, t7) 
is applied to the image data so that we are able to distinguish between t1le four 
objects: PML NBs, other submiclear body. empty space in the nucleii. s' interior, and 
nuclear boundary. Once this method has been adopted, the nuclear boundary ciiii 
consequently be presented in the form of a com-ex hull using methods (1(, ý-; crihed in 
Russell (2006). These datasets have the advantage that we are not re(linred to inake 
, ý,, jilliptions about 
the sampling region. 
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Figure 1.3: Confocal 3D images of MRC5 cell nuclei with three colotir stainin" t-1) 
(PML bodies (green), nucleoli (red), and nuclear boundary (blue)), projected onto 
the XY plane. Images obtained by Imperial College London CSB and reproduced 
with permission. These are the 8 cell nuclei that make tip PPDS2 
1.5 Initial tests for CSR on PPDS1 
The notion of subnuclear bodies being non-randoinly distributed within the cell 1111- 
cleus dates back to the early 1900s (Agard & Sedat, 1983). Several techniques have 
been adopted for assessing the spatial distribution of nuclear bodies. A popular and 
relatively fast approach for assessing whether nuclear compartments exhibit spatial 
positioning preference is known as erosion analysis or "nuclear peeling" (Shiels et al, 
2007). This entails some form of radial analysis, in which the nucleus is subdivided 
into concentric rings or shells from the periphery to the centre. The location of the 
nuclear compartment relative to the geometric centre is then calculated and usually 
expressed as a fraction of the distance to the nuclear lamina. This approach has 
been adopted by several authors including Wiblin et al (2005). Zink et al (2004), 
and Cremer et al (2001). 
Other techniques for investigating submiclear body spatial preference have included 
those adoPted by Bolzer et al (2005). They used the inean of inter-body distances 
and Kolmogorov-Snilmov (KS) tests to assess the spatlal distrlbutiOll Of 
clear bodies. Wang et al (2004) analysed the correlation between the ninninuin 
locus-PAIL distances against their local transcriptional activity to show that P. N11, 
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associate with transcriptionally active genomic regions. 
Recently, practitioners have began adopting a spatial point process franiework for 
assessing the spatial preference of subnuclear bodies. Perhaps one of the main re(1- 
sons for the interest in the application of spatial statistics to biological point patterns 
is the rigorous mathematical theory accrediting the methods and techniques used iii 
spatial point pattern analysis. Nordmans et al (1998) make use of histograms cou- 
pled with the pair- correlation function to assess the "randomness" of two proteins 
in the nucleus of a cultured human cell line. More recently, Fleischer et al (2006) 
have used several point process statistics to describe the topology of cliroinocentres 
during differentiation of NB4 cells. 
Information on spatial preference is usually obtained from a CSR test. This is 
usually carried out via a Monte Carlo approach (see for example Besag k- Diggle. 
1977, Besag & Clifford, 1989, and Diggle, 2003 (section 1.7) for discussions on the 
advantages and disadvantages of Monte Carlo tests). Simulation approaches are 
required because closed form expressions for the probability that a point patterii 
is CSR is in general difficult to obtain. This procedure generally involves taking 
the common approach for assessing uniformity, by simulating (the null model) in- 
side a theoretical nucleus and comparing theoretical quantities with the observed. 
Models used for the nucleus include a sphere or ellipsoid (Weimer et al, 1992). N 
simulations (where N depends on the the level of significance that we are interested 
in) are conducted and then simulation envelopes, obtained from the EDFs of the N 
simulations are compared with that of the observed data (see for example Diggle, 
2003, Chapter 2). 
The approach we take in this chapter, for PPDS1 (where no information on the 
nuclear boundary is provided), is not to attempt to model the nuclear boundar , 
but to form a sampling region which is assumed to be representative of the whole nli- 
cleus interior. Diggle (2003) discusses the different types of sampling. The method 
we adopt entails selecting a sampling region as a subset of a larger region (the larger 
region is the entire cell nucleus). Diggle (2003) refers to this sampling method as 
intensive mapping. For this approach, the sampling region is usually chosen acc()r(1- 
ing to some probability sampling scheme, or as is in our case. in a waý- that reflect. ", 
the experimenters' view that it is in some sense representatiý-e of the larger region 
(Diggle, 2003). In developing tests for CSR, for mapped patterns, it k inore lisliýll 
to anal)-se the pattern conditional on the observed number of e\-ent,; (Dilt-ý. -I(, je, 2003). 
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Further, the use of replicated data, or in this case multiple cells provides a stronger 
argurnent to support the outcome of CSR tests (Diggle, 2003). 
An ellipsoid sampling region, as shown in Figure 1.4 for the five cells in PPDSI 
is constructed as follows for an individual cell. We carry out rigid body transfor- 
mations on the PML NB points within the individual cell, so that the line passing n 
through the two PML bodies furthest apart is a subset of ýa + A13 E RI, XvIlere 
a :: -- (0,0,0)' and b= (1,0, O)T. We then use an optimisation scheme to coniptite 
the lengths of the semi-axis of the ellipsoid with smallest voltin-ie that all the PNIL 
NB points are contained in. We shall refer to this approach as the 'sniallest ellipsoid 
method'. We are aware that there are issues surrounding the three-diniensional co- 
ordinate system of the confocal microscope. Specifically, a three- dimension al image 
is produced by stacking two-dimensional sections (250 x 250 pixel iinages) at 0.4/1111 
intervals (Russell, 2006). Until stated otherwise, let F(r) represent the obserNed 
Ilk 
Figure IA: Ellipsoid sampling regions for PPDSI. The image labeled 'I' corresponds 
to the cell nucleus I data and so fourth. PML NB centroids are located at the red 
dots 




2, n (o - 1) 
where n. C R'\f1j is the total nun-iber of events 
(PML NBs) and q, ( C R' are 
the spatial event locations. Furtheri-nore I(. ) is the indicator 
function and 11.11 is the 
Euclidean norm. Let nj be the nuinber of PML bodies in 11',. NvIlere IV, denotes the 
ellipsoid sampling region for cell ?, obtained 
by using the smallest ellipsoid method. 
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CSR tests on PPDSI, for each of the five cells in PPDSI. were carried out by slim- 
ulating ni events 99 times inside W, and plotting mQF(r)ij 1 . 991 and 
supfF(r)ij :3=I... 991, where F(r)ij is the calculated F(r) for the Jth simulation 
of ni events uniformly and independently inside W, against the calculated F(r) 
for the PML bodies locations in cell nucleus i (i =I. Similar to Baddeley 
et al (1993), we ignore edge effects in these CSR hypothesis tests. The simulation 







Figure 1.5: PPDSI CSR EDF sin-itilation envelope plots. The top left, graph is for 
cell nucleus I. 
observations is sufficient 
for a, test at the 5'7c) level (Diggle, 2003, Hope, 1968), we 
02466 10 
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see that at this level, for nuclei 2-5, there is slight evidence to reject the null hy- 
pothesis of CSR. Furthermore, there appears to be a general indication of clustering 
compared to CSR, for large values of r. The results for cell I are particularly in- 
teresting since for this particular cell nucleus, compared to e%-ents that are CSR. 
the PML bodies appear to be distributed more regularly for r<3 units, (which is 
approximately 0.25pm. See section B. 1 of Appendix B), CSR for 3<r< 1) linits 
and slightly clustered for r>9 units. 
Up until now it has been believed that the spatial organisation of PML NBs is 
influenced by other subnuclear bodies such as nucleoli. Biological ideas 01M sug- 
gests that nucleoli act as exclusion, or favourable regions for PNIL NBs, would be 
consistent with rejecting the null hypothesis of CSR provided that, the illicleoli do 
not themselves exhibit CSR within the nucleus. Note that, had we been certain of 
the theory regarding the spatial distribution of nucleoli and its possible interaction 
with PML NBs, then we could deduce (without the need for CSR tests) whetlier 
or not the PML NB locations exhibit CSR in the cell nucleus. However, as demon- 
strated in our tests, there is more to be gained from CSR tests. lnterestiiiglý', the 
results for cell I suggest that there is not evidence to reject the CSR null hypothesis. 
This result does not necessarily contradict an idea that PML NB locations in the 
nucleus are possibly influenced by other subnuclear bodies such as nucleoll, since 
for example, perhaps no nucleoli exist in WI. This demonstrates the importance of 
careful selection of the sampling region and the additional information gained 
from 
using replicated data. 
Chapter 2 
Spatial point processes: Theory, 
models and statistics 
Neyman (1939) was an important early contribution to the general theory of point 
processes. The earliest discussions on spatial point processes date back to the early 
1950s when used by Skellam (1952) and Thompson (1955) in statistical ecology. 
The work of Matern in 1960, later re-published in 1986, has been viewed as pio- 
neering (Cox & Isham 1980, Kemp, 1988). More recently, Moller & Waagepetersen 
(2004) and Moller & Waagepetersen (2006) have provided more detailed accounts 
of modern spatial point process theory, statistics and models, while Stoyan (2006) 
has provided a good and relatively concise background on important point process 
theory. 
In this chapter we provide formal background on important spatial point process 
theory and concepts used up to Chapter 6 (where the theory is then extended to 
marked spatial point patterns). Although we focus on spatial point processes as 
these are specific to analysing PPDS1, PPDS2, and PPDS3, there is vast literature 
on the theory of point processes in various domains. For point processes along a tinie 
axis one can refer for example to Cox & Isham (1980). Theory on space-time point 
processes can be found in Fishman & Snyder (1976) with applications in Rr-Ithbun 
& Cressie (1994). 
We begin by introducing notation, definitions and some important concepts. Tlwsc 
initial definitions and concepts are as those given by Cressie (1991). Karr 
Stoyan & Stoyan (1994), Stoyan et al (1995), and Stoyýiii (2006). The precise defi- 
nition of a spatial point process requires some measure theoretic (, ()iw(, pts. Some ()f 
26 
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the measure theory required throughout this thesis is included in Appendi-x A and I> 
owed to the work of Kelley (1955), Hausdorff (19-57), Halmos (1974). Cohn 
and Reid & Szendro'i (2005). We will move onto discuss various spatial point process 
statistics. We shall only briefly mention edge effects, as this is an important issile 
in practical applications of spatial point processes and hence part of our reas()il for 
providing a more detailed treatment on the subject in Chapter 4. We Nvill then 
on to look at some important spatial point process models. 
Throughout we denote locations in Rd by TI, (, ý, etc. and at times use subscripts 
(for example 71, . ..... q, 





will be used for the vector form of ý EE Rd- Our discussions will often be bLlse(l 
towards the case d=3 in line with the datasets analysed and hence for iiustiincc, 
we shall denote the d-dimensional ball, of radius r centred at ý by bd (ý' r) and an 
omission of the superscript d will sometimes occur when it is clear what valne d 
takes. 
2.1 Spatial point process definition and 
characterisation 
Let E be a locally compact Hausdorff space (every point of E has a compact, closed, 
and bounded neighbourhood) whose topology has a countable base, with Borel 0'- 
algebra S. Also, a measure p on E is a Radon measure if p(A) < oo (it is locally 
finite) for all A in the ring of bounded Borel sets, B. Let M be the set of Radon 
measures and MD Mp = ýp Cz M: tt(A) E N, VA E B1. Furthermore, define A4 
as the a-algebra generated by the coordinate mappings p -ý p (f )=ff dp where f 
ranges over the set of continuous functions on E whose support is compact. Also, 
denote the trace a-algebra on Mp by Mp. Then as stated by Karr (1991), we have 
the following definitions: 
Definition 1 Let (Q, -'F, 
P) be a probability space. 
a) A random measure on E is a measurable mapping X of ioto 
(M, A4). 
b) A point process on E is a measurable mapping X of (Q. T) iwo (, Aj,,, Mp). 
A spatial point process is a point process with E -= 
VC Rd and -IIp =X1,, the 
set of locally finite counting measures on V . 
Furthermore, "P -A' is the sjj, (, Jj(, ýýj 
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o, -algebra generated by sets of the form fx GN : x(B) = nj for all B in the Borel 





where 1(. ) denotes the indicator function. Rirthermore, for set S, the notation 
X(S) =n means that S contains n points of X. An intuitive way of thinking al)otit 
a spatial point process provided by Stoyan et al (1995) is that it is a random choice 
of one of the x in N. 
The natural way to define a spatial point pattern (a realisation of a spatial point, 
process) is through locations of events in V (Cressie, 1991). For mathematical con- 
venience (Cressie, 1991), we define a spatial point pattern through a locall 'v 
fillite 
counting measure x on V. Conversely, ý is an event of the point pattern if x (f ý 1) > 0. 
X generates a distribution P on [N, JV], the distribution of X, and this distriblitioli 
is determined by the probabilities 
P(Y) = P(X G Y) 
c Q: x (Lo) 
for YCM. Moreover, we say that two spatial point processes X, andX2 are 
identically distributed if P(Xi C Y) - P(X2 C- Y) for all Y C- 
M. Throughout we 
shall assume that our spatial point process is sZmple. We say that a spatial point 
process is simple if xffýj) E 10,11 for all V and almost all xEN. If the point 
process X is simple, then its distribution P is determined by the system of void 
probabilities v, as c ranges through the compact sets and 
VB P (x nB - 
- P(fx C N: x(B) = 01) 
for Borel sets B. 
We will at times make the assumption that the spatial point process X is Sta- 
tionary or isotropic or both. We say that the point process X is '4afloliary (or 
fý+q: Tj C- XI has tll(' equivalently, homogeneous) if it has the property that X- 
same distribution for all ý (E Rd. Also. the point process X is sýii(l to be i,,, otropic 
if it is invariant under rotation. That is. applying (the saine) rotation ýibout the 
2.2. Moments and moment measures 
origin to every 71 EX does not alter the distribution of X. Stationarity and isotropy 
can be very important assumptions in spatial point process analysis. Assuninig : ýtýi- 
tionarity or isotropy often simplifies calculation. Also, practitioners will at, tiilb, > 
(often implicitly) assume that stationarity holds (w1thout carrylng out formal tcsts 
for stationarity), or be content that it holds approximately so that certain p(dilt 
process techniques can be readily adopted (see Baddeley et al, 1993 and Glashe. v k 
Roberts, 1997, as examples). Ergodicity is also an important property for sj)mial 
point processes. The property ensures that one sample of the point process is 
ficient to obtain statistically secure results (Stoyan & Sto. vaii, 1994). W(, sýiy that 
the stationary distribution P on [N,, )V] is ergodic if for all inrariant sets YCA, Nve 
have 
P(Y) Gf ol 11 
where by MvarZant set YCM we mean one for which 
P(Y\Yý U Yý\Y) =0 Vý ER 
where Yý =fxGN: xý c Yj. The stationary Poisson process is an example of an 
ergodic spatial point process (Stoyan et al, 1995). 
2.2 Moments and moment measures 
The mean is an important characteristic of real-valued random variables. The in- 
tensýty measure A of X is a point process characteristic analogous to the mean, that 
is defined as 




In the homogeneous case it suffices to consider an Mtenstty A since then 
A(B) - Av(B) 
where we use v to denote the Lebesgue measure on 
(R d, B) for Borel set B of -, d 
In general, we define the kth moment measure p 
(k) by 
IL x ... X 
Bk) =E (X (B1)... X(Bk» 
for Borel sets B1, ..., 
Bk, and x denoting the Cartesian product. Furthermore. f'()i- 
any positive measurable 
function f (Th, ---- TO we have 
77k) 
f 
770P (k) (d(ql, 
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The factorial kth moment Tneasure, a 
(k) is similar to /i 
(k) 
, formally. defined as 
f 77k) 
ff 
77k)0 (k) (d(ql, qk)) 
MkEX 
The only difference between a(k) and t, 
(k) is that the summation on the left hand 
side of (2.1) does not include n-tuples containing two or more equal points, and tll(, 
::, 4' symbol is used to show this. The kth product densZty, O(k) (771, --, 77k) is ýi densitY 
function which exists whenever a(') is suitably continuous. Moreover, O(k) (771, ---, qk) 
is defined as 
(k) 
a (Bi x... x Bk) 
fBi fBk 
0(771 7101AI d% 




(Thi 71k)g (k) (, q 1 .... 7 77k) 
d7ji, (2.2) 
771 ý ... i? 7kEX 
Stoyan & Stoyan (1994) provide a more detailed account on higher-order moments, 
including some geometrical interpretations. We shall see later that third and higher- 
order moments, although not commonly used, may also be of great importance. 
2.3 Palm distributions 
The idea of Palm distributions is one of the most fundamental to the theory of 
point processes. Later on we will see that it may be of interest to condition on there 
being a point at some fixed location such as the origin. Heuristically, the Palm 
distributions P, (with respect to the origin o) can be thought of as the conditional 
distribution of X given that there is a point at the origin. Formally, suppose that X 
is a stationary point process, with finite and non-zero intensity A. Then the Palm 







for YCM and X-., E xj. The reduced Palm d1stribution (<-It is evell 
more important as it is used in the definition of important point process functions 
such as the K(r)-function. It can be interpreted as the conditional distribution ()f' 
X on the reduced set given that there is a point at ý. The definitioil of 
the reduced Palm distributiom Y (at the origin) is obtaine(I by replacing 1(, 0 17 
El 
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withl(x-,, \fo}EY) in (2-3). A more modern definition of the Palm distributions is 
presented in terms of the reduced and unreduced Campbell measure. The reduced 
Campbell measure of a point process X is a measure on X x. /V defined by 
CI(B x Y) -- 
ff 
I(. l\jý}EY)x(<)P(dx), (2.4) 
for YEM and B in X, the Borel or-algebra of VCRd- For YcM, Cý is absolutely 
continuous with respect to A (See Cressie (1991) section 8.3.4). By the Radon- 
Nikodym theorem (see Appendix A), there exist uniquely determined measures Pý 
on (N, M) such that 




2.4 The Binomial point process 
The points ýj ... ýý 
form a Binomial point process, Xbin(Wn) in the compact set 
WCRd if they are independently and uniformly distributed inside W, where a 
random point 6 is uniformly distributed in W if 
P(ý cu) - V(U) V(W) 
for all Borel sets UCW. We therefore have from (2.6) that 
G B,.... 7GEBn) 
P(ýEB, )-... -P(ýEBn) 
v(Bl) -... - v(Bn) 
V(W)n 
(2.6) 
for B1, ..., 
B,, Borel subsets of W. The intensity A of the Binomial'point process is 
given by 
np (A) (v (B)) 1 
where p(B) = v(B)lv(W). The void probabilities of Xbin(Wn) are given by 
(v(W) - v(V»' P (xbin (W, n) (V) - (» -- j, /(W)n 
for arbitrary compact VcW. If the events form a binomial point process 
in W then the random point pattern formed by these events can be thought of as a 
random set. The point pattern can also be thought of as a random counting measure 
(Stoyan et al, 1995). 
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The simulation of virtually all spatial point process in IT- requires simulating a bi- 
nomial point process (n points uniformly inside IV). Simulating ii event., -; uniforin1v 
inside W, a unit square or cube is straightforward; for a iinit cube. one simply supei- 
imposes n independent uniform random points, .... TIn where 77i = (iT, 1- ýýi2 - 
iii3) 
- 
and iiij -Uniform(0,1). Once simulated inside the unit cube, Nve can then applY 
scaling and translation in order to obtain a simulation inside any fixed cuboid. Co- 
ordinate transformation can be used for simulating uniformly inside a splieiv- Thi it 











arccos(I - 2ý 
(2) 0< 
2 (3) 7rý , 0<0<27 
is uniform inside the unit sphere. Once again, the relevant scaling can be applied for 
the case where simulation inside an ellipsoid is required. This is the approach used 
in all subsequent chapters. For non-ellipsoid and cuboid sets 1,170 C R', rejection 
sampling (see for example Ripley, 1987) can be used. This involves, for example, 
simulating uniformly inside WD WO and retaining the points WO. Simulation 
is repeated until the desired number of points are obtained. 
Datasets PPDS2 and PPDS3 provide the locations of points that constitute empt. y 
space inside the nucleus. We exploit this information as a means of simulating o 
points uniformly inside the nucleus. Specifically, for the u points ý1_ -- ýu that are 
classified as empty space, n such points are chosen at random (without replacement). 
Random selection is made by equipping each of the ý, _. ý, with a unique 
kE ýIj ... , ul. 
The point ý is selected if the randomly chosen ycf1.2.... ul Is its 
assigned integer. Occasionally, we attempt to simulate uniformly inside the nuclear 
interior by adopting methods for simulating uniformly inside a convex 111111. S1101 
methods are detailed by Fishman (1996). The choice of random number genera- 
tor is of importance. Our choice and preference is the Mersenne TNN-Ister algorliIiin 
(Matsunioto k Nishimura, 1998). 
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2.5 Homogeneous Poisson point process 
The homogeneous (stationary) Poisson process Xpoi. is defined bY the followin,,, 
postulates 
(0 For some constant A>0, and bounded Borel set B. Xpoi(B) follows a Poiss()ii 
distribution with mean Av(B). The parameter A is the intensit. y. For the three- 
dimensional case, this can be interpreted as the number of e-ý-ents per unit volume. 
(it) Given Xpoi(B) == n, the n events in B form an independent sample from tlic 
uniform distribution on B. 
If B1, B, are disjoint bounded Borel sets then X 0- 
(Bi) 
I .... Xpoi(B, 
) ai-e pI 
independent Poisson random variables with mean Av(Bl),..., Av(B, ). Therefore 
P(Xpoi(BI) nl,..., Xpoi(B, )=n, ) 
AF_ ni v(Bi 
)nj 
.... . v(Bs )n, 
s 
nl! n,! 
exp Av(B, ) 
These postulates are simultaneously the definition of CSR. The void probabilities of 
Xpoi are given by 
P(X(B) = 0) - exp (-Ap(B» 
The first-order moment A follows from property (i) and is given by 
A(B) = E(X(B)) = All(B) 
for all Borel sets B. 
The homogeneous Poisson spatial point process can be simulated inside W directly 
from the first two postulates. First we simulates n -Poisson(AV(B)). Second., Sim- 
ulate n points uniformly inside W (that is, simulate 'ý - 
Xbin(wn))- Methods for 
simulating a Poisson random variate can be found in Stoyan et al (1995). The ap- 
proach we adopt is the inverse transform method (see for example Fishman, 1996, 
p155) coupled with the approximation n ý- [Av(W) + Normal(O, VýA_Xv(W))] wlieii 
Av(W) > 20. 
2.6 Inhomogeneous Poisson point process 
One of the most simple alternatives to the homogeneous Poisson point ,, tll(, 
/. oboit? o9encous Pol', ýSoli poitit process. 
The znhomoyen(oa,, ý POIS, 'ý011 Pol . fit jwoc("", 
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obtained by replacing the intensity A by a spatially varviiia density A( Let be 
a diffuse Radon measure on R d. An inhomogeneous Poisson point proc(, - is a pohit 
process possessing the following two properties 
(0 The number of events in a bounded Borel set B has a Poisson distribution Ný-itli 
mean A(B) 
P(X(B) = n) = exp(-A(B)), for nC fO, 1,2 1 
(it) The number of points in k disjoint Borel sets form k independent random vari- 
ables. 
If the Radon measure A has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure then it 
can be written as 
fB 
A (TI)dq 
for Borel sets B. We call the density A(. ) the intensity function of the inhomoge- 
neous Point process. 
An inhomogeneous Poisson spatial point process in a compact set 11- can be sim- 
ulated by using the rejection algorithm of Lewis & Shedler (1979). The routine, 
for an inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity function A(ý) is as follows: 
Simulate a homogeneous spatial Poisson point process of intensity Amax, where 





The retained points form a realisation of events from an inhomogeneous 
Poisson 
process with intensity function A(ý)- 
2.7 Estimating intensity 
Estimation of many of the point process functions discussed in this docuillent re1v 
on the estimation of the intensity of a stationary point process. 
Giveii a samplin 
region W, a natural unbiased estimator 
for the intensity of a stationary point 
is 
VOV) 
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The intensity function A(. ) of an inhomogeneous Poisson process can al,, -, (-) h(, (-- 
timated using parametric or non-parametric methods such as kernel methods (see 
for example Cressie, 1991, section 8.5.1). An example of an edge-corrected kernel 
estimator for A (TI) is 




for sampling window WCRd and bandwidth h. The d-dimensional kernel function 
6d(. ) is any probability density function symmetric about the origin. The function 
wv 
Ph (71) -= 
fh -d Nd (2.8) 
is an edge-correction. A small investigation involving simulating an inhomogeneolis 
Poisson point process and attempting to estimate the intensity function using this 
technique only confirmed that choosing an appropriate value for h is a non-trivial 
task (see Chapter 5). Indeed, this is a general problem with kernel densitY esti- 
mation (Wand & Jones, 1995). There are few examples where the choice of h iýý 
discussed for spatial point process applications. The work of Beil et al (2005) is one 
of the few that we have encountered, which explicitly states an appropri(, It(, band- 
width that was used for analysing cell biology data. 
The proceeding sections provide a background on the spatial point process func- 
tions currently in use and some of their estimators. All the functions considered are 
'distance-based' functions (they are functions of the distance between points) and 
most of their estimators, as is the case for many estimators in spatial statistics, are 
not unbiased but instead are ratios of two unbiased consistent estimators (Baddeley 
& Gill 1997). A higher-order spatial point process function is developed in the next 
chapter. This function has uses in general point process analysis. In Chapter 5 we 
define a point process function that is designed specifically for a particular biological 
problem. In that case, however, the function may be of particular use in situations 
where the position of events is known or suspected to be influenced 
by the position 
of the boundary of W. 
2.8 Edge effects 
Estimating point process functions of interest in some bounded compact region 11'. 
which we refer to as a sampling or obs(riutioii ivindow, 
is not trouble-free. Probleni,, -ý 
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generally encountered are those arising from edge effccts. Edge cffects 1, a terin giveii 
to estimation problems created by not being able to observe data outside the edacs 
of the observation region. They play a big (and hindering) role in the analy'sis 4 
point patterns. They are usually encountered when the region TV on which the point 
pattern is observed is a subset of a larger region on which the process is defined. 
Therefore estimation of summary statistics is biased by having censored eveiit. s which 
may be interacting with events in the observation window. The methods of dealing 
with edge effects can be split into three categories, (the simplest being) the iise 
of border methods (see for example Diggle, 2003), using estimators that explicitl *v 
account for edge effects, and wrapping W into a torus by identifying opposite edges. 
Our interest is mainly in the first two approaches, as the toroidal wrapping techiiiqiie 
does not generally apply to the confocal microscopy data analYsed throughout. 
2.9 The empty space function F(r) 
Let X be an almost surely stationary and isotropic point process. That is, all prob- 
ability distributions associated with X are invariant under rotation and translation 
(Baddeley et al, 1993). The empty space function of X, denoted F(r), or F from 
now onwards, is the probability distribution of the distance from an arbitrary ponit 
to the nearest event. That is for r>0 
(o, X) < r) 
=P (X (b'(o, r» > 0) 
where 
p(-q, A) = inff JITI - (11 :(c Al (2.9) 
is the shortest (Euclidean) distance from q to A. The empty space function of a 
homogeneous Poisson process with intensity A is given by 
exp (- v (b'(o, r)) A) (2-10) 
Using (2.10) and by estimating the empty space function of a point pattern we 
can spot whether there is regularity or aggregatioii (clustering) in a point pattem. 
Estimated values of F(r) greater than that given by (2.10) suggests that there iýý 
regularity, while lower values suggest aggregation (Baddeley et A 1993). 
Baddeley et al (1993) state that the empty space function is typically (, ý; tiiiiated 
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by taking a fine grid in the sampling region 11' and computing the diý,, tii1we from 
each grid point to the nearest event. This technique results in edge effect-, as we are 
unable to search for points outside W. The only approach currentlY in lise is the 
border method (Baddeley et al, 1993), detailed in Chapter 4. When adopting tlij, ý 
technique, only events that are at least a distance r from the boundarY of TV are 
considered. That is 
(iv-, n ýUoExb 
d (ij. r) 
where 
f(cW: b d ((, T) c 
is the erosion of W. Kaplan-Meier estimation of distance distributions is discussed 
by Gill (1994) and Baddeley & Gill (1997). For a stationary point process X. the 
Kaplan-Meier estimator, FK,, p(r) for the empty space 
function of X is giveli I)Y 
t Wd-I (O(Xýr) nll ý,,, T A (t) =- dr 
fo 
V (Wer\X(, i-, r) 
I-FK,, p(t) exp(-A(t)) 
whereWd(-) is the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure (see Appendix A). Furthermore, 
OA denotes the boundary of A and A, ý, = ýTj CRd: o(77, A) < rj is the dilation 
of A. The geometrical interpretation of the Kaplan-Meier estimator for the empty 
space function is, within the eroded window W, --,, we consider the region outsi(le 
the union of balls of radius r centred at points of the process X, and the surface of 
this union of balls. By considering a range of r, the quantity 
ý#) is an estimate of 
the probability that an event falls within distance t of another event. 
2.10 The nearest neighbour distribution function 
G(r) 
The G(r)-function is the distribution of the distance from a typtcal event of the 
process to the nearest other point of the process. 
As done by Stoyan &-- Stoyaii (1994) 
and Stoyan et al (1995) we often use the term typical event in place of 
"randomly 
chosen event" - 
For stationary point process X, the G(r)-function associated witli 
X is given by 
G(r) = P(p(o, X\foj)<-r0EX) 
P(X(b d(o, , )) > 110 EE X) >0 
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By stationarity the point o can be replaced by any arbitrarý- point q. An alternatiVe 
definition of the G(r)-function using the Campbell-Alecke theorem (see Sto. v(iii et al 






G(r) -- E (X (W F) 
for arbitrary W with 0< v(W) < : )c. For a homogeneous Poisson pi-m-ess with 
intensity A the G(r)-function is given by 
G(r) =1- exp (-Av(b 
d (o, r))) 




(, qE I11 
E77CX 
P (17. X, JIM) 
E77CX '(? 
7E"'-qP(77, x\{'? D) 
2.11 The pair correlation function g(r) 
The pair correlation function, g(r), is the frequency of event pairs within (11stmicc 
r. The pair correlation function is widely used in spatial statistics and particularlY 
in astronomy and astrophysics, for example Kerscher (1998). Provided that the 
second-order product density exists, then in the stationary and isotropic case we 
(2) (2) 
can write p (TI, (r) for r= JITI - (11. Also assuming thýit the intensitY 




For a Poisson process, we have g(r) 
while g(r) <1 is a sign of regularity. 
(2.11) 
1. Furthermore, g(r) >1 indicates diistering 
The pair correlation function can be estimated using 
ý(2) 
A2 




r))v(ivrl n ii 
2.12. The K(r)-function 
where K, is some suitable kernel such as the Epanechnikov kernel 61. h given by 
Nl, h(S) -3(I-s 
2) 
I(s 
C- (- hI h)) 4h h2 
Stoyan (2007) has stated that the best kernel function is the box kernel given by 
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The K(r)-function appears at present to be the most popular second-order charac- 
teristic used in point process analysis. Heuristically, for a stationary point process 
with intensity A, AK(r) is the mean number of events that are within distance r of 
the typical event, 
K (r) -- 
I 
E(X(b d(o, r))), (2.12) 
A 
where the expectation is with respect to the reduced Palm distribution. The CaTopl)(11- 
Mecke theorem yields the alternative definition 
KE 
(EqExnB X(b d(71, r)\f 771) 
E(X(B)) 
for arbitrary B with 0< v(B) < oc. For a homogeneous Poisson process with 
intensity A the K(r)-function of X is given by 
K(r) = v(b 
d(o,, r)) 
A border correction estimate of K(r) is 
k(r) v(Wer) X(Wer )2 
77CIT'g, (GW 
Other edge-corrected estimators for the K(r)-function are detailed in 
Chapter 4. 
2.13 Relationships between spatial point process 
functions 






g (u) du Wd(b , 1)) 
fo 
11 
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Some other characteristics have been defined as combinations and varlýtiit, of tlio-ý(, 









for F(r) < 1. Besides some desirable properties., the J(r)-function is useful becalise 
J(r) =I for a homogeneous Poisson process. However, J(r) =I does not iniplY 




In general, for r>0, J(r) <I indicates clustering and J(r) >1 is a of 
regularity. An alternative to the K-function which is frequently used is Hie L(r)- 










The L(r)-function is popular amongst statisticians because L(r) -r-0 for a 
homogeneous Poisson process. 
2.14 Third-order characteristics 
Third-order functions are relatively uncommon as they tend to be computationally 
expensive to estimate. Analytical expressions 
for third-order characteristics of com- 
mon processes can also be mathematically 
difficult to obtain. Schladitz k- Baddeley 
(2000) introduced the T(r)-function, which they define as the expected number of 
, r-close event pairs within a ball of radius r centred at 
the typical eN-ent. Formally. 




ýE-V-10(o, r) -[(0<1171-ý 
r 
2A2 
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where the expectation is with respect to the reduced Palm distribution. StoYall k 
Stoyan (1994, section 14.5) give a good account on characteristics of third-order and 
higher. Particular examples of third-order characteristics that they mention include 
theZB(r)-function defined for a stationary process with intensity A by 
ZB (r) = 








jr2 f (3) (r, ý) 
<dr, A3 
r- K(ri) 1,, 
(B) 
r, K(r2) 
where instead of just considering event pairs of distance r, an average ýA certain 
range of values is taken. An estimator for ZB(r) is given in Stoyan k- Stolvall (1994, 
section 15.5). Estimation of the T(r)-function is discussed by Schladitz k- Bad(lelcY 
(2000, section 4). 
The pair correlation and K-functions can be defined for the non-stationary case, 
see Moller & Waagepetersen (2004). The anisotropic versions of these functions are 
defined by Stoyan & Stoyan (1994). Baddeley et al (2000) propose definitions for 
the non-stationary versions of the F- and G-function in their concluding discussions 
on open problems for the statistical analysis of inhomogeneous point patterns. 
2.15 More complicated point process models 
Earlier we discussed the simplest point process, the homogeneous Poisson process. 
We can divide some of the more complicated point process models that we discuss 
throughout this thesis into three categories, inhomogeneous Poisson models, and 
models that allow for interaction between events and are designed to either capture 
regularity, or alternatively, mimic the features of a spatial point pattern that exhibits 
clustering. The exception to this classification are Cox processes, an important class 
of models that can be used to model both clustering and regularity (see for example 
Moller & Waagepetersen, 2004, chapter 5)- 
Our initial tests for CSR in Chapter I provided some possible evidence for cliis- 
tering and hence our discussions here are favoured towards models for (. 11isten, (I 
data. The cluster models we discuss briefly include the Mat6rii cluster process 
for example Cressie, 1991). This model has. for example, been used for ino(lelliiig 
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tree roots data (Fleischer et al, 2006). We also consider the Gauss-Poisson prcwesýý 
(Stoyan et al, 1995). Point process models tend to be generalisations of other point 
process models. For example the homogeneous Poisson process is a special case of 
the inhomogeneous one, which can be generalised to a Cox process. 
Models can also be formed by the three fundamental operations discussed by Sto. výili 
et al (1995, section 5.1). These operations include superposition, thinning and clus- 
tering. In a clustering operation the events of a point process are replaced I-) ,v chister's 
of points, X0. The clusters (Xos) themselves are spatial point processes. The union 
of these clusters form a cluster point process. It is common practice to refer to the 
events as "parents" and the events of the clusters as "datighters". The two clu., -ýtcl- 
processes we discuss here are members of a group of processes called N'eyma1i-S(-()t t 
processes (see for example Stoyan et al, 1995). Neyman-Scott processes result from 
homogeneous independent clustering applied to a stationary Poisson process. Some 
Neyman-Scott process such as the Matern cluster process are also Cox processes. 
2.15.1 Gauss-Poisson process 
A Gauss-Poisson process (Newman, 1970) is an example of a Poisson cluster process 
and is often used in spatial statistics (Stoyan et al (1995)). The parent points have 
a homogeneous Poisson distribution with intensity A and the number of daughters 
of each parent is zero, one or two with probability qO, qj, and q2 respectively. If Ole 
parent has one daughter then the daughter is placed at the parent location. If the 
parent has two daughters then one is placed at the parent and the other is placed 
randomly at (fixed) distance s from the first daughter. The resulting pattern only 
includes daughter points (and hence the parent points are deleted). Some further 
results for Gauss-Poisson processes can be found in Milne & Westcott (1972). 
2.15.2 Matern cluster process 
Matern's cluster process consists of parents that come from a homogeneous Poisson 
point process with intensity Ap. Each parent has ai daughters which are uniforiiil ,v 
distributed inside W(o, R) (with the parent point being regarded as the origin). The 
parameter m comes from a Poisson distribution with int-eiisity A, Implicit 
sions for the K- and g-function for a Matern cluster process can be found M Sto. vaii 
et al (1995). In Chapter 4 we derive an explicit expression for the K-f-Linctions of il 
ýhitern cluster process. 
2.15. More complicated point process models 
The Matern cluster process and Gauss-Poisson process can be simulat(ýd iii the com- 
pact window W directly via the model definitions, although care should be takeii 
with regards to edge effects. A simple way to account for edge effects Is- to S1111ti- 
late the parent points inside the dilated windowl I 'T, - Rwhere 
R is such that for the 
P(Xo D W(o, R)) is very small or zero (Stoyan et al, 1995). Brix &-- Kendall ('2002) 
discuss the simulation of cluster point processes without edge effects. 
2.15.3 Markov point processes 
Markov or Gibbs point processes have been intensively used in spatial stmistics 
since 1970 (Stoyan & Stoyan, 1994). Although they are models for various tYpes of 
point patterns, they are usually recognised for their ability to provide a more flexible 
framework for modeling spatial point patterns that exhibit inhibition (compared to 
a homogeneous Poisson distribution) (Cressie, 1995). Markov point processes ýN-cre 
first defined by Ripley & Kelly (1977). As redefined by Cressie (1995). a spatiA 
point process on bounded set VCRd is said to be Markov of rang(- p if it is a 
spatial point process that has conditional intensity at ýGV given the realisatioii of 
the process in A\ý that depends only on the events in bd (ý' p)\fýj. Each Markov 
process is characterised by a likelihood ratio f (. ) with respect to a unit hiteilsit ' \' 
Poisson process. Furthermore, f (. ) is usually defined up to a normalising (-()ilstaiit 
that cannot be evaluated in closed form (Diggle, 2003). A popular example of a 
Markov point process is the Strauss process (Strauss, 1975). In this case, for a 
configuration of n< oc points x, we have 
0' ý3, -y 
O(R) 0 0,0 < 
Where O(R) is the number of distinct pair of events within distance r. The Papan- 
gelou conditional intensZty defined by 
(X, T7) 
f (x U T7) 
T7 G V\x 
f (X) ' 
where we take a/0 -, 0 for a>0 
(Kallenberg, 1984) is a fundamental cliaracteristic 
(Moller & Waagepetersen, 2001). If f is hereditary (that is f (x) >0=: ý, f (y) >0 for 
yc x), then there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between f and A*. Distribution 
characteristics (such as the summary statistics 
introduced earlier) for ýIarkov model,,, 
are difficult to calculate 
(Stoyan & Stoyan, 1994). Further theory on Nlarkov point 
process can be found in 
Stoyan et al (1995) while a good exposition on , -iiiailating 
Markov point processes can be found in Moller k- WýIagepeterseii 
(2003,200 1). 
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2.15.4 Cox processes 
A Cox process is a natural approach for generalising the definition of Pois,,, -()il point 
process (Moller & Waagepetersen, 2004). A Cox Process on VC -d is often referred 
to as a 'doubly stochastic' Poisson point process as the intensity ineasure is repLiced 
by a random locally finite measure ZA. More formally, we say that a point process, 
X is a Cox process driven by ZA if XI ZA -A is an inhomogeneous Poisson process 
with mean measure A. Due to their generality and associated manageable closed 
form calculations, Cox processes tend to find important applications as stochastic 
models (Stoyan et al, 1995). Examples of Cox processes include the Mat6rn cluster 
process. A particular class of Cox processes that is appealing froin both ail ap- 
plied and theoretical perspective is the wealthy class of log-Gaussian Cox processes 




An important part of point pattern analysis involves estimating one or more of 
the summary statistics based on inter-point distances, such as the F(r)- or G(r)- 
function, or second-order characteristics such as the K(r)-function (see Chapter 2). 
There are numerous examples, including K6nig et al (1991), Baddeley et al (1993) 
and Diggle (1986) where these functions have been used to analyse real data. Tll(,,,; (, 
functions share similar limitations including the requirement of stationarity and 
isotropy. One of the most recognisable problems involves estimatioii issues arising 
from edge effects. 
New characteristics such as the J(r)-function have been introduced as improved 
alternatives. Van Lieshout & Baddeley (1999), and Baddeley et al (2000) l1a%v 
shown that amongst other desirable properties, the J(r)-function is less sensitive 
to edge effects. Definitions of some of the currently used point process functions 
have also been generalised in order to increase their utility. For example, TMoller 
& Waagepetersen (2004) describe how a directional version of the K(r)-function 
can be constructed. This extended version can be used to investigate for possible 
anisotropy. Baddeley et al (2000) have gone further by defining a version of the 
K(r)-function for analysing inhomogeneous point patterns. 
The K(r)-function has gained much attention for its ability to capture second-order 
behaviour. However, Baddeley & Silverman (1984) constructed a point process dif- 
ferent from a homogeneous Poisson process but havIiing the saine K(r)-function ý, s 
a homogeneous Poisson process. In response, t, hird-order characteris-tics slicl, as 
Schladitz and Baddeley's (2000) T(r)-function have been defined. These third-order 
characteristics are able to reveal features of a point pattern which the K(r)-function 
47) 
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would fail to reveal. 
C 1-1 apter 3. The Q-function 
In order to provide a more complete description of the distributioii of a point pat- 
tern, we introduce a new characteristic, the Q(r, ý)-function which is a generalisýAtion 
of Schladitz & Baddeley's T(r)-function. Instead of considering the mean number 
of r-close pairs in a ball of radius r centred at the typical point. the Q-function 
examines the expected number of ý-close pairs in a ball of radius r centred at the 
typical point, and by so doing represents a point process characteristic depending 
on two inter-point distance variables. 
In the next section we provide a formal definition of the Q(r, f)-function. Section 
3.2 provides the form of the Q (r, ý)-function for the homogeneous Poisson 
We also provide the closed form solution for the Q(r, f)-function for aGai is', s- Pois soil 
process and provide a brief discussion on thinned processes. In section 3.3 we dis- 
cuss estimation. In the final section of this chapter we include practical applications 
and simulation studies. We show that the Q(r, ý)-function can be a more powerful 
tool compared to the K(r)- and T(r)-functions in certain hypothesis tests. Further- 
more, Grabarnik & Chiu (2002) have introduced a goodness-of-fit test statistic, (ý2' 
that they show through simulation studies to be more sensitive to mixtures of reg- 
ular and clustered spatial point processes compared to tests that utilise the nearest 
neighbour distance distribution, the second- and certain third-order characteristics. 
Unfortunately, however, practical applications of tests based on the Q' statistic are 
not straightforward and some parameters need to be chosen arbitrarily (Grabarnik 
& Chiu, 2002). By carrying out similar experiments to Grabarnik & Chiu (2002), 
we show that similar tests for CSR on mixed regular and clustered spatial point 
patterns based on using the Q(r, f)-function provides results that are competitive 
with the Q2 statistic. In Chapter 5 we analyse the spatial distribution of PML NBs 
using the Q-function. 
3.1 The Q-function 
In the definition of the Q(r, f)-function, as for the T(r)- and K(r)-functions, Nvc 
condition on there being a point at the origin, o. As Nve are conditioning on an event 
of zero probability, we adopt the idea of a Palm distribution, or in s our (. ýI, e. as We 
do not count the point at the origin, the reduced Palm distribution (sce Chapter -)): 
we do this so that the conditional probability is unequivocal. We foriiiall. v define 
the Q(r, ý)-function in terms of an expectation ivith respect to the reduced Palm 
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distribution as follows: 
Definition 2 Let X be a stationary point process with finite iritcosily A>0. Th( 
Q (r7 f) function of X Zs given by 
Q(r, (2 A2) -I Eo! E df 
(77, 
(cXnbd(o, r) 
for r, f>0. 
Here El denotes expectation with respect to Y and df (7], () represents the function 00 
taking values I if 0< 1177 - (ý I<f and 0 otherwise. 
By the Campbell-Mecke theorem (see Stoyan et al (1995), section 4.4), for anY 
non-negative measurable function f on R' xN 
A 
11 
f «, xjP, (dx) d(. (3. '2) 
«ex 
We can use (3.2) and stationarity assumptions to show that Q(r, 7) can be written 
in the form 
Q(r, (2v(B)A3) -lE 1: 1: dr (71, () df (, q, ý) d, (3-3) 
((ExnB 
77, ýEX 
for any Borel set B with 0< v(B) < oc. A particular justification is as follows: 
d, di: (TI, ý) d, 
((cxnB 
77, ýEX 
(c=XnBq, ýc: X\f(jnbd((, r) 
ýEXnB 71, ýEX\f olnbd(o, r) 
df (TI, 
(using the Campbell-Alecke theorem) 
Af 
fE 
df (TI P, (dx) d( 
, q, ý(Ex(\jojnbd(O, T) 
Av(B) 
f 1: dF (ij - Poý (d, r) 
17, E, 'ý--x ,nbd 
(0, T') 






Figure 3.1: An ý-close point pair within distance r of an arbitrary point 
Av(B)Eoý df (, q, 
77. ýcXnbd(o, r) 
2 A'v (B) Q (r, ý) 
Figure 3.1 illustrates what is meant by an r--close point pair in the r neighbourhood 
of an arbitrary point. The grey region emphasises the pomts that are candidates to 
form a triple with two points within distance 'r of each other. 
3.2 The Q-function of some point processes 
Having forinally defined the Q(r, ý)-function, we can consider its theoretical value 
for some standard point processes. Here we provide the theoretical Q(r, ý)-function, 
Qp oi (r, ý), for a homogeneous Poisson process in the planar 
(d = 2) and spatial 
(d = 3) cases. The theoretical value for the Q(r, r-)-function of the Gauss- Poisson 
process and p-thinned process are also given. 
3.2.1 The Q-function for a spatial homogeneous Poisson 
process 
Ma, king use of Sliviiyak's theorem (see Stoyan et al (I 199-J), s(, (. tl()ii 1. -1. 
states that for a Poisson process with distribution P and reduced Palm distribution 
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P!, we have 
P! =p (3.4) 
and following Schladitz & Baddeley (2000), using (3.4) and the definition of the 
factorial kth moment measure a (k) , with 
k=2 (see Chapter 2), we can show the 
following result: 
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Proof. for f< 2r we have 
(2 A2) -'El df 0(1: 











df (77, ()d(dq 
2 
2 (o, r) 
(b (o, r) 
I fh 
(after switching to polar coordinates) 






f 2-7r rt 
Cos- 
I 
(t2 + ý2 2 
B(fý 
0 r, ax -rmin 2ft 
r2 cos- 
1 
(t2 +r 2_r2 
B(tý r, dtd - (3.6) 2rt 
where 
(u 2+t, 2_w 2) 
V/4U2V2 - 
(U2 + t, 2 - U, 
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t2 + q2 _ P2 ) dt A, (r, q, p) - A, 
(rmax 
- rrnin, q, p) (3.7) 
r, "., -r. i. 
2qt 
rl (t2 + q2 _ 19 2) -ý, 
/4t2q2 
- 




= A2(1-1 q, p) - A2(rmax - rmin, qlp) (3. ) 
yields the assertion. For ý> 2r the proof is the same except 11(b(o. r) n b(71. F 
and the result follows readily. m 
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Consider two two-dimensional balls of radii r and r- with centres separated by dis- 
tance t. Then (r 2 A, (ti, r, r-) + A2 (t I, T', ý) )_(, r 2A, (to, r, r-) + A2 (to 7 r, ý) 
)is the total 
area of the circular segments (the shaded region in Figure 3-2) of the ball of ra- 
dius r that intersects the ball of radius ý, as t ranges from to to ti. Although 
Figure 3.2: The geometrical interpretation of r2AI (t, r, r-) + A2 (t, 'r, r) 
the algebraic expression for the Q(r, ý)-function of a homogeneous Poisson in R' 
is somewhat complicated and requires numerical evaluation, it is (computationally) 
much more efficient to evaluate (3.5) compared to using simulation to obtain Q(r. T'). 
The Q(r, f)-function of a homogeneous Poisson process takes a simpler form in the 
three-dimensional ca se (the reason for this being that the algebraic expression for 
the volume of a spherical cap is less complicated than that of the area of a circular 
segment) , and is provided 
in the next proposition. 
Proposition 2 The Q(r, f)-function of a homogeneous Poisson process in R3 is 
_q zI ven 
by 
7 20 1r 2f + _Lf3 + 
ýr 3 r- < 2r 
Q0-H 36 9 (3.9) (r) 
872r6> 2r 
9 
Proof. As before, we have for r- < 2r 
Q(rif) =1 1/ (b (o, r) nb (rl, r-)) dTj 2fh 
i(o, r) 
f2 -/r .1 t2 7r t)2(t2 '2 ) 2 (r ++2t IF -3 1"' +2t3 sill ('t'-) dtd,, ý(10 
o 
fo frr,, 
r.. 7n 12t 
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+ 
27r 
2 Tmax -rrnin 
t 24 7rr 3 insin(; )dtd; d0 
fo fo iý fo 
3, 
evaluating the integrals gives the result, and the case ý> 2r follows as before. m 
3.2.2 The Gauss-Poisson process Q-function 
Now consider a Gauss-Poisson process (see Chapter 2) having 0.1, or 2 daughters 
with probability qO, qj, and q2 respectively and separated hý -a distance S. tT, 
the important result that the Palm distribution of a Poisson cluster I)r0ces's with 
intensity A is the convolution of the Palm distribution co, of the cluster X0, and the 
distribution P of the process (see Stoyan et al (1995), section 5.3.2), we have 
2A2Q (TJ 
fE 
df (71, ()P(dx) +2ffE (IF (77, () P W-1 -) c, (dfl) 
, q, ccxnbd(o, r)\foj ? 7Exnbd(,, 7-)\{Oj 
ceynbd(o. r)\f ol 
+f1: df (71, () c,, (dy) 
77, (Eynbd (o, r)\f ol 
(3.10) 
The first term in (3-10) represents the number of candidate triples from the resultiii(, 
cluster process. The second integral in (3.10) is the triples in which the typical. 
and one other event are members of the same cluster, and the third event is from 
a different cluster. The third term in (3.10) represents the number of candidate 
triples from the same cluster. Using similar arguments to Schladitz & Baddeley 
(2000) the integrals on the right hand side of (3.10) can be evaluated explicitly for 
a Gauss-Poisson process (see Appendix D for further detail) to obtain 





s)v(b'(o, r) nbd (19sbd A(q, + 2q2) - 
where (9Sbd(O, S) is a point on the boundary of b 
d(oý 
s). An explicit expression for 
v(b 
d (o, r) nb 
d (09Sbd(O, 
S), 
ý)) in the planar case when r"nr+r can 1)(, max i<<ý 
found in Stoyan k7 Stoyan (1994, Appendix K). For the d3 case Nve have 
v(b d(o, r) n 
bd((9Sbd(O,., 
). 
ý)) = 7r(r +ý_ S) 
2 ('s 2+ 22 I's -3ý2+2, sr + 6rr- - 
For 8< rrn, ax - rmin and s>r+ i-, the value of v(b 
d (0, 
r) nbd is trivial. 
3.3. Estimating Q 
3.2.3 The Q-function of a p-thinned process 
Now consider the Q(r, ý)-function for regular point patterns obtained 1) 'v 
thinning. 
For point process X, the thmned point process Xth CX is obtained by (1(, 1(, 1ing 
the points of X according to some definite rule. In p(()-thinning. a point EX is 
deleted with probability 1-p(O, where p(() is a deterministic function on d' ; ýýitlj 
0< P(() < 1. The thinning process can be generalised to choosing p at random 
(see for example Stoyan et al (1995) , section 5.1). This type of thinning, where 
there is no interaction between points is known as independent thinning. The clas. s 
of dependent thinnings is obtained by allowing dependence on the configuratioli of 
X. 
In general, if a characteristic of a Poisson process Xpoi with imensit 'v meýAsure A is known, then it is straightforward to obtain the characteristic for the process 
obtained by independent thinning. A useful result is that the process obtaine(I hY 





In particular, for the special case of p-thinning, where each point of X has probability 
I-p of being deleted, we have the following result 
Lemma 3 If X is a stationary Poisson process with intensity A then the p-thznned 
process of X has Q(r, f)-function, Qth(r, f), given by 
Qth(r, Qpoz(r, 
Proof. The result follows since the p-thinning of X results in a stationary Pols- 
son process with intensity pA. m 
Note that the Q(r, f)-function of point patterns obtained by dependent thinning, 
such as Matern hardcore processes, is non-trivial to obtain. 
3.3 Estimating 
We consider estimation of the Q(r, ý) function in a compact whidoNv 11' C _R(' 
(d - 2,3). Like other popular summary statistics, we are 
faced with the problem of 
edge effects arising from unknown points outside of IT-. 
The eýisiest and one of the 
most widely used edge corrections is the border method 
(see for example Moll(, i- k 
54 Cliapter 3. Tlj(-, Q-function 
Waagepetersen (2004), Reed Howard (1997)). The border edge-correction estj- 




cExnwg, 7, ýcx 
d, (77, () dF (77. ý) d, (ý. () 
and is defined whenever X(W, --, 
) >0 and X(W) > 1. Estimating the Q(I-, r) func- 
tion is in general harder than estimating the K(r)-function. The computation of the 
border estimate for the Q (ý, r) -function (for a particular r and 7-') is O(n 3). 
n= X(W). 
We can estimate A3Q(r, ý) using a statistic of the form 
E d, (TI, () d, (7], ý) di; 
71, c, ýcxnw 
which makes use of the weight function u)(. ) (see also Chapter 4). Choosing 
w (T], (, 0- 
where 
V(W) 
ýyw (77, (, 0 
,, yw (71, (, ý) =/ (w, n wc n wý) 
and Wý denotes the translation of W by ý, as before, we can arrive at the translation 
correction estimator (see Schladitz & Baddeley (2000), section 4.2) 
Qtrans (r, 
V(W)3 
x (W) (X (W) - 1) (X (w) 
and this is defined whenever X(W) > 2. 
T)- E 77, (, ýcxnw 
3.4 Practical applications 
dr (77 
1 
() d, (TI, ý) di: (ý, () 1(-yw (, Q 
ýyw (, q, (, 0 
In this final section we demonstrate the use of the Q(r. t-, )-function ill practical 
situations. We estimate the Q(r, f)-functions of some real 
data and compare the 
Q(r, r-)-functions of simulated data. We also use simulation studies to sll(), "* that 
Ole 
Q(r, f)-function is a powerful tool for certain hypothesis tests. 
As a dernonstration, Figure 3.3 shows surface plots of the theoretical 
Q(r. i-)-function 
3-4- Practical applications 
for (respectively) the homogeneous Poisson process and Gauss-Poisson process with 
q, = 0.4, q2 = 0.6, s=0.4 and A- 250 (in R 2) . 
These parameters have been chosen 
rather arbitrarily but in such a way that we expect a high number of events to be 
generated in simulation studies (this is desirable as a higher number of events results 
in a smoother surface when estimating the Q(r, r-)-function using methods sticli ýI. S 
those outlined in section 3.3). 







Figure 3.3: Theoretical Q-function of a homogeneous Poissoil process (a) and Gauss- 
Poisson process (b) 
difference between them and displaying them together on the same axis, as shown 
in Figure 3.4. Graph (b) in Figure 3.4 shows that (as suggested by the theoretical 
forms) the Q(r, f)-function for the Gauss-Poisson process is the same as Qpoi(, ', r) 
for r<0.4, but becomes increasingly greater than Qpoi(, r, f) as r- increasesl for 
increasing values of r>0.4. Note that numerical problems may be obtained when 
evaluating (3.5), particularly for the case when r In the special case where 
,r=r it is advisable to use the solution 
-7T ( 7r -33)r4 4 Q(r, r2 
which is the solution obtained by Schladitz & Baddeley 
(2000) for the T(r)-function 
in the planar case. 
Figure 3.5 shows scatter plots (for the spatial case) of (respect ively) a simulated 
lion-iogeneous Poisson process, Ga, uss-Poisson process with the same parameters as 
to" 1 -Z 1.4 r 
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Figure 3.4: (a) Theoretical Q-function of a homogeneous Poisson process (white 
surface) and Gauss-Poisson process (Grey surface) (b) Q-function of a Gauss-Poisson 
process-Qpoi (r 
used in the planar case above, and a p-thinned homogeneous Poisson process with 
p=0.4 and intensity 250. Figure 3.5 demonstrates the need for descriptive point 
process functions. It is difficult to judge 'by eye' which spatial point process geil- 
erated the spatial point patterns. Figure 3.6 shows a plot of the border estimates 
of the Q(r, ý)-function of the simulated homogeneous Poisson process and the sini- 
ulated Gauss-Poisson process. 
Figure 3.6 demonstrates that in this particular case, a border estimate is sufficient 
for highlighting the key features of the point patterns. As expected, the Q(r, r-)- 
functions are approximately the same for small r, then as r approaches 0.4, the 
Q(r, ý)-ftinction of the Gauss-Poisson process becomes greater than the homoge- 
neous Poisson process. Figure 3.7 shows a plot of the border estimates of the Q(r, r-)- 
function of the simulated homogeneous Poisson process and the simulated thinned 
Poisson process. For small r we approximately confirm the theoretical result that 
the Q(r, ý)-function of a thinned homogeneous Poisson process is the same as a the 
Q(r, ý)-functioii of a hornogeneous Poisson process. We also demonstrate in Figure 
3.7 that a border estimate coupled with a low intensity will result in increasi 
iIgIN, 
unreliable results (in the sense of bias) as r increases. While these appear different, 
we also need to capture sampling variability. If the spatial point process that the 
spatial point pattern is generated by is known, then we could simply simulate manv 
times from that process. We can then analyse the variance of estimated Q-fulictions 





















Figure 3.5: Simulated homogeneous Poisson process (a), Gauss-Poisson process (b) 
and p-thinned Poisson process (c) 
spatial point process is observed. In such cases) bootstrapping is a popular approach 
for assessing estimation uncertainty (see for example Kýinsch (1989), Cowling et al 
(1996), and Politis & Sherman (2001)). 
The (respective) Japanese black pine, Redwood seedlings and cell centres data sets 
Q(r, f)-function border estimates are plotted with the theoretical Q(r, ý)-function of 
a homogeneous Poisson process in Figure 3.8. The surface plots in Figure 3.8 provide 
some evidence for complete spatial randomness (CSR) for the Japanese black pine 
data, clustering for the Redwood seedlings data, and regularity for the cell data. 
The quantity 
0.2 




I drdý (3.16) 
. 02 
JO. 
02 ý Q(rJ) 
wbicli is an adjusted Cramer-von Mises test statistic (see Cressie, 1991, p667), was 
calculated for the data as a measure of the level of departure from CSR. Specif- 












Figure 3-6: Border estimate of the Q- function of a simulated homogeneous Poisson 
process (white surface) and simulated Gauss-Poisson process (grey surface) 
simulations were used to form a benchmark value for a. ýVe used small valiies of r 
and ý, coupled with confidence intervals for the estimate, in order to maintain the 
usability of a border estimate. As we do not have the theoretical variance for the 
Q-function border estimate of any spatial point pattern, or knowledge of the under- 
lying spatial dependence mechanism and marginal distribution that generated the 
data; the confidence intervals were formed by bootstrapping (Sherman & Carlstein, 
1994). The re-sampling method used in the bootstrap procedure is a modification 
of the tiling method described by Loh & Stein (2004), with toroidal wrapping, as 
suggested by Politis & Romano (1992) for edge-correction purposes. More precisely, 
we re-sampled the point patterns -Al times to 
form Al new estimates of Q(r, ý). We 
then ordered the estimates. The Pth largest and Pth smallest were then used to 
form the confidence intervals at the required level of significance. The re-sampling 
method used entailed mapping the square W onto a torus by identifying opposite 
edges then applying a random toroidal shift. Two random shifts were used; the 
second shift was in the direction orthogonal to the first. 
Integral (3.16) was approximated by the discrete summation: 
u 
















Figure 3.7: Border estimate of the Q-function of a simulated lioinoclyeiieoiis Poisson 
process (white surface) and simulated p-thinned Poisson process (grey siirface) 
with A=0.02 and u= 10. We selected a value for A small enough to give good 
accuracy, while not requiring evaluation of many terms where Q(, Ar,, Ar-) was zero. 
The maximum) O-MAX, and minimum, 'MIN, values of (T using border estimates 
of Q(r, f) of 100 simulations of homogeneous Poisson processes with intensities 65, 
62 and 42 are given in the lookup table in the Appendix C. Note that these are 
estimates of the intensity of the Japanese black pine, Redwood seedlings and cell 
centres data respectively. The values in the lookup table are intended to act as 
a guideline. The values of or for the border estimates of Q(r, ý) for the Japanese 
black pine, Redwood seedlings and cell centres data are given in Table 3.1. We use 
, C. 1 
to denote the values of (7 obtained by using (respectively) and c -997 
a-, 
9,97 
the upper and lower envelopes of a 99% confidence interval for the border estimates 
of Q(r, ý). The confidence intervals were formed using the bootstrap method men- 
tioned earlier with Al --= 100 and P=1. 
Table 3.1: Val-Lies of a for Japanese black pine, Redwood seedlings and Cell centres 
Point, Pattern 0- (7 ý99ý"C-l 
Japanese black pine 32 1210 83 
Redwood seedlings 2010 14589 1956 
Cell centres 94 99 86 
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Figure 3.8: Q-function of the theoretical homogeneous Poisson process (Nvhite. siir- 
faces) with estimates for the Japanese black pine (a), Redwood seedlings (b) and 
cell centres data (b) (grey surfaces) 
The values of a for the real data are consistent with Figure 3.8, the clearest re- 
sult being that the Japanese black pine data gives the strongest evidence for CSR. 
By assessing individual values of the Q(r, ý)-function of the cell centres data, a 
disadvantage of the Q(r, f)-function and other characteristics such as the K(r)- 
function is highlighted, namely, that with few points and a less sophisticated form 
of edge- c orrec tion (for example the border method), less descriptive estimates may 
be obtained for small r and ý. 
3.4.1 Comparing the Q-function to other characteristics 
Gra, ba. riilk & Clilu (2002) used simulations from a inixed Nlat6ril cluster process 
with a conditional (on n events) Strauss process to compare the power of hypothesis 
F Dan - 02 - 
rý V-19 02-- 
3.4. Practical applications ý) .1 
tests based on the Q2 statistic with those based on four other siiiiiiiiary statistics. 
including the K(r)-function. Using a similar experimental set-up to Grabarilik k 
Chiu (2002) we assessed how well tests for CSR on a mixture of regular and c1iistered 
data based on using the Q(r, f)-function compared with the same test using the 
L(r)-function (which is K(r) for the two-dimensional case) in place of the Q F)- 7r 
function. We simulated 100 events uniformly inside the unit square 99 times and 
used these simulations to form 99 separate estimates of o,. II 0', ... d-991 by using (3.16) with u -- 25. From the same simulated data, we also produced 99 estinimes 
of the quantity 
2 
L (r) fn 
L (r) _I) 
dr (3.1 T) 
using the estimate 
dL 
Uk (L (Ar) 
I, -L(A 
fa-L,.... UL991withUk= 25 and (as is also the case for a in this case) with A=0.02. 
These quantities were produced using un-edge corrected estimates of the summary 
statistics and formed the significance levels for our simulation studies. Similarly to 
as done by Grabarnik & Chiu (2002), we simulated a mixed inhibition and clus- 
ter process formed by superimposing a conditional Matern cluster process with np 
parent points, fixed nd number of daughters per parent, and interaction radius R, 
with a Strauss process with interaction parameter -y and a conditional number of 
events n,. The Matern cluster process was simulated using the approach outlined by 
Stoyan et al (1995), while the Strauss process was simulated using the MCMC algo- 
rithm outlined by Diggle (2003, p76) with 40 'sweeps' of n, depletion- replacement 
steps. We repeated this entire experiment 1000 times and calculated the percent- 
age of times that the estimates of the quantities (again based on un-edge corrected 
summary statistics for a fair comparison) a and 07L for the mixed process, (6ý0 and 
o'-LO) where ranked (in terms of magnitude) in the top 5% of f do, di ý ... 
d_99 I and 
a-LO, 0-11 1 ... 07L991 respectively. 
The results for different values of -/ are shown in 
Figure 3.9. For values of -y < 0.6 the quantity O-L does not appear to do the K- 
function as much justice compared with using the maximum statistic adopted 1) *y 
Grabarnik and Chiu (2002). That is, tests based on the K-function and the qIialititY 
(TLyield a lower power for the hypothesis test that the mixed process is ("--)R. coin- 
pared to those that are based on using the K-function with the maximum "tiltistic. 
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Figure 3.9: Graph showing the percentage of times that CSR is rejected at the 57(, 
significance level for a simulated mixed N/latern cluster and Strauss process ýA-Itli 
np = 17, nd = 3, n, = 50 and R=0.06. The points represented by a circle are 
the results for the Q (r, r-) -function and those represented by a square are for the 
L(r)-function. 
the K(r)-function when -y > 0.6. Also, it is clear from Figure 3.9 that the tests 
based on the Q(r, ý)-function always strongly outperform those based oil the K(r)- 
function. Furthermore, for all considered values of -y, the Q(, r,, r-)-fuilction obtains 
similar or (in particular for 0.01 < -y < 0.8) better results than tests based on the 
Q2 statistic. 
As a final simulation study we consider a process which we refer to as an Nth gener- 
atton spatial point process (NGSPP). For this spatial point process, we begin with 
a realisation of a homogeneous Poisson process with intensity A, and we call these 
events parents. These parent events then give birth to mi events, called daughters. 
Call these m, events the first generation. These daughters give birth toM2 events 
and become parents of the second generation and so on. The spatial distribution of 
the daughters is such that they are scattered uniformlY w1thin the ball centred at 
the parent. Let M (N) =: (Ml I ... i MN) and r 
(N) = (rl,. .., rN) 
be vectors providing 
(respectively) the information for the number of daughter events, m, in generation 
I.; ri is the radius of the ball in which the daughters are uniforinly placed. This tý-Pe 
of model was used in an experiment to see how well the K(r)-, T(r)- and Q(r, F)- 
3.4. Practical applications ol 3 
functions distinguish between point patterns from the same process but with >Ii - lit Iy 
different parameters. 
The experiment involved simulating an NGSPP with parameters r 
(3 )= (0-1.0.1.0-1), 
call this the test data, and simulating 500 iid realisations from aii NGSPP with Pa- 
rameters r 
(3) 
- (0.1,0.05,0.05), called the null model. For both the test data and 
null model, we use rn(3) - (5,5,5) and A=5. The parameters Nvere chosen in such 
a way that the expected number of events is similar to a high number of PML (for 
one cell nuclei), and it is difficult to distinguish between a realisation from the null 
compared to the test model. The steps for simulating the NGSPP process with pa- 
rameters M(N) = (MI) ... i MN) and r(N) = rN), inside the bounded window 
W are as follows. We first simulate a Poisson process with intensit ' N, 
A, inside II-, to 
produce n parent events, 1ý1, ... ý, 
J. For each of the n parent event we simu- 
late mj events Genij ýij I ýij, lj uniformly inside 
ýb d (ý, rj) UII for t lie fi rs t 
U 
in generation (j = 1). The superposition =lGeni, 
forms the next set of parent, - The 
process is repeated for j-2... N. The set UN l(U", Genij) forms the realisation of j= i= 
the NGSPP process. 
Simulations from the null model (typical realisations from this model are showil 
in Figure 3.11) were used to obtain significance levels for the test data (the first 
four of which are shown in Figure 3.10), and test the null hypothesis that the test 
data comes from the null model. Significance was determined by ranking estimates 
of the K(r)-, T(r)-, and Q(r, f)-function estimates of the realisations from the null 
model and the test data. A curve (or surface in the case of the Q(r, ý)-function) of 
the test data was said to be ranked greater than that produced by a realisation of 
the null model if any point on the curve or surface was greater than a correspond- 
ing point on the curve or surface produced by the null data. This experiment wa's 
repeated 100 times. As in the previous experiment, we can safely ignore edge effects 
in this type of experimental setup and hence adopt un-edge corrected estimators. 
This is done to reduce the computational burden. The results of two-tailed tests 
are shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. As one can see from the bar chart (FI9111'(1 
3.12), Q(r, f) and T(r) reject at the 0.01 per cent levels more times than K(, [-). 
Furthermore, tests based on Q(r, f) performs best overall. The null hypothesis tliýlt 
the test data is a realisation of the null model is correctly rejected more 
Figure 3.13) using tests based on Q-function compared to those based on the K- and 
T-functions. Here we have not considered the frequency of a Type I error. ý111(1 1ý-(, 






































Figure 3.10: A sample of the NGSPP Model test data 
as opposed to K(r)- and T(r)-functions is more likely to result in a more frequent 
occurrence of a Type I error in the above type of experiment. The reason being that 
the Q(r, ý)-function would detect smaller discrepancies in the data. 
3.4.2 Q-function based CSR tests on PPDS1 
We have shown that hypothesis tests based on the Q(r, r-)-function can be more 
powerful than those based on some other characteristics. We end this chapter with 
a repeat of the CSR tests on PPDS1 from Chapter 1, but this time using the Q(r, r-)- 
function. The outcome of these tests are provided in Figure 3.14. Similarly to the 
CSR tests in Chapter 1, cell nucleus 5 shows the greatest departure from CSR for 
the spatial distribution of PML NBs. All of the cell nuclei show signs of departure 
from CSR for small values of r and ý. In particular, it is interesting that in these 
CSR tests that utilise the Q(r, ý)-fuiiction, the level of departure for the distribution 
of PML NBs in cell nucleus 1 appears (visually) inuch greater flian that showl) ill 
Figure (1.5) from Chapter 1. 
In this chapter we have defined a new third-order sill"I'Mrv statistic aild hy iitilisilll,, ) 
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Figure 3.11: Typical realisations of the NGSPP mill Model 
6.5 
some of the more complicated theory from Chapter 2, have derived its theoretical 
form for some important spatial point processes. We have shown through siinti- 
lation studies that the Q(r, ý)-function can be a powerful tool in hypothesis tests 
compared to other characteristics such as the K(r)-function. With this in mind, we 
have revisited CSR tests that are similar to those performed at the end of Chapter 
I, but this time basing the tests on the Q(r, iý)-function. From the results of these 
tests we are more confident that there is evidence for some departure from CSR, for 
the spatial distribution of PML NBs. Furthermore, the level of departure from CSR 
varies amongst cell nuclei. The next stage (and that naturally follows from the out- 
come of CSR tests) in this analysis, endeavours to bring us closer to understanding 
the organisation of PML NBs within the nucleus, through formulating and fitting 
a spatial point process model to the PAIL NB data. This is tackled in Chapter 
5. However, before embarking upon this exposition, in the proceeding chapter we 
will present detailed discussions on edge effects and edge- c orrection s, as these play 
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Figure 3.12: Results for the percentage of times that a hypothesis test based oil using 
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Figure 3.13: Results for the percentage of tin-ies that a hypothesis test based on 
using the Q-fuilctioii results In correctly rejectinto, 7 the null model at a particulýir 
level of significance compared to the K- and T-functions 
0,01 12ý1) 







Figure 3.14: Q(r, ý)-functions of cells 1-5 (white surfaces) of PPDSI with simulation 
envelopes (grey surfaces). Results 






t hree- dimensions 
Estimation of point process summary statistics such as the K(r) -functioii is usu- 
ally complicated by edge effects. The term 'edge effect' is often used to describe 
the estimation bias that arises when we attempt to calculate, for example, one of 
the distance-based summary statistics from Chapter 2 in some bounded compact 
window WCRd, that is a subset of a larger region on which the point process is 
defined. In the context of the PML NB data, the estimation of a distance-based 
summary statistic may require us to count PML NBs within some distance r of 
some point x, but this may include regions outside of the nucleus, that are not of 
interest (see Figure 4.1 for an illustration). In the next chapter we shall at times 
EE Nucleus 
Figure 4.1: A dernonstration of edge effects when estin-lating a distance-based suin- 
inary statistic in the nuclear interior 
find it important to carry out an edge- correct lon, for example when comparing a 
68 
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theoretical value of a summary statistic with that estimated from simulated dat& 
We have come across few, if any articles on point pattern anal ' N-sis 
that discusses 
estimation of distance-based summary statistics but does not mention edge effects 
or edge- correction. The issue of edge effects is well studied for the two-dirnensional 
case (see for example Ripley, 1979, Haase, 1995, Gignoux et al, 1999, Diggle. 2003 
and more recently, Perry et al, 2006) but not so much so for the three-dimensional 
case. Discussion on the three-dimensional case is not as common place. TIns is, 
mainly due to the complexity of edge- correction, increased computational expense. 
and perhaps the dearth of three-dimensional point patterns. For example, Gignoux 
et al (1999) report that three-dimensional ecological data is rare and costl 'v 
to ob- 
tain. Notable contributions in the area of three-dimensional edge corrections include 
Baddeley et al (1987,1993), K6nig et al (1991), and Diggle et al (1991). 
4.1 Initial illustrations 
The need for edge-correction is more evident in three-dimensions compared to two- 
dimensions as edge effects become rapidly more severe, as the dimension of space 
increases, or as the distance r of interest increases (Gill, 1994). Baddeley et al (1993) 
have also identified informally that the increased dimensionality results in increased 
bias and variance. As an initial illustration of edge effects for the three- and two- 
dimensional cases, Figures 4.2-4.6 shows how an adjusted Mean Integrated Squared 
Error (MISE) varies with the size of window and number of events, for some 
important point processes. The results presented in Figure 4.2 were generated as 
follows. Given the number of events, n, and a cube window of a particular length, 
we simulate a conditional (on n) homogeneous Poisson process 100 times inside the 
cube window to form realisations ... _: ýiooj. 
For each set of 100 realisations, we 




-I dO S(O) 
(4.1) 
where S(O) is the theoretical value of some summary statistics 
for a homogeneous 
Poisson process, and S(O) is an unedge-corrected estimate of the sunimary stýlti"tic. 
Furthermore, 6 is the parameter space for S(O). We refer to (4.1) as an 'adjiisted' 
MISE as it is an adjusted version of the HISE given for example 
by Cressie 
(1991, section 8.5.1). BY replacing the integral in 
(4.1) with a discrete sunimatIon. 












Figure 4.2: K(r)-function adjusted MISE for the homogeneous Poisson process in 
three-dimensions (for t=1/ (a), 1 vý_2_ (b), I (c)) 4 V2 2 
we estimate (4.1) using 




Figure 4.2 shows that when estimating the K(r)-function with t (the inaximlim 
value of r, that is, the upper limit of integration in (4.1)) sinall compared to tile 
length of the cube window, the adjusted HISE decreases as the iilteiisit. N- of the 
homogeneous Poisson process increases. The sa, ine experiment based on the Q(r, r-*)- 








Figure 4.3: Q(r, ý)-function adjusted MISE for the homogeneotis Poisson proces., ", 
in three-dimensions (with t= W2) 2 
function (see Figure 4-3) showed that the adjusted MISE is generally worse for tile 
unedge-corrected Q(r, ý)-function compared to the unedge- corrected K(r)-function. 
The same steps as those taken for producing Figure 4.2 were used to obtain the 
results in Figure 4.4 but for the two-dimensional case. The graphs in Figure 4.4 
show that (as expected) as the parameter t is increased, the AIISE is reduced by 
increasing the size of the sampling window. Similar experiments for the adjusted 
MISE for the Matern cluster process and simple inhibition process (see for exam- 
ple Diggle (2003), page 72) for the case where we use the K(, r)-function as S in the 
three-dimensional case yield interesting results (see Figures 4.5-4.6). In particular, 
for a simple inhibition process, the sampling window length, in comparison to the 
inhibition distance 6 has notable bearing on the adjusted JAIISE. Also, for the 
Matern cluster, when the raditis of interaction, R is small, increasing the parent 
intensity does not have inticli of a, li impact on the adjusted IIISE. A similar (, x- 
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Figure 4.4: K(, r)-function adjusted AJISE for the homogeneous Poisson process ill 
two-dimensions for t= lvý-2- (a), ! N/-2 (b), I (c) 42 
periment was not carried out for the Q(r, ý)-function in place of the K(r)-function 
as we are unable to derive the Q (r, ýF)-function for the Mate'rn cluster process and 
simple inhibition process. 
We are yet to state the K(r)-functions for the Alatern cluster process and s"11- 
ple inhibition process. A derivation now follows. Consider first a simple Inhibition 
process. For this process the events come froin a, homogeneous Poisson process NA-ith 
intensity A (which we refer to as the 'underlying intensity'), and events within dis- 













Figure 4.5: K(r)-function adjusted AIISE for the simple inhibition process in two- 
dimensions with various underlying intensities and 6 == 0.01 (a), 0.1 (b), 0.25 
(c). 
with t-1 V'2- 4 




=A2 hQrl - ý11) = 
A2 h 
where 
b (r) exp 
(-Au (b d (0,6) nb d(0 + l(d)r, 6») r>6 
0r<6 
and I 
(d) is the d-dimensional vector (1, ---, 
1) T- From (2.11) we have 
g(r) h(r) (. 3) 
(C) 













Figure 4-6: K(r)- function adjusted MISE for the Matern cluster process in three- 
dimensions for R = 0.0 1 (a), 0-I (b), 0.2 5 (c) and t vý2 4 
Using (4.3) and the relationship between K(, r) and g(, r) (see Chapter 2, equation 
(2.13)) we have for the case d=3 and 'r >6 
T 
K(r) 47 U2 g(u)du 




(46 + u) (26 - u)' 
) 
du. (4.4) 
Hence the K(r)-function for a simple inhibition process with inhibition radius 6 (for 
d= 3) is 
47r r U2 exp 




As done throughout this document, the integral (4.4) cm, be evaluated tising stall- 







4.1. Initial illustrations 
We can derive the three-dimensional K(r)-function of a Matc'rii cluster process 
with parent intensity Ap, daughter intensity Ad and daughters uniformlY placed in 
b (3) (o, R) (see Chapter 2) by using Stoyan et al's (1995) general formula (5.3.4) for 








where p,, is the probability that there are n events of a representative cluster in Rd 
and D(r) is the distribution function of the distance between two random e,, -eiit., --,. 
whose locations are given by a uniform distribution on b (3) (o, R). By Santalo (19 76). 
we have the density function f for the distribution function D (for the case d 
is 
3U2 2 
ý-R-, (R-! ý) (2R+! ý) O<r<2R (r) 22 (4.6) 
0 otherwise. 
By (4.6) we have for 0<r< 2R 
D 




(2R + u) du 
22 





32R6 16R4 R3 
Combining (4.5) and (4.7) we obtain 




3+ 32R6 16R4 
R3 EPnn(n (4.8) 
3 ApAd n=2 
Further, for a Matern cluster process p, - POiSSOn(Ad) and hence 
A2 (4.9) EPnn(n d- 
n=2 
Finally, by combining (4.8) and (4-9) we obtain the expression 
K(r) =4 7rr 
3+ Ad 
(min(r, 2R)' 
3 Ap 32R6 
9min(r, 2R)4 
16R 4 
min (r. 2 R)' 
R3 
We have provided an initial illustration of edge effects by plotting the 
HISE fliat 
is obtained when estimating the 
K(r)- I' witliout and Q(r. ý)-functions i applyin,, -,, im 
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edge-correction. The structure of the rest of this chapter is as follows. We initiallY 
provide further demonstration, using both simulation and theoretical results, that 
edge effects are more severe in three-dimensions than two, and hence. given the 
three-dimensional nature of the data that is analysed throughout this document. 
there is a greater need for understanding methods for dealing ivith edge effects. We 
simultaneously highlight the bias obtained in failing to correct for edge effects. We 
then move on to discuss the various forms of edge-correction methods and make 
some suggestions for improving some of the currently adopted techniques. In Cliap- 
ters I and 2, we often ignored edge effects without justification. In thi,, chapter, 
we end with a discussion on when edge effects can be safely ignored and sitiiatioms 
where it may be advantageous to not apply an edge-correction. 
We shall refer to the functions K(r), L(r), F(r), G(r), and g(r) (sec Cliapter 2) ali(I 
use the notation S(r) to mean any one of them, or statistics based on them. We 




---I dr -Fe R' (4.10) 
fo 
S(r) 





as a means for quantifying the level of departure of estimated values, 
S(r). from 
theoretical values S(r). The quantity (4.10) will also be adjusted 
for application 
to the Q (r, ý)-function by simply extending to a double integral for the additional 
parameter r-. 
We will consider different types of observation region, 
11' CRd, in which the point 
pattern is observed. The observation windows we are 
interested in include a brick 
(cuboid), sphere, and ellipsoid. Brick windows are common in practical situati0ii. -I 
(for example Baddeley et al (1993) and Fleischer et al 
(2006)). Our liltere. st in spher- 
ical and ellipsoid windows follows 
from the shape of the mammalian cell nucleus (see 
Chapter 1). Throughout this chapter Nve limit our attention to stMionary. and al', () 
in some cases, isotropic point patterns. 
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4.2 Comparing the severity of edge effects in three- 
dimensions with two-dimensions 
Quantifying the severity of edge effects in two-dimensions compared to three is not 
trivial. One approach may be to compare simulation envelopes based on esti incy inat 
a summary statistic of a spatial point process with a theoretical curve, as demon- 







Figure 4.7: E(K(r)) x 10' (red line) obtained by simulating 100 events uniforinly 
500 times inside the unit square. The envelopes for K(r) x 10' produced from these 
simulations (red dashed line) and the theoretical curve (black line) for a homoge- 
neous Poisson process with intensity 100 are also displayed. 
cases the un-edge corrected estimate of K(r) is strongly biased downwards (not- 
ing the scaling of factor 100). However, it is difficult to draw any conclusions on 
the severity of edge effects in t liree- dimensions compared to 2 by simply comparing 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8. An approach that we adopt involves simulating n events m 
times in some window W and then estimating one of the summary statistics with- 
out correcting for edge effects and comparing with an estimate that incorporates 
edge- correction. For illustration, we use n =: 100 uniformly distributed events inside 
a cube and square window W with lengths 10 =I and set ni = 500. We will at times 
refer to this as the 'standard scenario'. We carry out analysis in (I < lo). This is 
done so that to artificially create the scenario where we wish to have edge effects, by 
ving outside of 117-1. That is if x is the point pattern -ed censoring the events 11 obsem 
ill IV, then xn I'V'-, j, is the resulting point pattern when events outside of the eroded 
window Wýj are censored (removed from the anallysis). For the case where we do 
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 
r 
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Figure 4.8: E(K(r)) xIO' (red line) obtained by simulating 100 events uniformly 
500 times inside the unit cube. The envelopes for K(r) x1O' produced from these 
simulations (red dashed line) and the theoretical curve (black line) for a honioge- 
neous Poisson process with intensity 100 are also displayed. 
not wish to have edge effects, we do not censor events. This is similar to carrviii", 
out a plus sampling edge-correction (see later) 
To compare the expected level of departure between an estimate of a summary 






E(S(r) - S(r)) d=3 
/-I--- 
where the adjustment'r2D 3 r3. 
This adjustment is made for the two-dimensional 
case so that a better comparison can be made between three- and two-dimensions 
when using the standard scenario. That is, if K(r)pOi2D and K(r)PO13D are the 
K(r)-functions for a homogeneous Poisson process in two- and three- dimensions re- 
spectively then, we account for a greater proportion of the total volume of a ball lying 
closer to the boundary in thee-dimensions than two by making distances cominen- 
surate by matching K(r)-functions. Specifically, we have K(r2D)pOi2D =: K(r)PO13D 
implies that r2D 3ý r 
A candidate function for S in the BIAS(r) function is the L(T-)-functlon, that was 
briefly discussed in Chapter 2. This particular function is popular in spatial point 
process analysis because it has a simple closed form for the homogeneous Poisson ý-D 
process. The L(r)-function is also coninionly used in order to stabilise variances 
(Stoyan, 2006). The iiii-edge corrected estimate Li(r) of L(r) in compact NA-indow 
005 0.1 015 0.2 
r 
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W is given by 
(r) = 
4d/v(bd(o, 
1))'(n/X(W))-2 1(0< <r 
V . çExw 
The BIAS(r) for L, (, r) is therefore 
E(Li (72D) - r2D) d- BIAS(r) 
E(LI(r)-r) d, =3. 
The curves of BIAS(r) using the standard experimental setup inside a square and 




Figure 4-9: BIAS(r) for the unedge- corrected LI-function for the two-dimensional 
(blue) and three-dimensional case (red) 
As intuition would dictate, the unedge- corrected estimate of the L(, r)-function can 
be expected to be biased downwards. Further results for the bias obtained wheii 
estimating a summary statistic of point patterns, observed in cube and square win- 
dows, are displayed in Figures E. I-E. 7 of Appendix E. Figure E. 1 suggests that, the 
absolute bias obtained in estimating the K(r)-function of a homogeneous Poisson 
process without edge- correcting, is greater for a unit square window, compared to a 
unit cube when 0.1 <r<0.65. This phenomena occurs for homogeneous Poisson 
processes of both high and low intensities. For small values of r (r < 0.1), the bias 
appears to be the same, regardless of whether the sampling window is a square or 
cube. When the length of the sampling windows are increased,, less easlly-described 
results are obtained (see Figure E-2). In this case, for a homogeneous Poisson pro- 
cess with low intensity (n _< 
30), there is not a clear pattern with retgards to Which 
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of the cube or square sampling window, results in the highest bias for K(r)-function 
estimation, for values of r<0.7. For the case where we have a high intensit 'v (n = 100), the absolute bias is consistently higher for the cube window. A-ý the 
sampling window becomes very large compared to r (see Figure E. 3), the absolute 
value of the bias is generally greater for the cube window compared to the square. 
The bias is of course dependent on the spatial point process that the point pat- 
tern has been generated by. Figures EA-E. 6 suggest that the non edge-corrected 
estimate of the K(r)-function for a Matern cluster process, with small interaction 
radius compared to the size of a cube sampling window, becomes strongly hiase(l 
(compared to a homogeneous Poisson process) as the length of the sampling window 
increases. For a simple inhibition process inside a unit cube, the bias obtained in 
estimating the K(r)-function without edge- correction, is generally increased as the 
underlying intensity is increased. In particular, for r -- 0.7, increasing the underlying 
intensity by a factor of 20, increased the absolute value of the bias by a factor of 100. 
In Appendix E (Figures E. 8-E. 10) we present the BIAS surfaces for the Q(r, I-')- 
function. These plots (Figures E. 8-E. 10) pose a demonstration that, as expected, 
the bias obtained when estimating the Q(r, f)-function without edge- correcting, is 
higher than that obtained for a lower-order characteristic such as the K(r)-function. 
These observations hold as the sampling window size is increased. A somewhat in- 
teresting observation is that the estimation bias for the non edge-corrected Q(T-, f)- 
function remains relatively the same as the sampling window size is increased. 
Combining the BIAS function plots (E. I)-(E. 7) with a plot of the mean square 
error (MSE(r)) function (see Figure 4.10) defined here for the Li-function by 
MSE(r) 
E((Ll(r2D) - r2D) 
2 d=2 
E((Lfl-(r) _ r)2 ) d=3 
we see that by using this approach as a means of comparing edge effect severitv 
in 
two-dimensions with three, we obtain a counterintuitive outcome. Namely that., in 
some cases, for larger values of r the edge effects appear worse in two-dimensions. 
For example, edge effects seem worse in the two-dimensional case, after 
Ole point m 
which the AISE curves in Figure 4.10 cross 
(between r -ý 0.7, and 0.8, which is not, 
too different to L-2 and which are the distances of the central point to the corners. 22 
in the square and cube respectively) As a final comparison between edge effects in 
two- and three- dimensions, we consider a relative bias 
function (RELBIA. 'ý(r)) 












where BIASo(r) is the BIAS(r) function for the point pattern when there are no 
censored events. As an example, for the L(r)- function this quaiitity is 






A different outcome is obtained for comparing edge effects in two- and three-dimensions 
using the RELBIAS function (see Figure 4.11 and Figures E. 11-E. 12 of Appendix 
E). The effect on the summary statistic estimate as a result of having censored 
events is much greater in t hree- dimensions compared with two. Specifically, the 
curves in Figures E. 11-E. 12 demonstrate that the RELBIAS is much greater in the 
three-dimensional case compared to 2, when we do not adopt an edge-correction for 
estimating a summary statistic. 
The RELBIAS is the preferred quantification of edge effects as It Is independent 
of the level of departure from the theoretical value of the summary stat'stic. Fur- 
therinore, we are not required to make an adjustment to r for a better comparison. 
So far we have provided some experimental results for BIAS('r) and RELBIAS(r) 
obtained via simulation studies. We now consider the theoretical values of the 
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Figure 4.11: RELBIAS(r) (the bias ratio) for the two-dimensional (blue) and three- 
dimensional (red) case produced through simulation studies (the standard scenario). 
BIAS(, r) and RELBIAS(r) functions for the two- and three-dimensional cases for 
the commonly used K(r)-function. 
Suppose we have no events of a homogeneous Poisson process, Xpol inside a square 
region W of length 10. We wish to calculate 
BIAS(r) = E(K(r) - K(r)) (4.12) 
where 
A2-I K (r) =-EE 4<1177-01<-'r) (4.13) 
n 
is an un-edge corrected estimate for the K(r)-function inside the eroded window, 
WE,, of length I and n is the number of events in the eroded window (so that we 
mimic carrying out analysis in a sampling window that is a subset of a larger region 
on which the point pattern exists upon). Then for BIAS(r) defined by (4.12) and 
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Also, Y2 - Y21N -n- Binomial(n(n - 1), p), where 






8u 2+ 2u 3 
du 1() 3 10 4 (4.21) 
The integral in (4.21) is the probability that two events, uniformly and independently 
placed in a square of length 10 are within distance r of each other. We obtained the 
integral (4.21) using the discussion by Diggle (2003, section 2.2), Taylor et al (2001) 
and Bartlett (1964). Further to this, 
P3 -fb 
(2) ((, r) n W,, dv (w v E)) We 
77 
(2) 
=r 77(l) /2 77 
(2) 
=r 71(l) =1+71 2 40A, 
dTl(')d? 7 






















(2) 2COS-1 r- Tj (2) + 
(1 - 4r - (r -q V" 2irn 
(2) 
- ? nl(2)2+ 2 N/WýF(2ýr -TI(2))r dq 4 
1 (20r3l 
-r4 (2 + 7r2) + 7rr 2(l - 
4r)2) 4r <1 (4.22) 12 3 
Where qo = 2r. P3 can be thought of as the probability that an event is uncensored, 
given that it is within distance r of an event in We. A geometric description of the 
terms & A2 and A3 are shown in Figure 4.12. Noting that E( 
12 Y1) 
--I- E (Yj) A \2 
and combining (4.17)-(4.22) we obtain the result. m 
A graph of (4-14) is shown in Figure 4.13. 
Taking limits, we see that as Io ---+ oo, BIAS(r) -+ -7rr2 and as r -+ oo) BIAS(r) 
-oo. To compute the theoretical RELBIAS(r) given by 
E(K(r) - K(r)) RELBIAS(r) =-ý E (K+ (r) -K (r)) 
We use P3 -::: -- 1 for the 
K(r)-function estimate for the events in We when there are no 
censored events (denoted K+ (r)). A theoretical RELBIAS is plotted in Figure 4.14. 
We can adjust (4-14) to apply to the three-dimensional case. What now follows 
is an outline of how we can obtain an approximation to the theoretical BIASM 
function (4-12) for the three-dimensional case. The argument is similar to that given 
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Figure 4.13: A plot of the theoretical BIAS(r) for 100 events in a square window 
of length 3 and eroded window of length I 
in the derivation of the two-dimensional version (4.14). However, there are two steps 
that make the three-dimensional case more complicated. The first of these is the 
calculation of the probability that two events, q, and 7)2, uniformly and Indepen- 
dently placed in a cube of length L are within distance r of each other. To tackle 
this con-iplicated step, we extend the approach adopted by Bartlett (1964) for the 
two-dimensional case. ýke have that the joint distribution of jxj, jyj, and IzI is 
flxl, lyl, lzl(lxl, lyl, ýzj) = 8(L - lxl)(L - jyj)(L - lzl) 




Figure 4.14: A plot of the theoretical RELBIAS(r) for 100 events in a s(Itiare 
window of length 3 and eroded window of length I 
where r2=x2+y2+z2-(, ý(1)2 _ rl(1)2)2 + (, ý(2)2 - 
(2)2)2 
+ (fl(3)2 _ 
(3)2 2 
121 172 1 r/2 
Making the transformation 
U=X2 Zý = Y2 W=Z2 
gives 
gu, V, W(UI Vlw) =0 
(x, g, Z) 
' c)(ti. u. ii') 
2 V//-u-, \//t-7 V'w- 
I Transforming again (k -r2=: u+v+ w)and integrating to find the marginal 
distribution of r, we are left to evaluate 
ftL2 fL 
2 
(L - V/-r2 - 
-v- 
w) (L (L - Vl'w-) dvdwdr 
fo 
0 
The integral appears difficult to evaluate. Numerical methods such as adaptive 
Gaussian quadrature (see for example Press et al (1992)) appear to fail. This is 
possibly due to continuity issues and machine accuracy. Specifically, during the iiii- 
merical integration, some of the quantities under the square root may evaluate to 
negative terms. To approximate the integral, one can use a combination of Monte 
Carlo simulations and interpolation. To demonstrate this, we simulated two events 
uniformly in a cube 65,000 tin-les and calculated the distance, d between them to 
form the dataset D =f di ý .... 
d650001. An empirical CDF. E-G(r) .. P(txN-o events 
005 01 015 02 025 
1 
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are within distance r) was then formed from the data-set D. using a linear interpo- n lation to form a continuous curve. Examples of such curves are presented in Figure e7ý 4.15. 
LL. 
Figure 4.15: The empirical CDF , FG(r) of the distance between two events dropped 
in a cube of lengths I (blue), 2 (green), and 3 (red) 
The second complication in obtaining an estimate for the BIAS('r) function for 
the three-dimensional case is the need to calculate the quantity P3, which, recall, 
heuristically, is the probability that an event is uncensored, given that it is within 
distance r of another event. We are able to evaluate P3 for the three-dimensional case 
by integrating (the very complicated) expression given by Baddeley et al (1993, page 
663, equation (27)) for the intersection volume of a brick and sphere. The dimen- 
sions of the cube, (and hence also r) need to be adjusted to meet the conditions (28) 
of the formula. To reduce numerical problems, we use modulus signs in the square 
roots in expression (34) on page 665 of Baddeley et al (1993). An alternative to us- 
ing Baddeley et al's (1993) closed form expressions is to use Monte Carlo integration. 
Following the above discussions of the two complicated steps required for computing 
the theoretical BIAS for the three-dimensional case, we are in a position to calcii- 
late approximately the quantity (4.12) for the three-dimensional case. Figure 4.16 
shows a plot of the theoretical BIAS(T-) for the two and three- dimension al case. 
The three- dimension al version uses Baddeley et al's (1993) closed form expression 
for the intersection volun-le of the cube and sphere. The theoretical RELBIAS(r) 
functions are shown in Figure 4.17. Figtire4.17aiidFigtiresE. 11-E-12iiiAppeii(lixE 
show that using the RELBIAS function for comparing the severity of edge effects 
012345 





Figure 4.16: Theoretical BIAS(r) for 100 events uniformly placed in the square 
(blue) and cube (red) of length 3 with eroded window of length I 
C, ) 
-J Ui 
Figure 4.17: Theoretical RELBIAS(, r) for 100 events uniformly placed in the square 
(blue) and cube (red) of length 3 with eroded window of length I 
in two-dimensions with three- dimensions suggests that edge effects, as expected, 
appear greater in t hree- dimensions - Nlore importantly, the plots provide some lin- 
portant and useful insight into how the difference In edge-effect severity varies with 
r, for a range of r, for two-dimensions compared with three-dimensions. 
4.3 Techniques for edge-correcting 
Having established the greater severity of edge b effects in three-dii , nensions, w( not 
turn to the various methods for edvw-correcting. The most co"Illoll approaches for 
005 01 015 02 025 
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edge correcting include using estimators that explicitly account for edge effects. or 
using a naive buffer zone approach. The aim of edge- corrections is Usually to obtain 
unbiased estimators, or at least ratio-unbiased estimators (Stoyan, 2006). 
4.3.1 Edge- corrections via weighting factors 
Perhaps the most common approach for correcting for edge effects involves esti- 
mators that explicitly account for edge effects by multiplying the unedge-corrected 
estimator by some weighting factor ýc. These weights are sonietinies referred to 
as Horvitz-Thompson weights (Stoyan & Stoyan, 2000). A good overview of 
types of estimators in the three-dimensional case is provided 1) 'y 
Stoyall k StoYall 
(2000). In particular, they provide some experimental results regarding the lise of 
these estimators when the sampling window is cubic. 
One of the least complicated and widely used estimator of this kind, as shown 
here for the K(r)-function is given by 
V(W) -1 (4.23) K(r) = X(W)2 
77, ýEEIT' 
1(0<jjq-ýjj<r)WI ('q, o 
with w, (TI, ý) equal to the proportion of the surface area or volume of 
W) (, q. 11 77 -ý 11), 
that lies within W. The estimator is unbiased for isotropic point processes. The 
analytical solution for wi (ij, ý) in a brick window is provided by Baddeley et al 
(1993), with the algorithm for its computation detailed by K6nig et al (1991). For 
a spherical window the form of w, (, q, ý) is well known as it is simply the volume of 
intersection of two spheres (see for example Chapter 3). The computation of ý,;, (, q, ý) 
is non-trivial for the ellipsoid window case. Estimator (4.23) has been adopted by 
practitioners such as K6nig et al (1991) for point process applications. 
The translation-corrected estimate due to Miles- Lantueoul- St oyan- H anisch is 
V(W)2 




W2 (77, W+ 
is valid for second-order stationary point processes. 
Stoyan (2006) states that Ole 
reduced second-order moment measure 
AK(B) can be estiinAe(l using 
N (B) 
I(77-ýc B) 1(ý rl ýJ=-O) 
v(TV nIVC) ITEE_Ynii, T7 
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for bounded Borel set B. The estimator is unbiased (see Stoyan et al (P)95) for a 
proof). lf the process is known to be isotropic then a n improved alternative for the 
estimator for 0<r< r*, where 
and 
r: 1., (W(r)) ýý ol supý 






1(0<1177-Q<r), Yo(, q, 0 





and is the sum of all central angles that belongs to arcs of the ball centred at 
71, radius JITI - ý11. Moreover, in the isotropic case (4.23) can be improved for larger 
r (see Baddeley et al (1993)) to obtain the estimator 
V(W) K(r) -- X(W)2 (4.25) 
where 
71 (TI I 
() -- V(W) 
v(« c OS(i7, r) 01) 
and aS(? ), r) is the surface of b(')(, q, r). Estimate (4.25) is consistent and approxi- 
mately unbiased (Baddeley et al, 1993). 
Figure 4.18 is a plot of K (r) using (4.23) and ýýj (17, Lo (iý, v (b (3) (TI, jjr? -ýJj)n 
W) for events uniformly placed inside a sphere of radius 0.62 (and hence the sphere 
has unit volume). Figure 4.18 is a visual demonstration that the estimator (4-23) 
is approximately unbiased for values less than between about 0.3 and 0.4. This il-, 
approximately half the radius of the sphere, and is hence consistent with some of 
Diggle's (2003) comments on the use of the estimator. Specifically, Diggle (2003) 
reports that the estimator (4.23) is unbiased for sufficiently small r. This resti-iol()iI 
on r arises because the weighting factor cc(. ) can become unbounded ýis r iiicn, ýises. 
Moreover, when the sampling region is the unit square. the theoretical tipper limit 







Figure 4.18: A plot of K(r) (using estimator (4-23) (red)) with simulation envelopes 
based on 100 simulations (red dashed curves) of 100 events uniforinly placed in 
a sphere of radius 0.62. The theoretical K(r)-fLinction curve (black line) for a 
homogeneous Poisson process is also provided for comparison 
of r is -ýý2 . 
(4.23) and (4.24) were used by Baddeley et al (1993) for analysing a p(Ailt, 2 
pattern defined in a brick window. In Baddeley et al's (1993) practical investigation, 
it was concluded that the estimators performed comparably. 
Although analytical expressions for c,, ýj (. ) in the case where W is an ellipsoid can 'be 
difficult to come by, we can adopt numerical techniques such as IVIonte Carlo integra- 
tion in order to obtain approximations. The results in Table 4.1 are a demonstration 
of the estimation accuracy obtained when estimating the K(r)-function for different 
type of spatial point patterns, using (4.23) (with L, ), (, q, () = Lt; ('q, (), calculated by 
Monte Carlo integration) for W an ellipsoid window with semi-axis lengths 1.0,0.5 
and 0.25. In Table 4.1 we have used Poisson(7) to denote a Poisson process with 
Table 4.1: Experimental results for applying a weighting factor edge-correction 
Process 0ý '7TA IIN '77ýIAX T 
Poissoii(7) 100 2x 10" 42 
Alatern(250,30,0.05) 100 74 11 
Hardcore(7,0.1) 157 4 64 
intensity 7, Nlaterii(250,30,0.05) a Mathn cluster process with parent intensity 2.50, 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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daughter intensity 30, and radius of interaction 0.05. Finally. Hardcore(71.0-1) is a 
simple inhibition process with underlying Poisson process of inteiisity 7 and hardcore 
distance 0.1. The expected number of events for the Poisson(-, ) and Hardcore(71.0-1) 
processes is 4 and 5 respectively. The motivation behind considerino such a low 
expected number of events is for insight into the performance of the estimator in 
the case where we have the lowest typical number of PNIL NBs in a cell nucleiis 
Chapter 1) - 
A detailed description of the quantities in Table 4.1 is as follows. Let 
K, KN 
denote N estimates of the K(r)-function obtained from N- 500 replicates of. '-, 'jmtiaI 
point process X, then the quantities '7TMIN '7TMAX , and c7T in Table 4.1 denote 
(respectively) the quantity obtained by replacing S(r) with supfTI, infjTj, and 
j: N N-' j=1 Ki(r) in 
(4.10). Note that undefined values of K, (r) were ignored. These 
arise when fewer than I events are generated in the simulation process. Furthermore, 






in place of (4.11) in order to avoid a division by zero. The results in table 4.1 show 
that, in general, the various quantities used to assess the level of departure between 
an estimated value of the K(r)-function, with a theoretical one, agree that the level 
of departure is higher for low intensity spatial point processes, when using (4.23) as 
an edge-correction. 
Simulating 10,000 realisations of a homogeneous Poisson process conditional oil 30 
events (this is the upper limit of the typical number of PNIL in a cell nucleus) in- 
side the unit cube, followed by estimating the unedge-corrected K(r)-function took 
20 seconds on a modern computer with a 2.8GHz Pentium (IV) processor. The 
computation time was increased by 45% when using the volume weighting 
factor 
edge-correction, with the weighting factor estimated using a Monte 
Carlo integra- 
tion. This demonstrates how (computationally) costly applying an edge-co rrect ion 
can be. In this case, the additional computation time that is required to carry out 
the edge- c orrection can be eradicated wheii a closed form for the edu)(1-correction 
term is adopted. 
4.3. Techniques for edge-correcting 
4.3.2 Kaplan-Meier estimation 
fJ3 
The use of Kaplan-Meier type estimators is also an explicit form of edge- correct ioil - These estimators are an innovative alternative to the use of weighting factors. 
The Kaplan-Meier approach to edge-correction was introduced by Baddeley k Gill 
(1994). Reed & Howard (1997) applied this type of estimation to the nearest neic-li- n 







I(si>r,, bi>r, ) 
where si and bi denote the distance from each event in W, to the nearest other everit 
in W and to the nearest point on the boundary of TV respectivel ' y. 
Also, si -=ý r, 
is defined as r, < si < r, +, and we discretise r, rj - JA and -,, -\ 
is the increment 
of the distance. Reed & Howard (1997) found good results for a higher number of 
points per unit volume, when using the estimator in simulation studies. Baddele 'v & Gill (1997) compared a Kaplan-Meier estimator of the empty space function, 
F(r) to the minus sampling method through simulation studies. They found that 
for a Poisson process in a square window, the Kaplan-Meier estimator a ppeared to 
be uniformly more efficient and in general performed better. The more theoretical 
properties of the Kaplan-Meier estimator of the empty space function are discussed 
by Gill (1994). 
4.3.3 Minus sampling (the "border" method) 
The border method is a simple and most commonly used form of edge-correction 
(Floresroux & Stein, 1996). The method was first suggested by Ripley (1977), but is 
analogous to the reduced sample estimator, discussed by Kaplan and Meier (1958). 
The idea behind the border method is to restrict attention (when estimating F(r), 
G(r) or K(r) at distance r) to events more than distance r from the boundary (Gill. 
1994). More precisely, we only consider events in the eroded window 
III :ýT, . (4.26) 
For the case where W is a brick window, (4-26) is straightforward to calculate. and 
even more so for a sphere. Figure 4.19 shows the geometrical interpretation of (4,26) 
for Wa brick window. The border method has been reported to having an inferior 
performance compared to other edge- corrections in certain analysis for example 
Schladitz &-- Baddeley (2000)). This is tistially a result of the technique reqillrlii, (.,, 
important information from the point pattern to be discarded. In , ()iiie excepti()nýil 




Figure 4.19: A brick window and eroded window (grey) 
cases, the method is rendered useless if the majority of the events are located close 
to the boundary of W. However, at the other extreme (when most of the events 
are located far from the boundary) the border method may be a good method to 
adopt as it is can be computed quickly and is usually straight-forward to inipleineiit. 
Figure E. 16 compares the adjusted AIISE obtained when estimating the linedge- 
corrected Q(r, ý)-function and the border estimate of the Q(r, r-)-function (see Cliap- 
ter 3). Clearly, in some cases a border estimate can significantly reduce the adjusted 
MISE compared to not applying an edge- correction. Spec1fically, Figure E. 16 
demonstrates that applying even a simplistic edge-correction such as the border 
method, when estimating the Q(r, ý)-function, can have benefits such as reducing 
the MISE. 
4.3.4 Plus sampling 
Plus sampling is almost the opposite of minus sampling in the sense that, while 
the border method requires one to discard some events, a plus sampling estimate 
requires additional information regarding events that lie outside of the estimation 
window W. However, one could also loosely describe a plus sampling estimate as 
a border estimate with the entire sampling window being the eroded window and 
the dilated window W, ý, as the sampling window. As an example, consider the plus 
sampling estimation of the K(r)-function; in this case, when counting the number of 
events within distance r of events inside TV, we would also count any events 
lie outside of R'. That is, for spatial point process X, the Phis sampling estimate is 
4.3. Techniques for edge- correcting 
given by 






Plus sampling is unbiased (Stoyan et al, 1995) but of course, realistically, has limited 
application. Clearly the problem with adopting the plus sampling approach Is that 
the method requires more information than might be available. 
4.3.5 Probabilistic edge-correction 
Reed & Howard (1997) describe a probabilistic edge-correction for the three- dimension aI 






where 0(a) =a if a<I and 0(a) =I if a>1. Furthermore, E,, is equal to I 
if 877 < b, 7 and il 
(b d (71, o(71, X\f Tjj))\(W nb d(71, p(TI, X\f 771)))) (this is the shaded 
region shown in Figure 4.20 with r equal to the distance between the event -q and its 
nearest other event) otherwise. They also describe a related estimator developed by 
Doguwa & Upton (1990) for two-dimensional point patterns. The outcome of simu- 
lation studies carried out by Reed & Howard (1997) inside a brick window was fliat 
the probabilistic edge-correction (4.28) gave similar results to the one suggested by 
Doguwa & Upton (1990). F'urthermore, an increase in the number of replicates did 
not make the average value of G(r) closer to G(r). Fýirther to this, a higher number 
of points per brick did not improve the estimator. The problem with the estimator 
proposed by Doguwa & Upton (1990) is that it assumes certain properties of the 
point process are the same as that of a homogeneous Poisson process (even when 
this is not necessarily the case). Floresroux & Stein (1996) suggested an improved 
version of the estimator of Doguwa & Uptons (1990). Their improved estimator 
does not require the properties of a homogeneous Poisson assumption. 
We have seen so far that the principal aim of an edge-correction is to reduce the 
estimation bias. The implementation of the edge- correction in terms of compuu, _ 
tional time and ease of implementation is also important. With tliiý, in mind. we 
will introduce two edge-correction techniques of our own. The first ed ge- correct lon 
that we propose is a probabilistic edge- correction estimator for the K(r)-function. 
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The estimator is of the following form, A2KProb (r) for A2 K(r): 




For our new estimator (4.29), we are counting the number of events that we observe 
within distance r of an event q and we also consider the number of events that ýN-e 
expect to observe (given the number of events in 117) in the shaded region shown in 
Figure 4.20. 
Figure 4.20: Geometrical illustration of estimator (4.29). The crosses represent 
events of the spatial point process 
Proposition 5 Estimator (4-29) is asymptotically unbiased for a homogeneous Pots- 
son point process. 
Proof. Using the definition of the factorial kth moment measure (see Chapter 2), 
for Borel set B and the second reduced moment measure IC we have 




I(11ý I 1(, +ýEjv) dýk 
A'k (b (3) (ý, r) n TV) 
Noting that for an ergodic spatial point process, if b 





for edge A . 111liq? -correcting 
(see for example Stoyan & Stoyan, 1994, p194) NVe have that 
12 EE v(b 
(3) (, q, r)\ýb 
(3) (ri, r) n 
(Tjcxý-w 
A2 IC (b(3) (-q, r)\ýb 
(3) (TI, r) n wj) 
9T 
For the homogeneous Poisson process case -, ve can replace bý " (1/. 1-) witIl 
and obtain A2 K(r) by summing I, and 12. m 
Figure 4.21 shows simulation results (100 events uniformly placed in the sphere) for 






Figure 4.21: A plot of E(KProb(r)) (red) with simulation envelopes (red dashed 
curves) for KProb(r) compared with the weighted edge-correction estimate (4.23) 
(blue) and the theoretical curve for a homogeneous Poisson process (black) 
that in this case the new probabilistic estimator (4.29) outperforms the weighting 
factor edge- correction in terms of accuracy and variance. The difference is more 
apparent for larger r. 
Tables 4.2 provides the results of a further con-1parison between estimators (4.23) 
and (4.29) for the homogeneous Poisson process case. The results in Table 4.2 give 
11 1 rise to further evidence that in certain cases, the new probabilistic edge-corrected 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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estimator for the K(r)-function, that we have proposed, can be a more desinible 
choice of estimator compared to (4.23). More precisely, for different assesý"-iiieiit'ý 
of departure between an estimated and theoretical value of the K(r)-function. es- 
timates based on the new probabilistic edge-correction generally provide a smaller 
degree of departure. 
Table 4.2: Results for 500 simulations from a homogeneous Poisson process using the 
weighted edge-correction (4.23, labelled 'A') and the probabilistic edge- correc t lon 
(labelled 'B') for estimating the K(r)-function 
Edge-correction A UKM 07, KMAX ý7 -r- IN K 
A 50 18 7295 6 
A 100 13 944 5 
B 50 13 7290 3 
B 100 9 607 3 
We now consider how well (4.29) compares to (4.23) for non-stationary Poisson 
distributed events. In Table 4.3 we present the results of simulation studies for com- 
paring (4.23) and (4.29) for a simple inhibition process with hardcore distance 0.1. 
The intensity A given in Table 4.3 is the intensity of the underlying Poisson process, 
the true intensity of the process is given by Aexp 
(_ 4A763 ). Here ao is given by 3S 
Table 4-3: Results for 500 simulations from a simple inhibition process using the 
weighted edge-correction (labelled 'A') and probabilistic edge-correction 
(labelled 
'B') for the K(r)-function 
Edge-correction AA go 0 K MTN KMAX ý7k 
A 50 81 113 94 
A 100 105 134 118 
A 250 107 131 1 
B 50 148 173 158 
B 100 179 203 188 
B 250 180 200 1 
(7 
01u j: (S(r) - SHardcore("))2 
1 
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where SHardcore(r) is the theoretical S function of the simple inhibition proc(, ýýs. 
We present simulation results for comparing (4.29) and (4.2,3)) for the cýise of a 
Table 4-4: Results for 500 simulations from a Matern cluster process using the 
weighted edge-correction (labelled 'A') and the probabilistic edge-correction (la- 
belled 'B') for estimating the K(r)-function 
Edge-correction Ap 'MIN 'MAX 
50 100 288 60 
100 100 70 43 
250 100 293 34 
50 98 155 50 
B 100 86 54 37 
250 85 268 29 
Matern cluster process with fixed daughter intensity 30 and radius of interaction 
0.05 in Table 4.4. In summary, the results provided in Tables 4.2-4.4 demonstrate 
that the new probabilistic estimator works well for non-hardcore models compared 
to (4.23). In particular, the results in Table 4.3 suggest that there is a larger discrep- 
ancy between the theoretical, and the estimated (using the new probabilistic method, 
(4.29)) K(r)-function of a simple inhibition process compared to edge-corrected els- 
timation based on using (4.23). We would expect this result since, for inhibition 
models, there is a danger that the new probabilistic method over-estimates the num- 
ber of events that one would expect to observe in the shaded region in Figure 4.20. 
Unfortunately, the new estimator (4.29) is also remarkably more computationally 
expensive to compute compared to the weighting factor edge- correction, when a 
Monte Carlo approximation for computing v (W nb (3) (o, r)) is required. Computing 
the probabilistic K(r)-function estimate of a single realisation from a homogeneous 
Poisson process with 30 events took 90 minutes. Recall from earlier (Section 4.3.1) 
that the same computation based on the weighting edge-correction, took 29 seconds 
for 100 realisations, on the same machine. 
Figure E. 17 (see Appendix E) shows Plots of K(r) - -1 -ii rl for the P-ML NB datýi 3 
in PPDSI, estimated using the (volume) weighting factor edge-correction and Ole 
new probabilistic edge-correction that Nve have introduced. The probabilistic K(r)- 
function edge-correction yields results that are consistent with the CSR tests carried 
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out in Chapter 1. More specifically, for cell 1. both estimates suggest that thero are 
fewer PML NBs within distance r<2 units of a randomly selected P-ML N-B 
pared to CSR, indicating low scale inhibition. However. for cells 3-7) there is sonio 
strong conflicting information provided by the different estimators for large valiies 
of r. For example, for cell 5, the K(r)-function estimate based on the probabilistic 
estimator suggests that for r>1.5 there are more PNIL NBs within distance r of 
a randomly chosen PML body compared to CSR. This is consistent ivith the signs 
of clustering seen in the CSR results for cell 5 in Chapter 1. However. the result.,, - 
based on using the weighting factor edge-correction (4.23) suggest that for cell . 5. 
there are fewer PML within distance r>1.5 units compared to CSR. 
4.3.6 The probabilistic border edge-correction 
As mentioned earlier, the border method is easy to implement and although it suffers 
from being strongly biased downwards, can perform competitivel 'y compared to its 
more complicated rivals such as the explicit forms of edge- correction. The secoild 
edge-correction we propose is an improved border method that incorporates the, 
probabilistic edge-correction idea. More precisely, we increase the size of the wiiidow 
W (and hence implicitly assume our point pattern is a subset of a process defined 
on a large set VD W). We do this to include regions where there are unlikely to be 
unobserved events. The motivation behind this approach is to reduce the number 
of events in W that we must discard. We expect the new method to produce better 
results than the border method, especially for stationary hardcore processes. For this 
particular case, we expect fewer points to be discarded in the edge-correction process 
compared with the standard border method. The probabilistic border method that 





? IEW&r* (EWSr' 
where 
wEýr* =w nU b(71, r*) (4.31) 
77EaW 
and r* = inff di, d2j, where d, is the maximum of 0 and the expected distaiwe 
between the typical point and its nearest neighbour, Ep(n, x), minus the distance 
between the boundary 011- and the event in 11- closest to the boundary. Als(), d) 
the maximum of 0 and the distance between the event ý, in 11- closest to t1le j)()jjjj(j- 
ary of 11' and the event in 11' closest to ý, minus the distance 
between ý and the 
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boundary. In other words, we extend the sampling window, TV. In such a NN-aý' that 
the event closest to the boundary, ý, is at least distance Ep(, I. x) from the boundary 
of W, unless there is an event that is within distance Ep(, I. x) to ý. r* is geiierallý- 
unknown and is estimated from the point pattern by calculating the average of the 
observed nearest neighbour distances and shortest distance to the boundary of the 
sampling window. Clearly, in certain situations (4.30) will collapse to the usual 
border estimate. 
Figure 4.22 demonstrates that, as anticipated, the probabilistic border method is 






Figure 4.22: The mean probabilistic border estimate of the K(r)-function (red) 
compared to the mean of the usual border method (blue) and theoretical curve 
(black) using the standard scenario. The respective upper simulation envelopes for 
the border estimates are given by the red and blue dashed curves 
isons between the border method and probabilistic border method are presented in 
Figures E. 13-E. 15 in Appendix E. The graphs in Figures E. 13-E. 15 show that in this 
case, the most notable iniproven-ient in terms of reduction in bias when using, the 
probabilistic border method in place of the standard border method occurs when 
the spatial point process is a homogeneous Poisson. Although the graphs E. 14-E. 15 
show comparable results between the border method and probabilistic border when 
0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.3 
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considering the simple inhibition process and Mat6rn cluster process. the data used 
to generate the curves indicated some slight reduction in bias. for both processes, 
when using the probabilistic border method instead of the standard border method. 
4.4 Edge-correction for irregular windows 
In many practical applications (such as that discussed in the next chapter) the 
sampling window W can not be well approximated by some regular body such as a 
cuboid or ellipsoid. For PPDS2 and PPDS3, the sampling window is an irregular 
one, with a boundary that is approximated by a set of discrete points. This discrete 
set of points form a convex hull. In order to asses the accuracy of the edge-correction 
methods discussed, for the case where the sampling window is approximated by a 
convex hull, we simulated N points on the surface of an ellipsoid. We subsequentlY 
calculated the convex hull of the points, using the C implementation of the (1111ill 
algorithm (see Barber et al, 1995). An estimate of the K(r)-function of 100 e\-eiits 
uniformly placed inside the ellipsoid was calculated using the border method. The 
results are shown in Figure 4.23. The distance between an event and a facet, was 
Figure 4.23: Plot of an estimate of the K(r)-function (estimated using the standard 
border method) for 100 events uniformly placed in an ellipsoid (approximated by a 
convex hull) with semi-axis lengths 5,4 and 2 and theoretical curve (red) 
calculated by taking the distance between the average of the polnts oil the 
facet 
and the event. Although the curve is 
(as expected) strongly blased downwards, this 
method is more accurate than using the welghting 
factor edge- correct ion with a ilon- 
time consuming Monte Carlo approximation for the weighting factor. Ill particular. 
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 025 
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we estimated the K(r)-function using the weighting factor edge- correct ion method 
and adopted Monte Carlo integration for calculating This involved siniulatino, tD t) 
uniformly inside the convex hull. The results using a Monte Carlo integration that 
did not require extensive computational times were rather disappoint ill g (see Figiii-e In rl 4.24). 
Figure 4.24: Plot of an estimate of the K(r)-function (x324), using equation (4.23) 
with calculated using Monte Carlo integration (blue curve) for 100 events Iiiii- 
formly placed in an ellipsoid with semi-axis lengths 5,4 and 2, and theoretical ciirv(, 
(red curve) 
4.5 Occurrences where edge-correcting may not 
be advantageous 
We have so far provided a discussion that indicates the great importance of edge- 
corrections. However, there are cases where edge effects can be safely ignored. 
Examples of such situations include hypothesis testing (Baddeley et al, 1993) and 
are further outlined by Diggle (2003). Indeed in the majority of the simulation st, ud- 
ies that we describe throughout, where we compare a characteristic that has been 
estimated for the PNIL NB data, with those estimated from simulated data, we do 
not carry out an edge- correct ion, since we are comparing empirical estimates of the 
characteristics (that have been estimated in the saine way for the P. NIL NB data and 
simulated data) as apposed to comparing an empirical estimate with a theoretical 
forin. A consequence of this is, any difference in bias, arisinor when estimating a I ýn n 
characteristic for PML NB data compared to the saine computation for simulated 
0.1 02 03 0.4 0.5 
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data, can have a positive impact on the analysis (in the sense of improving our un- 
derstanding of the differences between the P. ML NB data and simulated data). We 
are reluctant to carry-out an edge-correction when not required. -as edge- correct ing 
is generally computationally expensive. Further to this, there are situations where 
it may be advantageous to not carry out an edge-correction. Diggle (1979) stated 
that edge-correction such as applied in the K(r)-function estimate can substantially 
reduce the sampling fluctuations of a statistic and thus improve the power of a test 
based on it. However, Gignoux et al (1999) showed that for small samples (about 
10-30 events), the power of CSR tests, such as those we have adopted throughout, 
is improved if an edge-correction is not applied. 
We believe that we have obtained a convincing amount of evidence to suggest that, 
there is significant level of departure from CSR, for the spatial distribution of P. ML 
NB centroid locations within some of the cell nuclei. The next chapter provides, a 
detailed account of attempting to fit an alternative model to the PML NB (IMýI. 
Some of the analysis in the next chapter require the use of edge-corrections. This 
chapter has raised our awareness of various edge-correction techniques and has ad- 
dressed the importance of edge correcting (when it is required), in particular for the 
three-dimensional case. 
Chapter 5 
Modelling replicated PML 
confocal microscopy data 
In Chapter I we presented the results of CSR tests on PPDSI and found that in 
all but one cell there is some evidence to reject the null hypothesis of CSR for the 
spatial distribution of PML NBs. The outcome of these CSR tests were backed hY 
further CSR tests in Chapter 3, that utilised the Q (r, f )-function, and plots pre- 
sented in Chapter 4, that showed the differences between edge-corrected estiniMes 
of K(r)-functions and the theoretical K(r)-function of a homogeneous Poisson pro- 
cess. In this chapter we take the next natural step in point pattern analysis, namely 
to find an appropriate alternative model to CSR- We focus our attention on PPDS2 
as it contains valuable information on the nuclear boundary, while PPDS1 only con- 
tains details of PML N13 centrold locations within the nucleus (see Appendix B). 
Besides being important for edge-correction when estimating distance-based sum- 
mary statistics (see Chapter 4), knowledge of the nuclear boundary can be useful for 
implementing models that support recent biological theory, such as some of those 
outlined by McManus et al (2006). More precisely, Xlcýlanus et al (2006) have re- 
ported that chromosomes and regions of chromosomes segregate differently within 
the nucleus depending on whether or not they are rich in potentially transcribed 
genes. The individual interphase chromosome territories segregate their gene rich 
R-bands into the interior of the nucleoplasm, whereas their gene poor G-bands are 
gathered against the periphery of the nucleus and against the nucleolar surface (see 
for example Shopland et al, 2003). Euchromatin sequences are further orl-, ýýIilised 
such that they maintain a spatial relationship with the predominant nucleoplasinic 
nonchromatin structure, the splicing factor compartnients (McNIanus et al. 200)'ý. 
Smaller nonchromatin striictitres such as RML associate with specific regions ()f the 
105 
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genome. In summary. this means that there is biological reason to singe. st that the ? 7ý 
spatial location of PML NBs is related to the nuclear bomidary. 
Up until now nucleoli have been believed by some biologists to act as exclusion 
regions for certain other compartments (Shiels et al, 2007). In particular. P. ML NBs 
do not exist within regions of nucleoli (Shiels, 2005). However, this idea has been 
challenged following very recent unpublished work by Imperial College London cen- 
tre for structural biology. We apply the idea of nucleoli as PML exclusion regions 
to help us construct a model for the spatial distribution of the PNIL NBs within the 
nucleus. 
Throughout this chapter a dataset is generally assumed to be a collection of A- 
iid replicates. This means that we have k cell nuclei, where it is assumed that the 
spatial distribution of the PML NBs in each of the nuclei is governed by the 
spatial point process. 
We begin this chapter with a test for assessing whether the assumption of iid repli- 
cates is valid for this carefully selected dataset and find that there is not strong 
evidence to reject this assumption. Following this, we go on to fit our first model, 
Model 1, a stationary Poisson process defined in the nucleus interior excluding the 
regions occupied by nucleoli. After some rigorous diagnostic tests that include an 
interpretation of Q(r, f)-function plots, we find that although this first model is con- 
sistent with some of the biological ideas and some of the results of CSR simulation 
studies from Chapters I and 3, it is inappropriate for describing the spatial distri- 
bution of PML NBs in some of these cell nuclei. Model I is subsequently used as 
a ýstraw man' comparison for more complicated models. We go on to develop this 
simplistic model into a more sophisticated one, Model 2, that incorporates P. ML- 
boundary interaction. 
We initially define Model 2 through simple postulates, and go onto prove that these 
postulates characterise an inhomogeneous Poisson process. As a consequence, we 
are able to make use of the established theory on inhomogeneous Poisson processes. 
Specifically, as also is the case for Model 1, we are in a position to fit Model 2 using a 
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) approach and are able to simulate from the 
model using the standard approaches. We move on to consider a final complicat 1011, 
whereby we incorporate interaction between the PML bodies. Through sinitilittion 
studies, we explore the possibility of fitting a Markov model, Model 3. to PPRý2 bv 
I. Testing for similarity 10-1 
simulating replicates via perfect simulation from Model 3 and studying how well we 
are able to estimate the parameters of Model 3 by utilising a Metropoh-ý-HýAýtm, -, *-ý 
algorithm with the ratio of partition functions in the Hastings ratio approximated 
by thermodynamic integration. 
Models I-3 are constructed in such a way that Model 2 is a special case of -ýI()(Iel 
3 and Model I is a special case of Model 2. Following some observations made 
whilst fitting Model 2, we attempt to fit a log-Gaussian Cox process to PPDS2. We 
end this chapter with a discussion on selecting between competing models. using 
techniques that make use of partial Bayes factors and pattern recognition sclienws. 
5.1 Testing for similarity 
An initial step taken before attempting to fit a model to replicated P', '\IL data in- 
volves testing the assumption that the PITNIL NBs in the cell nuclei that makes up 
PPDS2 come from the same spatial point process distribution. To do this, we use 
the method described by Diggle (2003) and Webster et al (2006) for group coin- 
parisons for testing within group spatial data similarity. The procedure makes use 
of a non-stationary version of the K(r)-function. Since we are working with three- 
dimensional data, we extend the definition of the (two-dimensional) inhomogeneous 
Kinhom(r)- function as given by Baddeley et al (2000(b)), to the three- dimension al 
case as follows. 
Definition 3 Let X be a second-order ZntensZty-rewelghted stationary point process. 
Define the Znhomogencous K(r)-funchon of X, Kinhom(r) by 




for any BG L30 with v(B) >0 and Z30 the class of bounded Borel sets in 
R 3. We 
take u/0 = OVu>O. 
Furthermore, a point process X is said to be second-order intensity- rewe zght (, (] sfa- 
honary if 
F(II-I V) = F(TV + -q, V+ ii) 
for all ii CR3, and W, V EE Bo. Where 
F(TV. V) =E( 
T]EXfl Xfl\ 
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We have a collection of k replicates. The test for similarity between the replicates can 
be outlined as follows. Letkinhomi(, ) denote the Kinhom(r)-function esthnaie ()f 
the ith replicate, Fj in the set D= ý171) --- Fkj of replicates. We estimate a ýA-eighted 
average Kinhom () for the set 
k 
Kinhom(t) - N-' ni Kinhomi (t) 
where ni is the total number of events in replicate IF, and 
ni. 
We use the statistic 
k to 
D=Ef w(t)njlý 2 
0 
Kirlhomi(t) Kinhom(t)] 
to test for significant differences within the group. The function a, (t) = f-' is used to 
stabilise the variance. Following Webster et al (2006), due to the intractability of the 
distribution of D, we use a bootstrap based significance test for the null hypothesis 
of no difference between the replicates. Specifically, this involves computing a set of 
residual Kinhom (r) -functions, 
Ri (t) (Kinhomi (t) - Kinhom (0) 
We then randomly resample, with replacement from the set ýRj(t) ... 
Rk (t) I Of 
residual Kinhom(r)-funct'ons to obtain bootstrap estimates of residual 
Kinhom(r), 
Ri*(t) and calculate 
kinhom M+ R* (t) Kinhomi M --- V n-, 1 
These bootstrapped residual Kinhorn (r) -functions are used to form a realisation 
D*. 
By ranking the estimated value of D against the bootstrapped, we attain a signifi- 
cance level. 
Applying this procedure to 5 replicates (to increase the power of the test, Nve 11se 
the cell nuclei containing the greatest number of 
MML NBs), we attained a p-valiie 
of 0.18. This suggests insignificant reason 
to reject the null liylmtliesis of similar 
Kinhoni (r)-functions between replicates. Hence we assume thm tlie si)atial distri- 
bution of PAIL NBs within the cell nuclei that form PPDS2 is governed 
by Hic sýiiiie 
5.1. Testing for similarity 
spatial point process. We note that these results are consistent with the cell nuclei 
being similar in a biological sense. Specifically., the cell nuclei that make tip PPDS2 
are from cells that are in a Go, or "resting phase" of the cell cycle (see for example 
Naniche et al, 1999). The importance of analysing nuclei from the same ,, -tao-e of 
the cell cycle stems from the biological idea that nuclei undergo exteiisive chaii, ý-(,. s 
in organisation as they progress through the cell cycle and development (Thakar k 
Csink, 2005). 
To reduce computational burden we replace the integral in (5.1) with the dl,; (-r(, t(, 
summation 
y 
K. 2 1: ' (60 'i lKinhomi inhom 
t=l 
where 6= to/y. Further to this, we apply a border estimate (see Chapter 4) for 




with an edge-corrected kernel estimator, A(, q) for A(q) (see Chapter 2, section 2-7), 
that utilises the multivariate Gaussian kernel 
/-, (ý) = 
(2,7r) -3/2 exp( _ýTý 
We adopt the quadrature scheme 
u 
f -3r -3r ýj)) AV h v(<) h (h (5.2) 
for calculating the edge-correction (2.8), where AV=v 
(W) /U and f ýj... ý(: I are 
point locations inside the convex hull 
(see Appendix B and Chapter I for details on 
constructing the datasets). In the procedure outlined above, we used 
U- 10,000. 
Integral approximations similar to that given in 
(5.2) are used throughout the rest 
of this document. 
An appropriate bandwidth, h, in 
(5.2) can be obtained by minimising the ineaii 
integrated squared error (Cressie, 1991) 
_ 
A(71))2 MISE(ý) =E 
(fiv 
(A(rl) v(d7j)) 
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A pitfall with such an approach is that A(71) in (5.3) is usually unknolwn. Guail (200 T) 
recently proposed a more complicated data-driven approach for bandxvidtli sclectioii 
that is based on a cross-validation idea from density estimation. The approach that 




(AV E(A(77j) - 
An 
j=l 
by using a grid search for h. 
Carrying out the minimisation of (5.4), for example, for cell I of PPDS2 ' vielded 
a bandwidth of 5.99. A rule-of-thumb method by Moller and NN"aagepetersen (2003) 
I 
uses the estimate h -rd cA-2 , with e some constant between 0.1 and 0.2. Such an 
approximation provides a bandwidth value between 32-67 - 65.33. Hoývcý-ci-, the 
approximation by Moller and Waagepetersen (2003) is based on simulations and 
practical experience for point patterns that are in two-dimensions and coiisist of 
50-300 events. Both the bandwidth approximation by Moller and Waagepetersen 
(2003) and the bandwidth selection procedure that requires minimisation of (5.4) 
with respect to h, necessitate that the intensity does not vary greatly within the cell 
nuclei. This is true in particular for cells containing PML bodies that do not exhibit 
significant departure from CSR. 
The aim in this chapter is to fit an appropriate spatial point process model to 
replicated PML data. We have begun with a test for whether the cell nuclei that 
make up the replicated data (PPDS2) contain PML bodies that have similar spatial 
distributions. The procedure that we have adopted is a bootstrapping-dependelit 
one that makes use of an inhomogeneous version of the K(r)-function. As a r(,,, iilt. 
we have formally extended the definition of the K(r)-function, as provided by Bad- 
deley et al (2000(b)) to the three-dimensional case. The outcome of Hie test for 
similarity suggested that we can assume that the PAIL NBs limv similar distrihil- 
tions within the cell nuclei that make tip PPDS2. We will now move ()nto fit aii 
initial model to PPDS2. 
5.2. Model 1: Stationary Poisson process withexclusion zones ill 
5.2 Model 1: Stationary Poisson process with 
exclusion zones 
Consider a simple model for the spatial locations of P. ML NBs. in Nvhich the P-ML 
bodies are uniformly distributed in the region of the cell nucleus not occupied 1)ý- 
nucleoli. That is, we define the model by the following postulates: 
* MlPl The number of PML NBs n, is a realisation of a Poisson process witli 
intensity measure Av(W) (0 <A< oc)). 
* M1P2 Conditional on n, the PML NB locations follow a uniform distribution 
on 
where W* is known and is the region of the nucleus interior unoccupied bY nucleoli. 
In M1P1 we base the number of PML bodies on the total volume of the nucleuss() 
that we do not have to estimate v(W*) (the volume of the nucleus interior unoccu- 
pied by nucleoli). 
5.2.1 Model 1 characteristics 
The theoretical model characteristics are similar to those of a homogeneous Poisson 
process. Some of these are detailed in Chapter 2. We have that, under this model 
E(X(W)) = Av(W) 
Furthermore 
Var(X(W)) = Av(W). 
Also for this model, we have that the K(r)-function, for the three-dimensional case. 
in the absence of nucleoli (or in the case where nucleoli exhibit CSR and can 
he 
modeled as points) is given by 
4 
K(r) -7rr 3 
5.2.2 Fitting Modell 
The maximum likelihood estimate for the homogeneous 
Poisson process intensitY 
parameter (which for Model I 
is equivalent to the parameter A) is N', -ell-knoNN-n ýAnd 
can be found for example in 
Stoyan &-- Stoyan (1994. section 13.2). Let A, be the 
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MLE of the intensity parameter A, for replicate r observed in window W,. Then the 




=, n, k Er=l V(Wr) 
(5.5) 
For PPDS2 we have k-8 replicates. Using (5-5), we obtain Arep =: 9.24 x 10-6 for 





and an unbiased estimator for (5.6) is 
Arep 
Varýrep k (5.7) Es=l I"(Wk) 





the estimated Arep for 
PPDS2 to being 1.02 x 10-12. 
5c . 2.3 Modell diagnostics 
Under Model 1, stationarity inside W* is implicitly assumed. We can therefore cal- 
culate some of the summary statistics defined in Chapter 2 and the Q(r, f)-function 
defined in Chapter 3. Plots of the Q(r, f)-functions for the spatial locations of PML 
NBs in the cell nuclei of PPDS2 compared to simulation envelopes produced by 
100 simulated realisations from Model I are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The 
Q (r) f )-function plots suggests that there are some values of (r, f) where the model 
does not fit the data quite as well as for other values. For example, for cells 1,6,7 
and 8, for values of r and f> 135 units (see Appendix B for units interpretation), 
a high value of Q (r, f) is obtained for the PML NB points, compared to Model 1. 
The Q (r, ýF)-function plots for cells 2,3, 
the appropriateness of Model 1. 
and 5 do not provide evidence against 
Diggle (2003) states that the use of EDF plots of the data with simulation envelopes, 
as used for the CSR tests in Chapter 1, is strictly invalid as a formal approach for 
assessing model fit. Loosmore & Ford (2006) state that using simulation envelopes 
based on summary statistics such as the K(r)- and G(r)-functions is invalid for 
testing an observed point pattern against a specified model because it violates the 
assumptions of Monte Carlo methods and the type I error is greatly underestimated. 
5.2. Model 1: Stationarýy Poisson process withexclusion zones 113 
Figure 5.1: Q(j-, ý) function (xIO-10) of cells 1-4 of PPDS2 (grey surfaces) with 
simulation envelopes (transparent surfaces) 
We adopt the following procedure, similar to that proposed by Diggle (2003, p89) 
to more rigorously assess the appropriateness of Model I for describing the spatial 
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Figure 5.2: Q(r,, ý) function (x10-10 of cells 5-8 of PPDS2 (grey surfaces) with 
simulation envelopes (transparent surfaces) 
where 
Ej Gj (r) 
m-I 
(5-10) 
for i= 2ý m are the EDFs of the nearest neighbour distances from simulations 
from Model I and G, is the EDF of the nearest neighbour distances for the data. 
Similarly for the empty space function Fi(t) and Fj (see Chapter 2). NVe replace the 
integrals in (5.8) and (5.9) with sunni-iations so that 
gi 
(Gi (6P) - ý7, (t6T) 
t=l 
5-2. Model 1: Stationary Poisson process withexclusion zones 11. ) 
for 6T 
---= TIS >0 for some SG Z- and similarly for fj- If yj is ranked the rth 
smallest of f gi, .. q, 
l, then the attained level of significance, p, for a two-tailed 
test is given by p= supfr/2(Tn + 1), (m - r)/2(m + I)j, and similarly for fi. We 
repeat the entire experiment Al times and only accept the model if neither of the 
quantities (5-8) or (5.9) show signs of significant lack of fit. In these assessments 
we use m= 100) Al = 100, S= 100 and T= Rad(W, ), where Rad(11'r) is the 
radius of the nucleus r. That is, Rad (W) = inff ýýq-ýýý: 71, ýE 01 1'r Scatter 
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Figure 5.4: Cells 6-8 superimposed fi and gi function significance test results tD 
6-8 there was evidence to reject Model I at the 5% level of a two-tailed test. 
The 
strongest evidence 
for rejecting the model came froni cell 8 (see Figure 5.5). The 
n 














Figure 5.5: Cell 8 fi and gi function significance test results 
results for cells 1-5 showed that for these cells there was not significant evidence to 
reject Model I at the 5% level of a two tailed test, The overall correlation of the fi 
and gi quantities for all of the cells was -0.31. From the results of the diagnostics 
tests, Model 1 appears to be a good initial candidate model for the PýIL data. 
5.3 Model 2: Boundary effects model 
As outlined at the beginning of this chapter, biologists speculate that fliere may exist 
a relationship between the spatial locations of PML and the location of the nuclear 
boundary. To gain quantitative insight into this idea we introduce a summary 
statistic Faw(r) which we define for spatial point process X in bounded 147 c 
by 
Faw(r) =l:: P(I1, q - OWýý < rýr7 E X). 
The function Faw (r) is similar to the empty space function (see Chapter 2). For a 
homogeneous Poisson process and TV a sphere of radius R it is straightforward to 
show from the properties of a homogeneous Poisson process that 
Fal, v 
R3 _ (R - 'r) 
3 
R3 
p To see if this Recall that cells 6-8 rovided the strongest evidence to reject Model 1. 
is a result of boundarly effects, we estimated (5.12) for cells 6-8 using the estimate 
Fait, 
-9 
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for W the cell nucleus, obtained as described in Chapter I and Appendix B. We 
subsequently formed simulation envelopes of (5.13) from Model 1. conditional on 






Figure 5.6: Cell 6 of PPDS2 estimate of Faw(r) with simulation envelopes froin 99 
simulations from Model I 
0.: 
0ý 
Figure 5.7: Cell 7 of PPDS2 estimate of Faw(r) with simulation envelopes froin 99 
simulations from Model 1 
Figures 5.6-5.8 provide some interesting insight into the spatial distribution of the t) 
PML NBs relative to the nuclear boundary. For cells 6-8 there is a lower probabilitv 
of finding a PNIL body within a, distance of 10 units of the boundary compared to 
ing i ifornily placed iii the nuclear interior excluding that o(( ipied the PNIL NBs be' iiii ý .1 
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Figure 5.8: Cell 8 of PPDS2 estimate of Falljr) with simulation envelopes from 99 
simulations from Model I 
by nucleoll (Model 1). Furthermore, we would generally expect to see more PNIL 
NBs within a distance of about 25 units of the boundary compared to that suggested 
by Model 1. These results provide some evidence for a non-uniforin environment 
within the region excluding the nucleoli. Apart from cell 2, which shows greater 
signs of a CSR distribution, the result is not too dissimilar for the other cells of 
PPDS2 (see Figure 5.9). 
We use these findings to take Model Ia step further. Specifically, we now in- 
corporate the idea of PML NB interaction with the nuclear boundary into Model 
and as a result fit an inhomogeneous Poisson process to PPDS2. The inhoino- 
geneous Poisson process is a flexible model that has been applied in diverse fields 
such as ecology, geology, seismology, and epidemiology (Rathbun & Cressie, 1994). 
While much application of the inhomogeneous Poisson process has been to fitting 
data in the time domain, there remains very few examples where inhomogeneous 
Poisson processes have been used to model data in Rd for d >- 3 (Cressie, 1991). 
We now drop the notation W* and always assume that the region of interest inside 
the nucleus excludes that occupied by nucleoli. We define Model 2 by the following 
postulates. 
e M2P1 The event (PAIL body) locations are a realisation of a homogeneous 
, t: 
3 Poisson process with intensity A inside bounded 11' C- 7 
N12P2 Each event q is retained with probability 
p(q)=I-exp(-Kjjq-, qjj-jj) tiER' 
















Figure 5.9: Cells 1-5 of PPDS2 estimate of Faw(r) with simulation envelopes from 
99 simulations froin Model 1. Cell I is the top left and cell 2 the top right. 
otherwise independently thinned with probability 
I- 
PGq) - 
The specifications of Model 2 iinplies that as 1171 - 01VII --ý 0, P(q) --ý 0 whicli ineans 
that PNIL bodies are less likely to be observed close to the boundary. Evidence for 
this phenomenon was presented at the beginnilig of this section. Furtliermore, as 
K0 Model 2 simplifies to Model 1. 
11 20 25 
2C 25 
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5.3.1 Simulation and theoretical properties of Model 2 
For Model 2 we have the following important proposition: 
Proposition 6 The spatial point process X, defined by M2PI-. II2P2 i's at? itibomo- 
geneous Poisson process. Furthermore, 
i) X has intensity measure given by 
E(X (B)) - 
fB 
(I - exp(-KJITI - OBII))Av(d7l) (15 ý 
14) 
ii) X has Mtensity funchon yZven by 
A(I - cxp(-rIITI - OW11)) 
Proof. i) follows from Prekopa's theorem which is stated by Sto ' vaii et al 
(1995). 
That is, the resulting spatial point process from an inhomogeneous Poisson with 
intensity measure Ab that has undergone a p(q)-thinning, is again Poisson with 
intensity measure 
E (X (B» = 
IB 
p(r7)Ab(d71) (5.16) 
ii) Follows directly from the definition of the intensity function and intensity inea- 
sure. m 
For some B we can calculate the expectation (5.14) explicitly. 
Proposition 7 For Ba sphere of radius R, under Model 2 we have the following. 
4, \7r 33 r2 R2 E (X (B» = 3r3 
(K R+ 6exP(-rR) + 6rR - 3, -6) 
Proof. We have 
(X (B)) =A 
fB 
(I - exp(-KJý71 -OWýJ))v(dq) 
f27r f fR 
000 
2A (I - exp(-K(R - r)))r 
2 sin(O)drdOdO 
00 
4A-F 33+ 6exp(-KR) + 6rR - 
362 R2 -6) 3r3 
(K R 
m 
We have shown that, Model 2 is an inhornogeneous Poisson process, We mv able to 
r', 
5-3. Model 2: Boundary effects model 
make use of Model 2 being an inhomogeneous Poisson process in the case where we 
need to fit data to the model (this follows in the next section), or we need to sinitil, IT (ý 
realisations from the model. Specifically, we can adopt the rejection method due r') 
Lewis and Shedler (1979), more precisely described as follows 
Simulate a homogeneous Poisson process with intensity A(l - exp(-61ý011-11)) 
Retain each point q with probability i-exp(-r, 1ý77-au- ) I-exp(-7 aii- ý 
Where II OW jI is the maximum distance of any point in W to the boundary of II-. For 
Wa sphere of radius R, JýOWJJ - R. For irregular windows. such as those provided 
in PPDS2,11WIl can be computationally expensive and difficult to calculate. We 
will adopt this rejection method for simulating Model 2 throughout this chapter. 
5.3.2 Fitting Model 2: parameter estimation and 
diagnostics 
A variety of methods can be used to fit Model 2 to data in the general case. Minimum 
contrast methods have been widely adopted in the spatial point process litei-ature 
due to the difficulty of being able to write down closed form expressions for quantities 
such as the maximum likelihood (see for example Stoyan & Stoyan, 1994, section 
15.9 for further discussions). Informally, the general concept behind the minimum 
contrast approach is to select parameters that minimise the 'difference' between 
a theoretical characteristic with that estimated from the data. As an example, 
suppose we wish to fit the parameter r, of Model 2 separately. A minimum contrast 
approach for fitting the parameter in symmetric W (for example in Chapter I we 
stated that some cell nuclei are spherical) would entail carrying out the relatively 
simple minimisation (with respect to K) of the discretised, adjusted Mean Integrated 
Squared Error function, given by 
u2 
E Fy (6s + ri, ) 
8=0 
( 
Fy (6s + 
Where Fy (r) denotes the probability that an event is within distance r of the bound- 
ary. Furthermore, Fy(r) is the empirical Fy(r) calculated from the point pattern 
and 6 The function Fy(r) is of particular use here compared to other U 
characteristics as it only depends on the model parameter t-ý. and we can obtain its 
closed form expression as follows: 
Fy(r) = P( - 81V r) (5.17) 
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exp (- Kr) 
TKK 
(., -) - 1, ý') 
where the normalising constant -r is equal to 
+ exp(-KIIOWII) 
K 
This approach for determining K separately is plausible as the location of events is 
determined purely by their distance to the boundary. A simulation stud ,v showed 
that this minimum contrast type approach for estimating K typically yielded a 1-&Ased 
estimate (see Table 5.1). We will see later that a combination of different model 
parameters and a more sophisticated model fitting approach N, ý-hen considering the 
PML NB data, greatly reduces the variance (relative to the parameter "ýallies) of 
the model Parameter estimates (see Table 5.5 in the next section). The simulation 
study to obtain the results presented in Table 5.1 involved simulating 1000 hilies 
from Model 2, inside the unit sphere, using various values for r, and A. The value of f; 
and A were chosen in such a way that, a particular expected number of events would 
be obtained, when simulating from the model. The parameter r, was subsequently 
estimated from each of the simulated realisations using the minimum contrast ap- 
proach. 
Table 5.1: Simulation assessment for fittingKto Model 2 
A r, Expected no. events bias of k variance of k 
10 1.2 10 0.15 2.99 
10 3.2 20 3.79 17-57 
10 8 30 13.57 47.21 
20 5 50 5.18 47-54 
40 5.1 100 2.66 57.38 
Fitting Model 2 to PPDS2 is non-trivial compared to fitting data in a regular 
dow. We will now detail two approaches that iýve consider for fitting Model 2 to 
PPDS2. The first approach is minimum contrast and requires the miniiiiismion of 
the function 
A(I - exp(-iýjjij, 
5-3. Model 2: Boundary effects model 
with respect to A andK. Furthermore, to take into account the k iid replicates we 




- A(I - exp(-Klli)i - 011]))) 
rýl i=l 
This approach can be very cumbersome for the sizes of U (the number of uniforinly 
selected points that have been classified as empty space inside the nucleus, using the 
image data) that we consider. Recently, Waagepetersen (2007) fit an inhomogeneous 
Neyman-Scott process to a point pattern using minimum contrast estimation based 
on the Kinhorn (r) -function and concluded that the minimum contrast approach has 
a potential loss of efficiency compared to the MLE approach. However. the tech- 
nique is a very simple and fast alternative to MLE (Waagepetersen, 2007). 
The problem of fitting Model 2 is eased since, as shown above, the postulates of 
Model 2 specify an inhomogeneous Poisson process. Using the standard approaches 
such as that provided by Cressie (1991, section 8.5), we can write down the form of 
the log-likelihood function, L (X; 0= (A, K)) (shortened to L(O)) for Alodel 2 for a 
single replicate: 
L (0) =::: 




Furthermore, utilising the quadrature scheme 
u 
fw 




as an approximation for the integral, we can write (5.19) as 






exp (- r, II Tjj - OW 
11)) AV 
Writing (5.21) as 
L(O) log(A) 
n 





- exp(-K11% - 011-11)) \V' 
j=l 
(5.21) 
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we can determine (if it exists) the maximum likelihood estimate in the staildardwaý- 
as detailed for example by Hogg & Craig (1959). We have that 
OL u 
aA = nA-1 - 
E(I 
- exp(-rll-qj - 
j=l 
n aL 1171i - 0WIlexp(-Kllrli - OWIJ) 
OK 1- exp(-Kil? li - 01111) 
u 
AZ 1177j - 0WIlexp(-r, 11i7j - OWIJ), AV 
jýI 
and the following solution at the log-likelihood stationary point 
2A i9Wjjexp(-Kjj7jj - 
OW11) U 
exp(-KIITIi - W11) 
/E 117]j - 
j=l 
7-i 
exp(-Kll'qj - i9WIl))AV 
(5.22) 




OA ' (9K - 
Finally, the stationary point is assessed to ensure it is a maximum. 
There are two possibilities that can be adopted for considering replication. The 
first is that all replicates have the same set of Model 2 parameters. For this case 
we extend our likelihood equations as required and obtain for k iid replicates that 
(5.21) becomes 
kn 
L(O) -ZZ log(A) 
r=I i-1 
kn 
EE log(i - exp(-KIITlir 
r=l i=l 
kU 
A 1: j: (l - exp(-KII? 7jr - (9Wjj))AV 
(123) 
r=l j=l 
As before) we can determine (if it exists) the maximum likelihood in the standard 




- exp(-KIITljr, OA 
r-1 j=l 
exp(-r, 11? 7j - 01VII)AI - 
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AEE llqjr OWjjexp(-Kjj, %, -, gWll)AV 
r=l j=l 
and we have the following solution for the log-likelihood curve for the replicated 







jji7j, - OWIlexp(-r, 1171i, - 011]) 
I- exp(-r, 1171i, - Wjý) 





Eý-Jl - exp(-KII? Ijr - 19W11))AV 
We have now used the result that Model 2 is an inhomogeneous Poisson process to 
describe how the standard MLE approach, that involves optimising (5.19) can be 
adjusted to apply to fitting three-dimensional replicated data, that is presented in 
the form of PPDS2. That is, we have a finite set of points, with each point cafe- 
gorised as one of event (for example PML body or nucleoli), empty space inside W 
(nuclear interior), or the boundary of W. To the best of our knowledge, a similar 
adjustment has not been put forward. The proceeding part of this section is ded- 
icated to exploring through simulation, the feasibility of using this adjusted MLE 
approach to fit Model 2 to data that is similar to PPDS2. 
The adjusted MLE procedure requires the integral in the log-likelihood expression 
(5.19) to be estimated. The approximation error obtained in adopting the quadra- 
ture scheme that we put forward, was assessed by simulating uniformly H times in 
the unit sphere and estimating the integral (5.19). The theoretical value of the inte- 
gral (with parameters A= 29 and r, = 15.5) was evaluated to 100.8 (see Table 5.2). 
To assess the entire adjusted AILE model parameter fitting approach (that utilises 
the quadrature scheme), we simulated 30 realisations of Model 2 with parameters 
A= 29 and K- 15.5 inside the unit sphere (and hence E(X(B)) = 100) in order 
to mimic 30 replicates with a high number of events. NNe fitted the simulated repli- 
cates to Model 2 by optimising the log-likelihood function (5.23) for the replicated 
inhomogeneous Poisson data using a grid search. 
The grid search (carried out over a wide range, with the maximum N-ý, Iiies of tll(, 
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Table 5.2: Simulation results for assessing the accuracy of the quadrature sclwnw 
M integral estimate %error 
10 88-67 12.03 
100 101.7 -0.90 
1000 101.29 -0.48 
10000 101.3 -0.49 
100000 100.66 0.14 
200000 100.73 0.064 
210000 100.73 0.068 
grid search 5 times the true values) gave the optimal values A= 29.72 and K= 
14.725. We also calculated the average number of events of the 30 replicates. The 
average was 102. ý7, which provides evidence for correct simulation and theoreti- 
cal calculation of the expected number of events. We compared the grid scaivll 
approach to fitting Model 2 to the same simulated data, but instead, using the tll(, ()- 
retical maximum likelihood values (that is, using (5.24)) and obtained the estimates 
A= 30-02 and r, = 14.734. 
We repeated the model fitting via a grid search approach 1000 times to obtain 
the mean and variance, P of the parameter estimates. The results are provided in 
Table 5.3. The standard error reported in 5.3 is the quantity given by &/vý-1000. 
Table 5.3: Simulation results for fitting Model 2 to 1000 simulated realisations of 
Model 2 
KA 
mean 15.48 28.97 
variance 
(&2) 1.47 0.44 
Standard Error 0.038 0.02 
Rathbun & Cressie (1994) show that the maximum likelihood estimator is consistew 
and asymptotically normal, and asymptotically efficient as 
9' -+ Rd provided that 
a set of six conditions are met. These conditions impose constraints 
both oil the 
intensity function and W (Rathbun & Cressie, 1994). Computing the inverse of the 
Fisher information matrix with entries 
1, j(0) =E0 InL (X-. 0) 
0 
InL (X; 0) ( 
aoi aoj 
1, -)- 5.3. Model 2: Boundary effects model I 
for 0= (017 02) = (A, r, ) can provide the asymptotic variance of the parametei'ý, A 
and r,. However evaluating 1(0)-1 for Model 2 with PPDS2 is non-trivial. Adopting 
the use of Monte Carlo simulation to form numerical approximations is a possibl(ý 
approach. Also, bootstrapping has been recognised as a practical tool for estiniatim-- 
the sampling distribution of a broad class of parameter estimates for spatial point 
pattern models (Solow, 1989). Cowling et al (1996) use bootstrapping to obtain 
confidence regions for the intensity of an inhomogeneous Poisson process. However, 
Snethlage (1999) shows that it is not always necessary to use bootstrapping ineth- 
ods in such analysis. Specifically, Snethlage (1999) derives the confidence nitervals 
for the estimate of an inhomogeneous Poisson intensity function that has beeii esti- 
mated using a non-parametric kernel estimation method. 
In light of the results presented in Table 5.3, we applied a grid search, followed 
by a local stochastic search around the extrema of the log-likelihood function (5.23), 
that best describe the spatial locations of the to find the Model 2 parameters, 0* . A12) 
PML NBs in the replicated cell nuclei that form PPDS2. We obtained the es'tiiliMes 
OM*2 =fý=4.28 X 10-5, k=0.0221 for PPDS2. Recall that for ýI()del 2, the 
combination of A and r, dictate the number of PML NBs that we expect to find in a 
M2 yield cell nucleus. As an example, for cell I of PPDS2, the optimal parameters 0' 
an expected number of PML NBs of 11 (which is 2 less than the observed iiumber 
of PML NBs for this cell nucleus). The parameter r, determines the probability of 
finding a PML NB within a certain distance of the nuclear boundary. Using Pseudo- 
Monte Carlo integration we approximate that for cell I of PPDS2, the optimal value 
of K for the replicated data results in a probability of finding a PNIL NB within 13 
units of the nuclear boundary (I. Ipm, which is in the region of 5-10% the length of 
a typical nucleus) is 0.096, which is not too dissimilar to the empirical Fa,, 
(? -) cur%-e 
plotted in Figure 5.9. 
5.3.3 Model 2 diagnostic tests on PPDS2 
In the previous section, we assessed the appropriateness of Model I by utilising 
Monte Carlo based significance tests that entailed estimatIng the quaiifities 
and (5.9) for the data, and ranking these estimates against estimates obtained 
from 
simulated data. The outcome of these tests showed that only 
2'ý'( of the tests based 
only on the empty space function (just the fi), provided evidence to reject 
Model 1. 
The same tests were repeated for Model 2. In this case, only 1. SC1-, 
"'/7o of tliesc te': ýts- 
provided significant evidence to reject the model 
(see also the Iiistograin in Figure 
128 
5.10). 
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Figure 5.10: Histogram of cells I-8 F-function significance levels ag-ýiinst 
from Model 2 
We cannot fully rely on analysis based on the empty space function for assess- 
ing the appropriateness of a non-stationary model. Also, given the relative difficulty 
of estimating the K. 1 inhom(r)-function for the PPDS2 data, we would not advocate 
adjusting the Monte Carlo test that uses the quantity fi (in equation (5.9)) to using 
the Kinhom(r)-funct'011- We are also cautious with respect to using the KInhoin(r)- 
function given that the theoretical form of Kinhom(') is the same for Model 2 as it, 
is for a homogeneous Poisson process. 
For the case where the fitted model is an inhomogeneous spatial Poisson process, a 
powerful diagnostic tool can be obtained by transforming to a Poisson process on 
the real line, with uniform intensity I on an interval (Baddeley et al, 2005). A math- 
ematically rigorous discussion on transforming spatial point processes into Poisson 
processes is provided by Schoenberg (1999) and a more brief discussion, specific to 
inhomogeneous Poisson point processes by Cressie (199 1, section 8.5.1). NVe will now 
outline how we utilise the method of transforming data to a Poisson process on the 
real line as a diagnostic tool for assessing the appropriateness of Model 2. Similarly 
i. Bs ýj. *-I tj to Diggle (1990), for a particular nuclei, TV , we order the PAIL NI 
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Denoting the distances by 61,. .., 6, and defining the quantities 
ti exp(-kllq - OW3 ý1))dq In (5.25) 
then under Model 2, the ti are the points of a homogeneous Poisson process on 
R+. Furthermore, the quantities ui = tilt, and gi = ti-I - ti are independent 
random samples from the uniform distribution on (0, I) and exponential distribution 
respectively (Diggle, 1990). Departure from unit intensity suggests a iiiisspecified 
spatial trend, while departure from the exponential distribution of the inter-arrival 
times is evidence of interpoint interaction. We calculated the t, defined by (5.25) for 
all of the cell nuclei of PPDS2 using the usual, as used above quadrature scheme. 
EDF plots of ui are provided in Figures 5.11- 5.13. The results of cell 7 (see Figure 
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Figure 5 . 11: 
EDF plot of ui for cell 7 (black curve) with the theoretical CDF of a 
uniform distribution on (0,1) (dashed curve) 
two-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for cell 7 provided a p-value of 0.039 for the 
null hypothesis that the ui are uniform on (0, I) (see Table 5.4). A similar test for the 
null hypothesis that the gi have an exponential distribution with rate ý estimated 
from the gi gave a p-value of 0.002. Hence there is reason to doubt the form of 
the intensity fi-inction for describing the spatial distribution of the PNIL NBs in cell 
nucleus 7. Furthermore, for nucleus 7 there is evidence to suggest possible interaction 
between the PNIL NBs. More specifically, the gi appeared more dispersed compared 
to an exponential distribution, indicating signs of clustering. The results obtained 
for the other cells suggest that the intensity function for Model 2 is appropriate for 
describing the spatial distribution of the PNIL NBs in cells 3 and 8. but not the 







Figure 5.12: EDF plot of ui for cells 1-4 (black curve) with the theoretical CDF of 
a uniform distribution on (0, I) (dashed curve) 
other cells of PPDS2. Furthermore, there appears to be some evidence of PNIL NB 
interaction in cells 1 and 2. We estimated the log-likelihood of TModel 2. LN, at 121 
the optimal parameters 0. *A 12 to being -994-46. The log-likelihood of Model I at the 
NILE) ANILE of the intensity parameter for k iid replicates is given by 
Xlotg(AýILE) - AMLE (5.2G) 
where N t? i, is the total number of events for all replicates and V(11- i 1) is 
the volume of replicate i. Evaluating (5.26) at the MLE of the intensity parameter 
of Model I we obtained a log-likelihood. LNI,. of -1007.4. In classical statistical 
analysis we can test forinally -iA-lietlier there is a significant difference between the 
likelihoods, in the case of nested models by using the result that twice the difference 






Figure 5.13: EDF plot of ui for cells 5,6, and 8 (black curve) with the theoretical 
CDF of a uniforin distribution on (0, I) (dashed curve) 
of loglikelikelihoods is asymptotically chi-squared. This result is used by Diggle 
(1990) for comparing two sets of parameters of an inhomogeneous Poisson process. 
Stich a result may not hold for comparing Model 1 against Model 2 as Model I is 
obtained by setting a parameter of Model 2 (K) to a value on the boundary of the 
parameter space. For non-nested models, methods such as the simulation and boot- 
strap techniques detailed by Kapetanios & Weeks (2003) can be adopted. Cressie 
(1991) has cited Liii'kov (1985) to show that, for an inhomogeneous Poisson process 
defined on [0, TI, a test based on the log-likelihood ratio is asymptotically (T ---ý OC)) 
most powerful for testing the null hypothesis of one set of paraineters versus anothei-. 
As noted above, there are two ways of extending Model 2 to liandle replicated 
patterns. The first approach that we have detailed above. is to assume that all cell 
132 
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Table 5.4: p-values for KS tests for the appropriateness of Model 2 
Cell p-value for ui , Uniform(0,1) test p- value for gi - Exponential 
1 0 0.0008 
2 0.0002 0.0 4, ý5 
3 0.18 0.4,5 
4 0.047 0.84 
5 0.026 0.154 
6 0.029 0.83 
7 0.039 0.001) 
8 0.52 0. h. >--), 
nuclei share the same model parameters and hence we model the nuclei jointl 'y 
1) 
'y 
optimising a log-likelihood function for replicated data. The second approach its- 
sumes that the parameters of Model 2 vary with the cell. Note that this would iiOt 
in this case contradict our test result that the spatial distribution of the PML NBs 
generated by the same spatial point process since we have shown that the Kilillon, (r) 
function is the same for all inhomogeneous Poisson processes. We estimated on a 
cell by cell basis, the optimal parameters for Model 2. The parameter estimates are 
reported in Table 5.5 (. & is an estimate of the intensity measure). From the discus- 
Table 5.5: Model 2 parameter estimates for nuclei in PPDS2 
Cell no. pml k ;k Standard Error(ý) Standard Error(, ý) 
1 13 0.0102 1.0 X 10 -4 13-07 8.34 x 10-5 
2 11 0.0107 9.0 x 10 -5 11.02 8.55 x 10-5 
3 8 0.0107 5.0 x 10 -5 8.09 8.08 x 10-5 
4 7 0.0107 5.0 x 10 -5 6.66 7.27 x 10-5 
5 9 0.0101 8.0 x 10 -5 9.05 8.99 x 10-5 
6 11 0.0102 9.0 x 10- 
5 11.07 8.90 x 10-5 
7 14 0.0107 1.2 x 10- 
4 13.75 8.98 x 10-5 
8 6 0.0107 5.0 x 10- 
5 5.86 8.39 x 10-5 
8.96 x 10-" 
1.06 x 10-3 
1.02 x 10-3 
9.30 x 10-4 
1.05 X 10-3 
9.99 X 10-4 
1.06 x 10-3 
1.07 x 10-3 
sions (at the end of the previous section) on methods for obtaining the stan&rd 
errors for the estimates of the parameters of an inhomogeneous Poisson niodel, it 
appears that the standard errors for the estimates for Model 2 are hard to come hN- 
for data in the form of PPDS2. We obtained empirical estiinýites of the staii(liu-(I 
errors by simulating 100 times from Model 2 (inside the appropriate cell wicleus) 
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and repeating the model fitting procedure for each of the simulated realisations. 
From Table 5.5 we see that different cells have different parameters. Since some of 
the parameters appear quite similar, it is not clear if these are genuine differences or 
differences arising for example from experiment measurement error. Nevertheless. 
we can extend the definition of Model 2 to have the additional postulate 
* M2PO (log(K), log(A)) -Z 
where Z is some multivariate distribution that respects the range of the parameters 
Kand A. Hence Z is for example a bivariate lognormal distribution. The model that 
is specified by M2PO-M2P2 is in fact a Cox process, since it is an inhomogeneous 
Poisson process with a random intensity measure. Furthermore, for this type of ap- 
proach we are allowing for variation amongst cells. This is supported by some earlier 
results, which showed for example that some cells exhibit much great departure from 
CSR than others. When adopting a model specified by POM2-P2N12 we have to bear 
in mind that we only have 8 nuclei in PPDS2. Although the Imperial College centre 
for structural biology has produced more data, we have been constrained by our 
cautious approach that entails analysing nuclei that are as similar as possible. 
For the avoidance of over-fitting a model, data recently obtained from Imperial 
College London centre for structural biology (detailed in Appendix B as PPDS2(b)) 
was used as PPDS2 data, set aside (from the modeling process) for carrying out 
further model diagnostics. Estimates of the Faw(r) function for the new data in 
PPDS2(b) are encouraging (see Figure 5.14) in the sense that they provide some 
evidence for the need for a model that captures possible PTNIL NB interaction with 
the nuclear boundary. In particular, on visual inspection of the graphs in Figure 
5.14, cells 2,41 5, and 6 of PPDS2(b) provide some evidence that the PML N'Bs tend 
to be located further away from the nuclear boundary compared to if the P. ML 'NBs 
were uniformly placed in the cell nucleus. Further diagnostics were performed on 
Model 2 by calculating the quantities provided in Table 5.4 for the data in PPDS2(b) 
(the data that was not used in the modeling process). The results of the additional 
diagnostic tests are shown in Table 5.6. The results in Table 5.6 provide supportin,, _', 
reason to question the validity of the form of the intensity 
function of Model 2 (wheii 
applied to the cells in PPDS2(b)). Cells 4 and 5 provide evidence 
for iiiteractioii 
between the PML NBs. 




























Figure 5.14: Cells 1-6 of PPDS2(b) estimate of Faw(r) with simulation envelopes 
from 99 simulations from Model 1. 
5.4 Model 3: Boundary effects and PML NB 
interaction 
So far we have fit a simple homogeneous inodel to PPDS2, where we treat PNIL 
NBs as uniforn-ily distributed in the region 11', of the nuclear interior. Recall. that 
is if WCR3 is the nuclear interior, then 11' C 11' is the region unoccupied by I t-D 
nucleoli. We have then extended this model to fit an hilioniogeneous Poisson process 
defined on with an intensity function that captures PNIL NB interaction with 
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Table 5-6: p-values for KS tests for the appropriateness of Model 2 for PPDS2(b) 
PML NB data 
Cell p-value for ui - Uniform(0,1) test p- value for gi - Exponential test 
1 0.006 0.668 
2 0.001 0.474 
3 0.012 0.167 
4 0 0.0433 
5 0.0015 0.430 
6 0.0001 0.0027 
the nuclear boundary. Diagnostic tests on Model 2 revealed that for cells 1,2, 
and 7 of PPDS2 there was perhaps evidence to support the existence of interaction 
between the PML NBs. We now study a model that incorporates the characteristics 
of the previous two, but with the additional feature of being able to capture possible 
interaction between the PML bodies. More precisely, let X be a finite point process 
defined on a bounded set AC R'. Suppose also that X has density fx (V; 0) with 
respect to a Poisson point process on A with unit intensity (Xpoi(j)); we consider 
a class of Markov models where the characterising density function (we drop the 
subscript X from now onwards), f (V; 0) is given by 
(0) f (V; 0) OZ 
110 (77i) 11 41 R 
(11 77i - 77i 
11) (5.27) 
i=l i: 7ýj 
for VcA and C(-) a normalising constant. Furthermore, n< oo is the cardinality of 
V, denoted card(V), andqj EE V. That is V belongs to Q= UýýOjx CR3: card(x) = 
ij, the set of all finite point configurations. 0= (a, r,, R) E (0, oo) x (0, oo) x 
(0, oo) 
belongs to the three-dimensional parameter space, E), of the model. 
Markov models of this kind, that model interaction in an inhomogeneous environ- 
ment, have been studied by Ogata and Tanemura (1986), Stoyan & Stoyan 
(1998), 
and Jensen & Nielsen (2000). Hahn et al (2003) have introduced a new class of 
models called locally scaled point processes for modelling inhomogeneous 
Markov 
processes. Recently Proke§ovaa et al (2006) carried out analysis of this class of 
models. 
For this model the spatially varying intensity function 3(. ) in (5-27) has the 
form 
0(77j) =: (1 - exp (-Kllqi - OW11)) - 
(5.28) 
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This is the same as the intensity function for Model 2. Furthermore. the function 
'IýR(U) (which we refer to as a pair-potential function (see for example Cressie. (1991) 






This model restricts PML bodies to being at least a distance R apart. A possible 
physical interpretation of this is that PML are bodies which occupy a volume of 
space. Furthermore, an assumption of this model is that we assume that the P. ML 
NBs cannot coalesce. However, the model can be relaxed to non-strict inhibition. 
This enables the model to capture the idea of PML bodies occupying various volumes 
of space. One possible approach for incorporating non-strict inhibition is ýA,,; gjven 
by Diggle (2003), where the pair-potential function is defined as 
0 u<R 
R 
(U) VI- ý-'2 (U-R) R<u< 't'3 (5-30) 
1U ýý V3 
This allows an element of attraction in the model. Although it is appealing to 
have this extra degree of flexibility, we are cautious to not over-fit by making the 
parameter space too large, given the low PML body counts. NVe therefore do not 
consider this extra complication. 
5.4.1 Estimating the parameters of Model 3 using MLE 




f (V; 0) v (d771) ... v(d77, 
) 
n=O 
The complexity of evaluating the normalising constant makes computing quantities 
such as the likelihood more difficult. However, similar to as derived by Diggle 
(2003), 
for any 00 E E), we have in the case where n is fixed, 
-0) 
C (00) f (V; 00) 






c (00) f (V; Oo) 
C(Oo)-'Exlo=o[f(V; O)lf(V; Oo)] 
(5-32) 
Then the likelihood function, 1(0) is given by 
C(O)f (I --, 0) 
C(OO)f (V: 0) 
Eýyjo=o,, [f (I -, O)lf (I -: Oo)] 
(T. 33) 
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Therefore, for a given value of Oo, for which Ný-e can calculate C(Oo) directl. y. and 
simulate a realisation of the model with parameters 00. we can in principle obtain 
an empirical approximation to C(O). An example of a case when we can calculate 
an approximation for C(Oo) is when K >> I and R << 1. In this case. for n 
fixed and bounded set B, by (5.31) C ý-- nozv(B). However. Diggle (2003) on 
to warn that numerical instability may cause the method to fail unless 0 is close to 0,,. 
For k iid replicates, using this empirical approximation to the expectati0ii terin 
in (5.33), we can obtain an approximation to the maximum likelihood estimate of 
by maximising the function 
(Xi*, 0)If (iýij-, 00) 





where -xi, ... i Ik are the replicates and x-ji, .--, 
jýjp are simulated realisations from 
the model in nucleus Z with 0- 00. 
The realisations , ýji....: ýjp can be simulated using Ripley's (1977) method for sini- 
ulating Markov point processes on the bounded Borel set BCRd when o is fixed. 
The spatial birth-and-death process (see for example Berthelsen & Moller, 2002(b), 
for a definition) provides a framework for this method (Cressie, 1991). Briefly, the 
technique works by considering the ratio (Papangelou conditional intensity. See 
Chapter 2) 




and we note that, since 0< T(. ) <I and 0< 3(. ) < 1) 
1177,: 
5q 
T (I Iý- iii 11) (5.36) 
is a probability. The simulation algorithm is initiated with n events uniformly placed 
in W. One of the events is then deleted at random. A singleton, is then placed 
uniformly in W, and is accepted with probability P(ý). Otherwise is rejected, and 
this step is repeated until a drawn ý is accepted. This depletion and replacement step 
is repeated m times. Ripley (1987) suggests that, Tn = 10n iterations are sufficient 
for convergence. However, Ripley (1979) suggests that 4ti iterations are sufficient 
in 
practice. As in Chapter 3 for simulating a 
Strauss process. quicker convergeiice call 
be obtained by carrying out, the depletion-replacement steps 
in a sYstematic ()rder 
(Diggle, 2003). 
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5.4.2 Perfect simulation of Markov models through 
coupling from the past (CFTP) 
Recently perfect or 'exact' simulation has gained much attention. as it allows the 
exact simulation of Markov point processes. In a review on applications to stochýisti(- 
geometry, Moller (2001) describes perfect simulation as one of the most important 
and exciting developments in stochastic simulations. We adopt perfect simulation 
for model fitting. More specifically, we use the simple dominated Coupling From 
The Past algorithm (CFTP) based on spatial birth-and-death processes as outlined 
by Berthelsen & Moller (2002), Ambler & Silverman (2004), and Kendall k- Moller 
(2000) in order to simulate from the model specified by (5.27)-(5.29) (NIodel 3). A 
sufficient condition for applying dominated CFTP based on spatial birth- and-dea th 
processes and Metropolis- Hastings algorithms is that f (. ) is locally stable. ThM is 
we require that for some constant K>0 
f(VUýI) <- Kf(V-)), We Q and ýER 
3\f XI (5-37) 
This condition clearly holds for f (. ) as specified by (5.27)-(5.29). 
Before detailing the CFTP algorithm that we adopt, we first recall some proper- 
ties of the spatial birth-and-death process. For this process, if at time t the events 
of the process Xt are located at f ýi 7 ... 
ý, j then the probability that an event is 
born in a bounded Borel set B during the time interval [t, t+ 6) is 
f ý, J)v(dTj) + 0(6) 
where p is the birth rate defined by 
lim 
v(d? 7)---*0,6--ýO 
P (birth in d7l during [t, t+ 
6v(d7l) 
Furthermore, if events at time t are located at 1ý1 I---, ý,, 
TIJ then the probability 
that event Tj dies during the interval [t, t+ 6) is 6pc (,,, f ý, I. .., ý, 
1) +0 (6) where V ý--' 
is the death rate defined as 
IiM 
6-ýo 
P (death of event 77 during [t, t+ 6) 
6 
Consider a spatial birth-and-death process jXt :t (E [to. oo)j xvith birth rate 
p>0 and death rate pc >0 both measurable 
functions so that the inte, -, -ral 
1 ity measure j), ", fillite j (V) -fp (71; V) dp (TI), for some arbitrary diffuse probabil' I 
s for all VEQ. Kendall &-- Moller 
(1999) state that the process X jý 
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jurnp process that evolves as follows. Suppose that we condition on the e\-ent that 
Xt "' X -" 
ýýII... 
I 
ýnj and we let Eo, ..., 
E, be exponentially distributed random 
variables that are mutually independent and independent of past history'vý-itli 
tive means IIJ(X) , I/Ac(ýl , X\ýI)) ... i I/Pc(ýn7 X\ýn) (for J(x) -0 we set Eo 
The next transition occurs at time t+E, where E supýEo,.... E, J. If E Eo 
thenXt+E =xUf ýj represents birth of a point with density v(-. x)IJ(x) - 
If 
E == Ej with i>0 then Xt = x\fýjj represents death of the point ýj. 
The CFTP algorithm for simulating X, from Model 3 can be outlined as follo"-s. Let 
... 
Z-27 Z-1, Zo denote the jump chain of D=f Dt :t (E RI, a time stýAtionýiry and 
reversible spatial birth-and-death process with equilibrium distribution such that 
Dt -. 1 Xpoi(l) 
9 Simulate Zo - Xpoi with intensity K 
Generate backwards the jump chain Zo,..., Z-T,, via a spatial birth- and-death 
process with birth rate p by making a backwards birth with probabi 1 
Furthermore, generate the associated marks s, -Uniform(0,1) for forward 
births Zi = Zi-1 Uqi 
o Set Y-T,, = 0, where To = infýi c Z' : Z-i = 01 and define recursively 
Y-T,,,... Yo using the rule 
Zi = zi-I u 7/i ==>. Yi 
Yi u Ili 
yi-I Zi Zi-l - 77i =: ý. 
Si < T(yi-IU77) IV (Yi) 
otherwise 
o Return Yo -X 
Note that in practical simulation-based application to the confocal microsco 'y 
data 
used, we re-scale with 0<K<1 to cope with the low PML intensity. That is. the 
cell nucleus volume is very large, and simulating Xpoj(, ) events sometimes results 
in generating many events. This can lead to computer memory problems. 
We can incorporate perfect simulation into a Metropolis- Hastings MCMC routine, 
to obtain estimates of Model 3 parameters for replicated point pattern data. 
Such 
a procedure can be outlined as follows: 
Begin with the parameters set Ot 
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e Propose a new set of parameters, Ot-1, where at-, E Ot+l - T(Ot) and ý, hiillarl. v 
for rt+l and Rt+l < RThreshold 
Set Ot+j =: Ot with probability min I L(Ot)-, -, (Ot) 
ýI 
L(Ot+j)-, r(Ot, j) 
I 
9 Repeat the previous two steps m times 
Where 7T(. ) denotes the prior probability and T some symmetric proposal distribu- 
tion that respects the range of the parameters. As a means of savhig computAional 
burden , at the early stages of our model fitting approach we set Jý -- sup ýII r1ii -, qjl II: 
71ii, 77i 1C X1, z 7ý J, 1=I... kj as an initial estimate for the parameter R. Further- 
more, this is clearly the maximum value, RThreshold, that R can be for the replicated 
data. 
5.4.3 Estimating the parameters of Model 3 via path 
sampling 
Note that we cannot use perfect simulation to estimate the likelihood using (5.. '-')4) 
as there is no practical method for perfect simulation conditional on 11 (Berthelsen 
& Moller, 2003). However, path sampling, or 'thermodynamic integration' (see for 
example Gelman & Meng, 1998) in the terminology used in statistical physics,, allows 
for the estimation of the ratio of normalising constants. Berthelsen & Moller (2003) 
have demonstrated how path sampling can be incorporated with perfect simulation 
to estimate ratios of normalising constants for a Strauss process. We incorporate a 
path sampling approach for estimating the ratio of the posterior densities 
L(Oo)7(0o) 
L(01)7r(Ol) 
in the Metropolis Hastings routine for finding the parameters of Model 3. The ob- 
jective is to avoid the need for having to specify an initial set of parameters that are 
an approximation to the true parameters being sought. 
The path sampling routine we adopt is as follows; we wish to calculate the ratio 
C(OI)IC(Oo) for 01, Oo G 6. We begin by selecting a continuous path in the param- 
eter space that links 01 and 00 
0 (t) = (a (t), K (t), R (t) )= (0 (1) (t) 10 
(2) (t) 
ý0 
(3) (t) ) for tC [0,1] 
with 0(0) = Oo and 0(l) = 01. Defining 
jw(v; 0) = 
Ologf (V: 0) 
00(u, ) 
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and 
dO(') (t) - 
dO (w) (t) 
dt 




dlogf (V; O(t)) 
dt 
0 c (00) 0 dt 
3 
fo 
Eo(t) dO (') (t) (1 0 (t)) dt . 38) 
(w=l 
From (5.38), we use the path sampling estimator, E(01, Oo), for log C(Oo) given 
hY (C(11)) 
In3 (5.39) E(01,0o) - 
nEEdO(')(tj)f,, 
(-, T(i, O(ti)) 
i=l W=l 
where the tj are random draws from Uniform(0,1). As stated b'y Gelman & Nleiig 
(1998), (5.39) is a consistent and unbiased estimator for C(OI)IC(Oo) provided that 
the sample average converges to its population average. Combining the patIl sam- 
pling with the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, for k iid replicates we replace the 
Hastings ratio with 
-, (0, ) 
,e g(01,02) f(X'; 01) 
7r (02) f (Xii 02) 
Besides the result 
alogf I 
l9a a 
the other partial derivatives of f are unknown or have non-trivial closed form and 
thus we use the standard numerical approximation 
Ologf logf (V; + A, a, R)) - logf (V; (K - A, a, R)) 
2A 
and similarly for R. We generalise to using any permitted values of the parameters 
by using the path 
0 00(') + (0 0 0(, 
) t U, 
and hence dO(') (t) is simply 
0 (U') 
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For a more detailed background on this path sampling approach, See Section 2 of 
Gelman & Meng (1998). 
We assessed the model-fitting process that utilises the path-sampling methodology 
by constructing a dataset that is similar to PPDS2 (and is a realisation of ýlmlel 3) 
and then attempted to fit Model 3 to the simulated data. Using perfect simulation, 
we simulated Model 3 with the parameters a= 100, K =0.004 and R-1.5 inside 
the sphere of radius 10 (see Figure B. 5 in Appendix B). This was done 10 times (to 
form 10 replicates). The parameters were selected by trial and improvement to give 
the ideal scenario of a high number of PNIL bodies. For the replicate (shown in Fig- 
ure B. 5), an average of 36 events were produced. We also formed some points that 
mimicked locations in the nuclear interior (as provided by PPDS2 and PPDS3), hY 
simulating uniformly inside the sphere of radius 10. In this case, we are of course in 
a position to be able to calculate exactly the distance of any point to the boundarY 
of the spherical sampling window. 
The parameter estimates for the data simulated from Model 3 were obtained 
fo follows. Let jýk be the simulated realisations of Model 3. Our estimate r 
R, f?, as detailed earlier is given by 
R -inf Ilij - 77i k Tlij ) Th ki... kj (5.40) 
Using (5.40) we obtained the value Jý = 1.54 and in this trial, kept this as the 
overall estimated value for R. The parameters a and r, were estimated using the 
Metropolis- Hastings routine outlined earlier (without a threshold for R since this 
was fixed already) with 8000 steps (parameter proposals). We adopted uniform 
priors and the proposal distributions 
at+, - IN(at, 10)1 
r, t+l ..... IN (rt, 2) 1, 
(5.41) 
where the variance of the Normal distributions in 
(5.41) have been chosen to be large 
in comparison to the magnitudes of the parameters a andK, and 
hence resulting in 
a ýnoisy' proposal distribution, in the sense that we 
do not restrict the stochastic 
optimisation routine to a small region of the parameter space. 
Using this approach 
with starting parameters Ce =: 1ý K1 and Lý =IX 
10-7 and n 200 in (5.39) we 
obtained the optimal parameters 
0* ýo -- 112, K= 0.00052, R 1.541. The (-()I-re- 
lation between the accepted values of a and t-ý in the Metropolis-HýAstiiigs aLprithiii, 
was found to be -0.16. 
In this studv the modelling procedure appeared to work 
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to a certain extent. However, we are not entirely convinced that a had converged 
after the 8000 proposal steps (and hence are not very confident in these particular 
preliminary results). Several further experiments with different proposal and prior 
distributions were carried out in order to fine-tune this sophisticated procedure to 
yield results that we have much more confidence in. The study was repeated but 
this time using independent Gaussian priors with mean 100 and variance 20 for 
parameter a and mean 0.004 with variance 10 for parameter K. Furthermore, the 
proposal distributions 
ozt+l - IN(at, 20)l 
Kt+l - 
IN(Kt 5x 10-8)1, (5.42) 
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Figure 5.15: The graph on the left shows the value of a at a particular simulation 
(the mth transition in the Metropolis- Hastings procedure) and similarly for the, 
parameter K On the right. 
Following 40000 steps, the accepted values for both parameters appeared to have 
converged in distribution (see Figures 5.15-5.17) and we obtained the estimates 
1ý 1.54, k=5.3 x 10-9 and a= 108.9 with starting parameters a=I and 
kIx 10-9. This demonstrates that if we wish to adopt this procedure then a 
good prior specification for the parameters and fine-tuning of the various parameters 
in the algorithm is paramount. 
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Figure 5.17: A scatter plot of the values plotted in Figure 5.15. The correlation 
between the accepted values of a andKwas found to being -0.0077 
Berthelsen & Moller (2006) have introduced a technique for simulating from a pos- 
terior density when the likelihood is given by an unnormalised density, with ail 
unknown partition function. This avoids the need for estimating the ratio of ll()r- 
malising constants, while at the saine time making use of perfect simulation. Hox%-- 
ever, a critical issue with the algorithm is the requirement for specifying an auxiliary 
distribution that should approxii-nate the likelihood. This is of course a similar prob- 
lein to specifying a 00 as in (5.34). We therefore do not have a robust inetlmd for 
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fitting Model 3 to PPDS2 that does not require reasonable prior knowledge of the 
appropria e parameters. 
5.5 A log-Gaussian Cox process 
The final model that we consider comes from a flexible class of models that have been 
used extensively in spatial point process modelling and have well-knowii theoretical 
properties. Suppose that we have a Poisson process with intensit ' %- measure 
V If _ý 
is a realisation of a random measure, AI (a function of a random set, taking finite 
values on bounded sets), so that the conditional distribution of X given II = .ý fol- 
lows a Poisson process with intensity measure A, then X is said to be a Cox process 
driven by M. As stated by Moller & Waagepetersen (2002), Cox processes are like 
inhomogeneous Poisson processes for aggregated point patterns. Usuall 'y in appli- 
cations M is unobserved, and so we cannot distinguish a Cox Process X from its 
corresponding Poisson process XIM when only one realisation of XnIV is available. 
Although we stated informally that a Cox process may be a suitable extension of 
Model 2 for modeling the spatial distribution of PML bodies, Nloller & ýVaagepetersen 
(2001) formally discuss what should be considered when deciding which of these two 
models are appropriate. That is, whether AI should be random or deterministic. In 
many specific Cox processes, such as the one we are about to define, AI is specified 




We then say that X is driven by the random intensity surface Z. In particular, X 
is said to be a log-Gaussian Cox process (LGCP) if any linear combination 
ailog(Z(, qi)) 
follows a normal distribution - 
That is, for Y (71) = log (Z (71)), the j oint distribut ion of 
any finite vector (Y(, ql), ---, 
Y(77,, )) is Gaussian. Furthermore, under the assumption 
of stationarity and isotropy, the distribution of 
Y is specified by the mean. m (77) 
and covariance function c(r) = 
COV(Y(771), Y(1)2))- Where r= 1177, - q, i. The 
endless possibilities of a covariance 
function makes LGCPs highly flexible niodcl,, ý. 
A popular covariance function 
(see for example Moller et al, 199, "',. Belies et al, 
2002, and Diggle, 2003) that yields a tractable model, is the exponential 
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function 
c (q, ý) = o, 'exp (- II(, q - 0/r, 11) (5.43) 
where r, > Oý a2>0. Other covariance functions can be found in Moller et al 
We note that the intensity and pair correlation function completely determine tlie 
distribution of the process. Moreover, the intensitý- is given by 
p(77) = exp(m + a2 /2). (5.44) 
Furthermore, the pair correlation function is given by 
exp(c(, q, ý)) (5.4 5) 
exp (a 2 exp(- (71 
(Moller & Waagepetersen, 2003). We can rewrite this as 
g exp a2 exp 
(K 
Moreover, using the relationship between the g(r) and K(r)-functions, ýN-e can write 





t2 exp a2 exp dt (5.46) 
0 
We shall attempt to fit a LGCP with constant mean m(77) - E(Y(i7)) =m and an ex- 
ponential covariance function to PPDS2. Benes et al (2002) discuss a discretisation 
approach for a likelihood function for fitting a Cox process in the two-dimensional 
case. The procedure appears highly computationally intensive and non-trivial to 
implement for the case where the observation region (the cell nuclei) boundary is 
represented as a convex hull. A fast and relatively straightforward to implement 
alternative for fitting Cox processes is the widely used minimum contrast approach 
(see for example Moller et al, 1998, Moller & Waagepetersen, 2004, and Guan, 2007). 
We adopted the minimum contrast approach to individually fit the LGCP to the cell 




2 dr. (5.47) 
via a grid search with p=1. Since the log-Gaussian Cox process Is stat'011aY. ", We 
can estimate the intensity in the usual ivay, to obtain 
x(B) 
= exp(m +0,2 /2) 
v(B) 
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Rearranging (., ' I ain the ). 48) for m and replacing (7 with an estimate (ý. we can o)t 
estimate 
fn = In &2 /2 (. 5.49) 
for m. We could not evaluate the integral in (5.46) explicitly. and hence adopted 
numerical integration (the trapezium rule). The K(r)-function in (. 5.47) v\-ýAs esti- 
mated using a proportion of volume weighting edge-correction (see Chapter 4). It 
is important to adopt an edge-correction here to reduce estimation hias. This is be- 
cause a theoretical value of a characteristic is being compared to an estimated výilue 
of the characteristic. Using the model-fitting procedure that has Pist be outlined. 
we obtained the parameters /-, = E, a=E and m=-II-I for c<<I for each of the (-, 
cell nuclei of PPDS2. These results should not be surprising since Brix (1999) Stmed 
that for a particular class of Cox processes, minimum contrast estimation based on 
the K(r)-function can be numerically unstable and yield parameter estliIIHtes HIM 
are on the boundary of the parameter space when there is not sufficient &t; l to 
estimate the K(r)-function well. Brix (1999) reported that the same problem did 
not seem to occur when using the pair correlation function. We are faced witli Hie 
limitation that the pair correlation function is difficult to estimate for this dataset. 
Furthermore, our investigation of edge-correction in t hree- dimensions in Chapter -4 
showed that the edge-correction adopted, particularly in this case is only valid for 
small distance. A similar observation is made by Diggle (2003, p50). We prefer the 
border method in this particular case, however, we are restricted by the low P'NIL 
count (see Chapter 4). As a suggestion, a possible way round these problems is to 
consider various other summary statistics, for which we may not have the closed 
forms for but we can approximate them from simulated data. Hence we are left to 




(ý(O))p)2 dO. (5. ý 0) 
where S and S are some arbitrary, but descriptive summary statistic estimated from 
the data and simulated data respectively. However, simulating a LGCP inside an 
irregular three-dimensional body is non trivial. Although we are able to simulate a 
LGCP inside a brick, we are not able to prove that our approximati 1111, oii for simulat' e-, 
inside a convex hull is sufficiently accurate. 
More precisely, to simulate a LGCP insme a brick, Nve use Hie ýij)pn)ach 
by Moller &-- Waagepetersen (2001). That is. we simulate a Gaus 'siým vector I' 
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Y(ci), where we divide W into indexed disjoint cells C,. with index set I. that 
W= Uic, Ci and ci G Ci is the centre of Ci. We form 
FQ + P(k), 
where p= (rn, ... I M)T is a k-dimensional vector of means. Also. Fa vector of 
standard normals and Q the lower triangle Cholesky decomposition of the Covari- 
ance matrix. We then simulate independent Poisson distributions X, with intensitY 
exp(Y(ci)) inside the Ci. To obtain a simulation of the process inside a cell nuclei 
(for which the boundary is described by a convex hull) Nve use a rejection algorithm. 
That is, we embed the nuclei boundary W inside a brick 1,171 D 11- with dii-neiisioiis 
determined by points on the convex hull. We then simulate a LGCP inside 11-1 and 
only accept events that lie inside the convex hull. 
We tested this model-fitting process by simulating a LGCP with parainctcrs- it? - 
0.00457 K=1.2 and or = 0.3 inside the brick with edges determined by 
(Xmin 
i -I'max) = 
(0,2), (Ymin) Ymax) = (0,4), (Zmini Zmax) = (0,6). Hence we have that E(X(B)) --- 50 
since for Ba brick with vertices at (Xmin 7 Ymin) Zmin), 
(Xmax, Ymax, Zmax) and so forth 
we have 
E (X (B» = 
IB 
o (77) v (dq) 
lZmax lymax Xmax 
7 Zrrtin Ymin 
fXmin 
(Zmax - Zmin) (Ymax 
exp(Tn +a2/ 2) dTj (1) dq 
(2) dq (3) 
Yrnin)(Xmax - Xmin)exp(m +0,2/2) 
(5.51) 
On attempting to fit parameters to the simulated data using the same minimum 
contrast approach as done for the cell nuclei of PPDS2, we obtained the estimates 
frn = 0.067 6=IX 10-7 and o7 =IX 10-7 . 
These values are not acceptably 'close' to 
the true ones. Indeed it appears that the model fitting approach is not picking lip 
the covariance structure of the model. However, again this is not entirely surprising, 
given our discussions earlier, which suggested that the minimum contrast approach 
has been reported to being numerically unstable. A simulation study revealed that 
increasing m in the LGCP model (gradually from 0.0045 to 0.9) continued to yield 
values ofKand a that were close to the boundary of the parameter space. Figure. -). Ps 
was used as a visual confirmation that the issue of obtaining parameter 
that are not 'close' to the true values was not a result of K(r)-function estlinatlOn 
error. To obtain the curves in Figure 5.18 we estimated the K(r)-function for 
the simulated data using the same Monte Carlo integration method for the (, (Ige- 
correction term, as done for the PPDS2 cells and compared this with the theoretical 
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value. We obtained the simulation envelopes in Figure 5.18 froin 100 simulated 
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Figure 5.18: Simulation envelopes for the K(r)-function of 100 simulated LGCPs 
with parameters m=0.0045, K=1.2 and g=0.3 (dashed curves) with the average 
of the simulations (black curve) and the theoretical curve (red). 
5.6 Model selection 
At the beginning of this chapter we carried out experiments which suggested that 
the replicates that make up PPDS2 are similar in terms of PML body spatial dis- 
tribution. This was found to be consistent with the cell nuclei being biologically 
similar in terms of being at the same stage of the cell cycle. We have used the idea 
of cell similarity as a premise for fitting some models to PPDS2 in a replicated data 
frarnework. We have discussed four possible models for PPDS2. These being 
9 Model I, which is an homogeneous Poisson process with nucleol, exclusion 
zones. 
9 Xlodel 2 is an extension of inodel I and incorporates boundarly effects. We 
showed that Model 2 is an inhoniogeneous Poisson process. 
9 Model 3 incorporates the idea of PNIL body interaction and has a similar 
intensity surface to Model 2. 
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Model 4 is a LGCP with an exponential covariance function. 
We saw through a rigorous diagnostics process that Models 1 and 2 appear siiitable 
for some of the cell nuclei but not for others. When discussing the idea of comparing 
model likelihoods, we implicitly touched upon the idea of model selection for tile 
case when one has two or more competing models. Model selection is non-triviýll, 
we will briefly discuss the use of pattern recognition and partial Bayes factors in 
choosing between competing spatial point process models. 
5.6.1 Model selection through pattern recognition methods 
Raghavan et al (1998) have proposed a pattern recognition based scheme to ckssif. v 
a spatial point pattern. The results of experiments that they carried out suggested 
that a supervised pattern recognition scheme is successful at classifying spatial point 
patterns. Furthermore, as expected, the misclassification error is increased a,,, the 
difference between the processes increases. D&inskas, K. and ýalt ' yte 
(2001) liýive 
used Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) (see, for example, Webb, 1999) to chus- 
sify a stationary Gaussian random field, for the one-dimensional case. Experimental 
evaluation of Raghavan et al's (1998) method suggested that this method was un- 
satisfactory for application to PPDS2. The key issue with applying the method was 
that it appeared to yield an unacceptable misclassification probability for various 
spatial point patterns with a low number of events (similar to PNIL body counts). 
5.6.2 Model selection via partial Bayes factors 
Walsh & Raftery (2005) have discussed the idea of using partial Bayes factor for 
choosing between competing spatial point processes. The technique uses quantities 
similar to those in the computer experiments approach given by Raghavan et al 
(1998). The partial Bayes factor approach outlined by Walsh & Raftery (2005) 
involves calculating the Bayes factor for competing hypotheses H, against HO. which 
is the ratio of the posterior to the prior odds for H, against HO. The Bayes factor 
is the ratio of integrated likelihoods 
BF 
f P(xIOI, HI)7r, (011H, )dO, 
f P(XIOO, HO ) ýJT2(Oo I Ho) dOo 
where Oi is a vector of parameters associated with hypothesis Hi and ; -,, 
(Oil H, ) de- 
notes the prior distribution. HoN, ý-ever, BF inay be difficult to complite. A, it result, 
Walsh &-- Raftery (2005) suggest the use of a partial Bayes factor. which, is defined 
Model selection 1.51 
as the ratio of integrated likelihoods for a summary statistic, or a vector of several 
summary statistics, S, rather than for the complete data. That is 
PBF -fP 
(S 101, HI) 7, -1 (01 ý HI) d01 
f P(Sý00i HO)ý-12 (00 ýHO)d00 
il(S) 
io(s). 
(. 5). 52) 
The Monte Carlo estimate for PBF is 
K 
KEP 
(S 10 (('i)), Hi) (5.53) 
j=l 
To estimate P(SýOjl, Hj), we simulate say m= 100 events from Hi with paraineters 
00) i, and calculate the summary statistics Si(j). We then use a kernel density estiiiia, - 
tor to obtain P(SýOj(, ), H, 
). The issue of bandwidth selection for the kernel density 
estimation, described in section 5.1 re-emerges in this instance. In our iinplenien- 
tation we adopted a method suggested by Turlach (1993). Figure 5.19 shows the 
results of a pilot study that involved simulating 1000 times from Models I and 2 and 
using the average nearest event distance and average event to boundary distance as 
S in (5.53), to assess how well the PBF approach distinguishes between Models I 
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Figure 5.19: Simulation results for testing the accuracy of the partial Bayes factor 
(PBF) model selection inethod with K= 1000. On the left, is a barchart of PBFs 
when testing the evidence for Model I against simulated realisations of Models I 
and 2. The barchart on the right is for the case when testing the evidence for Model 
2. The interpretations of the PBFs are based on those given by Jeffre-lys (1961) and 
as also stated by Walsh k Raftery (2005) for Balves Factors. 
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In section 5.2.3 we found that, for cells 1-5 of PPDS2, there was no evidence to 
reject the hypothesis that Models I and 2 are appropriate for describing the spatial 
distribution of PML NBs. We adopted the partial Bayes factors approach for as- 
sessing which of Model I or Model 2 best describes the spatial distribution of PML 
NBs in cells 1-5 of PPDS2 in terms of inter-PML NB distance mean and the mean 
PML body to nuclear boundary distance. We consider these particular quantities 
as they are consistent with some of the PML NB distribution features, that we are 
interested in capturing. In this experiment, we set m- 1000, with kernel density 
estimation as described earlier. In summary, using the guide proposed by Jeffreys 
(1961) for interpreting Bayes factors and the results of the simulation studies for 
how well the PBF method works for data of type PPDS2, we have classified the level 
of evidence in favour of Model 1 over Model 2. The results are provided in Table 5.7. 
They suggest that for cells 1,2,5 and 6 there is more evidence to favour Model 2 
(boundary effects model) over Model I (no boundary effects model). While for cells 
31 47 7, and 8 there is greater evidence for Model I as being more appropriate for 
describing the spatial distribution of the PML compared to Model 2. The results 
Table 5.7: Model selection using partial Bayes factors 
Cell PBF ForHI : Model 1 Evidence for Model 1 compared to Model 2 
1 0.27 Weak 
2 0.75 Weak 
3 5.55 Positive 
4 27.18 Strong 
5 0.63 Weak 
6 1.18 Weak 
7 12.04 Positive 
8 19.42 Strong 
in Table 5.7 do not necessarily contradict the outcome of our tests for similarity 
between the data (see section 5.1) as Models I and 2 have approximately the same 
K(r)-functions. Furthermore, given that Model I is a special case of Model 2, the 
results do not oppose the possibility that the data come from the same 
Model, but 
with differing model parameters. However, the information in 
Table 5.7 does raise 
some doubts on the validity of the assumption that the 
data are all realisations of 
either Model 1 or Model 2. Note that if we were to adopt a 
Cox process then we 
could simulate replicates, whereby some simulated realisations 
have similar spatial 
features to Model I and others to Model 2. 
Chapter 6 
Marked spatial point pattern 
analysis 
Up until now we have focused on the analysis of the spatial distribution of PNIL 
NBs as a means of obtaining quantitative evidence for biological ideas re?, 4arding 
their function within the nucleus. Ný, e have applied univariatc- point process tII(, ()rY 
for comparing the spatial locations of PML NBs (nuclear bodies) with CSR and have, 
attempted to fit a variety of spatial point process models to PPDS2. We have also 
seen from some of the biological literature cited in Chapters 1 and T) that several 
studies have suggested that PML NBs may have a preference for certain subnuclear 
locations. 
The notion of PML NB interaction with its surroundings is one of great impor- 
tance. Lanct6t et al (2007) have reported that gene expression is media ted by 
interactions between chromatin and protein complexes. Dellaire & Bazzet-Jones 
(2004) have proposed that PML NBs are dynamic sensors of cellular stress. that 
associate with regions of DNA damage. Borden (2002) has reported that P. NIL '. \-Bs 
tend to be near certain nuclear compartments such as Cajal/coiled bodies, cleavage e7l 
bodies, and splicing speckles. Knowledge of the locations of P'-NIL NBs in relation 
to other structure may provide clues to PML NB function. Furthermore, its relatl%, e 
location may give insight into what specific targets it regulates (Borden, 2002). Fol- 
lowing this, most reported strategies for assessing PML NB functions in esselice are 
designed to answer the following questions: what nuclear structures are the I-)mlic" 
near to, what other macromolecules localize with the body, and wliat are the effect" 
of disrupting the body (Borden, 2002)" 
F)3 
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Recently, the Imperial College centre for structural biology has been able to provide 
images obtained via confocal microscopy, that yield data (such as PPDS3) that is 
similar to PPDS2 but at the same time, providing the spatial locations of other 
bodies including RNA Polymerase 11 (see Figure 6.1 as an example). Borden (2002) 
states that general transcription factors such as RNA Polymerase 11 do not colo- 
calize with PML bodies. This is in line with the experimental results obtained by 
Xie & Pombo (2006) which supported the view that although P-. NIL NBs are present 
in transcriptionally active areas, they are not generally sites of polymerase 11 as- 
sembly. In this chapter, we carry out multivariate (or equivalently, marked) point 
Figure 6.1: A two-dimensional projection of cell 4 of PPDS3 (see also Appendix B) 
produced by the Imperial College centre for structural biology. The bright green 
dots are PML NBs. The bright red dots are RNA Polymerase 11 
pattern analysis so that we can provide some statistical evidence for biological ideas 
regarding PML NBs association with other nuclear bodies. ýVe also explore the 
relationship between PAIL NB 'size' with its positioning in the nuclear interior. We 
begin with a background to point process theory for multiple event types, and end 
with a discussion on how the models from the pre%-ious chapter can be extended to 
models for marked spatial point process. 
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6.1 Some preliminaries for marked spatial point 
processes 
6.1.1 Definitions 
Let P) be a probability space. A marked spatial poZnt process X[m] on SC _R' 
is a point process on the product space SxM, that is. a measurable mapping of 
(Q,. F) into ((D, Aý). Here M is the mark space, assumed to be a Polish spýlce (a 
separable complete metrisable topological space) and (D is the set of locally finite 
counting measures on SxM, so that for all B in Borel sets of S and for all C in 
Borel sets of M and x(B xQ is the number of events in B N,,, -hose marks belong to C. 
JV is the smallest or-algebra generated by sets of the form f. r E (D : x(B x C) =::: o I, 
for all B in Borel sets of S and for all C in Borel sets of M and all nEN. The mark 
spaces that we are interested in include M= 10,11 and M= R', although sorne of 
the theory provided applies to the more general case where M=Rd. 
A marked spatial point process defined over (Q, T, P) induces a probability mea- 
sure, Px[,,, i (Y) = P(XI'1 C Y), on ((D, Ar) for all YC Ar. As done previously, 
we shall drop the subscript XX in the probability measure Px[ .. I (Y) unless clarity 
is required. As stated by Stoyan et al (1995), it is always possible to interpret a 
marked point process as an ordinary point process in RdXM. 
The mark distribution, Zx[,, ] (t) of a (real-valued marks) marked spatial point pro- 
cess XM is the probability that the mark of a 'typical' point is less than t (Stoyan 
& Stoyan, 1994). That is, Zxf .. i (t) is a probability measure on 
Mx A4 for M., the 
Borel or-algebra of M. The mark distribution can be thought of as a Palm distribu- 
tion (see Stoyan et al (1995), section 4.4 for further details). 
A multivariate spatial point pattern is a special case of a marked spatial point 
pattern, where there is a finite number of marks, each representing an event-tYpe 
(Cressie, 1991). Hence, for example in the case where we set M=f 01 we have 
a univariate spatial point process, while by setting M= 
fO, 11, we are implicitly 
considering a bivariate spatial point process. More formally, a bivariate spatial pol'O 
ProCessj X[2] = (XI , 
X2 T on SCRd is a measurable mapping of (Q, -T) 
into ((D, A-) - 
where here 4) is a set of locally finite bivariate counting measures and 
A" is the.. sinall- 
est o7-algebra generated by sets of the form 
J, r ED: (x(1) (BI), ý,, 
(2) (B. ))) -- (rij. tv))j 
for all Borel sets BI, B2 and all iij, tv, E Nu fol. 
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A bivariate spatial point process may be used to model, for example. the lm-atioiil-ý 
of two different types of subnuclear bodies in the nucleus, while a marked Simt1al 
point process may be used to model the volume of one type of subnuclear body in 
the nucleus. In this chapter we use a marked spatial point pattern to nlo(lel the 
dependency of PML NB location on PML size. 
Similarly to the univariate case, we make use of the Palm distribution. Let mý 
denote the event type of an event at point ý, Ai the intensity measure of the spatial 
point process of type i, and define the reduced Campbell measure, Ci with respect to 
X, by 





- ý: mý=i 1) GYxM (d? 7) Px [ 21 (dx) 
For Borel set B and YCM. It follows from the justifications provided bY Cr(,,,, ý, w 
(1991, section 8.6.1) that there exists uniquely determined measures on (ýD, M) such 
that 
Ci (B x Y) Pý,, ý (Y) Ai 
PI is the reduced Palm distribution of Xi with respect to ý. For a stationary 
bivariate spatial point process Pý Pý 0, since the reduced Palm distribution Xi, E Xi 
does not depend on ý. 
6.1.2 Stationarity and isotropy 
Similar to as mentioned by Stoyan (2006), Euclidean motions of marked point pro- 
cesses are defined as transforms that move the events but the marks are unchanged. 
Hence, if analogous to the univariate case, we have the marked spatial point process 
X [M] f [771, Tn 1], 
[T12 
i M21 7 ... ) 
[Tju 
I mu] I with M =: f mi, ... 
1, then the translation of 
XýIMI X Iml + ý, is given by -Y, 
[rnl 
-1 
[711 +ýi MI 1) [T12 +ý7 M21 i---7 
[Ilu + ý' a) u]1. Fur- 
thermore, rotations act on marked spatial point processes by rotating the points but 
not altering the marks. A marked spatial point process X[m] is said to 
be . ýNitl*ooar, lj 
if for all Rd, the translated process XIM] has the same distribution as 
X 
That is Pxirn] (Y) - Px[ .. I (Y) for all Y C- , 
V. An analogous definition of an 1. "otroplc 
marked spatial point process follows from replacing the translation operation to a 
rotation about the origin. 
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6.1.3 Moment measures and summary statistics for marked 
spatial point patterns 
It is generally not difficult to extend the definitions of the moment measures from 
Chapter 2 and most of the summary statistics from Chapters 2 and 3 to the n-larked 
spatial point pattern case. 
The intensity (or mean) measure, A, for marked spatial point process XI'I is defined 
by 
A(B xQ= E(Xý'I(B x C)) -f x(B x C)P(dx) 
for Borel sets B and C. 
When X[m] is stationary with intensity A, we have (Stoyan, 2006) that the intensity 
measure of X[m] is given by 
A= Av(B)Zx[,,, i 
(2) 
The second-order factorial moment measure, oz, (. ), of the marked spatial point 
process XI'l is given by 
a(2) (Bi x B2 X Cl X C2) 
f 
mE 














X2 )T with 
intensity (Al, A2 )Tý the reduced second moment measure of X, andX2 is given by 
A3 kjý (B) = 
f4l 
x(')(B)Pý,, O(dx(')) ij=1,2 
for all B in the Borel a-algebra of SCRd. The bivariate version of the 
K(r)- 
function, Kij (r) of a stationary marked point process was first introduced by Hanisch 
Stoyan (1979) and has recently been adopted by Diggle et al (2006) for modeling 
a bivariate spatial point pattern. Heuristically, letting 
4 denote the intensity of 
events of type Xk, K(ij)(r) is the expected number of eveiits of tYpe 
j that are 
within distance r of an event of type i. Formally, if 
B= b(o, r) is the closed ball (4' 
radius r centred at the origin, then 
Kil (r) = K?. j (b (o, r)), r 
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For nj the number of type I events, and n2 the number of type -2) eveilts. the K, j (7-)- 




Kij (r) = 
1, /(W)AlA2 
as suggested by Hanisch & Stoyan (1979). The estimate for the inteiisity paranieter. 
Ai is given by Ai = nilv(W). The function ýý is an edge-correction factor such ils 
the proportion of the surface area of the ball centred at ij, passing through ý. For 
relative ease of calculation and efficiency, we prefer the edge-correction -,. ' (71, ý) = 
v(W n b(, q, jjý - T111)) (see Chapter 4 on edge-correction). To adopt this preferred 
form of edge- correction, we utilise the quadrature approximation 
v (W) , v(w nb (77,77 u 
I(? 
7jGWnb(i7, jjý-Tjlj)) 
6.2 Bivariate spatial point process analysis of 
PPDS3 
We estimated the K12(r)-function using (6.1) and the preferred form of edge-correction 
for cell 4 of PPDS3. The data used to produce Figure 6.2 suggest that, heuristi- 
cally, for this particular cell, we would expect to observe fewer RNA Polymerase II 
bodies within a distance of 0.5 units of the typical P. ML, compared to if the B. \A 
Polymerase 11 exhibited CSR. From the biological literature, it appears that the in- 
hibition (and perhaps more generally, spatial relationship between R_. NA Polymerase 
11 and PML NBs) is driven by the biological function of PNIL '. NBs within different 
cell nuclei (see for example the results obtained by Mikecz et al, 2000). Also, it inay 
be interesting to compare these results with the findings of Me & Pombo (2006) 
who reported that PML bodies contain no detectable RNA polymerase 
11. but are 
often surrounded by them at a distance greater than 25 nanometers. 
From the detail 
provided in section B. 1 of Appendix B, we estimate that 0.5 units is approximately 
41 nanometers. Following the investigation on edge-correction provided in 
C11apter 
4, we are cautious towards interpreting the results provided in 
Figure 6.2 for large 
values of r. We therefore also consider the outcome of simulation studies. 
Specifi- 
cally, a plot of K12(r)-functions with simulation envelopes, as shown 
in Figure E. I ý) 
(see Appendix E), can provide further insight. The K12(r)-function sinitilation eii- 
velopes for cell nucleus k of PPDS3 was obtained 
by simulating 100 independent 
realisations of a homogeneous 
Poisson process, fXIk, -- . 'ý100kj, inside the convex 






Figure 6.2: The K12(r)-function plot for the PML (type 1) and RNA-Polyinerase 11 
(type 2) in cell nucleus 4 of PPDS3. The blocked curve is K12 and dashed curve is 
K21 
hull, representing the nuclear boundary of cell k. Each simulated realisation, Xjk, Of 
the homogeneous Poisson process had a conditional number of events, nk, where nk 
is the number of RNA Polymerase II found inside cell nucleus k. For eachXjkwe es- 
timate the K12(r)-function without applying an edge- correction, where I is an event 
of type PML and 2 is an event belonging to -ýýjk- We hence obtain 100 estimates of the 
K12(r)-function, f K121 k (r), ... I 
K12100k (r) I for each cell k. The upper and lower sim- 
ulation envelopes for each cell nucleus are respectively inffK121k K12 100k 
(r) I 
and supýKl2lk (r).... ) 
K12100k (r) 1. The results presented in Figure E. 18 suggest that, 
apart from cell 4, generally, for a wide range of r, there are fewer RNA Polymerase 
11 bodies within distance r of the typical PML body compared to RNA Polymerase 
II bodies randoinly scattered inside the nucleus. The results for cell 4 are consistent 
with those obtained for small r (relative to the nuclear magnitude), for the other 
cells in PPDS3. However, on the contrary to the other cells, for larger r, the PiML 
in cell nucleus 4 typically tend to have a much greater number of RNA Polvinerase 
11 bodies within distance r, compared to RNA Polyinerase 11 randoinly placed in- 
side the nucleus. The data. obtained from the simulation studies (that were used to 
produce the charts in E. 18) also confirmed that there are enough nuclear bodies "I 
Iu2Q3C 40 5 -ý 
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cell 4 of PPDS3 for one to make legitimate observations for features of the spitial 
point pattern at distances of 0.5 units. This is owed to the high number of R-\A 
Polymerase 11 bodies (there are 72 RNA Polymerase 11 bodies in cell 4 of PPD. -). ")). 
6.3 Marked spatial point process analysis of 
PPDS2 
In Chapter 5 we discussed some possible spatial point process models for PPDS2- 
In the final sections of this chapter we will be discussing how one of these models 
can be extended to incorporate marks. Before this final step, we Nvill now provide 
an exposition on how we 'mark' the PML NBs and gain initial insight into the mark 
distribution by analysing an appropriate spatial point process characteristic. 
As mentioned above, the extension of other popular characteristics to the inulti- 
variate case is generally not difficult (for discrete marks). For the general marked 
case, the empty space function, F(r) of the marked spatial point process XX is the 
cumulative distribution function of the distance from a randomly selected origin to 
the nearest event in XX. That is 
F(r) =P 
(X Im] n (b (0, r) x M) lý 
Also, let B be a Borel subset of M with Zx[,,,, (B) > 0. We define the nearest 
neighbour function for events with marks in B by 
3, (Xý GB(r) = 
for r>0. van Lieshout (2004) has recently introduced a J-function for marked 




for all t>0 and F(t) < 1. For an independently marked Poisson process, 
GB (t) =ý 
F(t) for all t and so JB -= 
1. Values greater than I are a sign of inhibition, while 
values less than I are a sign of clustering. 
van Lieshout (2004) proves the following for Xa stationary point pr()(-(-,.,,, s oil 
with intensity 0<A< oc. If X is randomly 
labelled with mark distribution Z 
on mark space M and if Xýml is the marked point process obtained, tlien 
for all 
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r>0 with F(r) < 1, the J-function with respect to a Borel mark set BC Nvith 
Zx[,,, l (B) > 0 is given by 
JB (r) = JX (r) 
where Jx(r) is the J-function of X and where the marked spatial point proces's 
XI'l is said to have the random labelling property if the marks of the events are 
conditionally iid given the event locations. 
For each PML NB in PPDS2, we calculated an approximate PNIL body lengtli 
from the image data used to produce PPDS2. This was done hy measuring the 
maximum distance between any two points, of the points that have been classified 
as being a part of that PML NB in the image processing stage. That is, in the data 
provided by the Imperial College London centre for structural biology, each PNIL 
NB j is described as a set of points f 711j, --- 7juj 
I (see Appendix B). The 'length' of 
PML NB j was calculated as inffilqij -, %jjý : i, s = 1,..., uj. We use t1wse lew-tlis 
to assign marks to the PML NBs in PPDS2. The J-function plots for the cell iiii- 
clei of PPDS2 is shown in Figures 6.6-6.7. Figures 6.6-6.7 suggests thatl ShIce tile 
marked and unmarked J(r)-functions are not too dissimilar, we would generally not 
necessarily expect to observe the PML NBs placed in the nuclear interior, in such 
a way that depends on their relative sizes (in terms of 'length'). Note also that we 
found that the proportions of the PML body length to nuclear length, denoted by z, 
was consistent with the theoretical proportions provided in the biological literature 
(see Chapter I and Figure 6.3). All of the PML NBs in PPDS2 were pooled and we 
calculated the correlation between z, and the proportion of PML NB distance to the 
boundary to nuclear length. We obtained a correlation of 0.09, suggesting that the 
two are not strongly correlated. The lack of correlation between the leiigth of the, 
PML and distance to boundary, provides some evidence for random labelling with 
respect to PML size. This is consistent with the results obtained using the marked 
J-function. Hence, these results would not support for example, a view that larger 
PML NBs are found closer to the nuclear periphery or more internally. 
6.4 A marked inhomogeneous Poisson process model 
for PPDS2 
Some of the models that we have encountered can be defined so that \ve are able to 
adopt them for the multivariate case. For general marked point processes. the marks 
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Figure 6.3: Histogram, density and CDF of z, for all PNIL in PPDS2 
can be modeled conditionally on the observed point pattern. Cressie (1991) states 
that the events of the point process can be viewed as locations of an irregularly 
spaced lattice and so the marks can be modeled using the theory of spatial models 
on lattices. 
The final step in the model fitting discussions endeavours to identify each PNIL 
NB uniquely by assigning a mark to the PI\IL NB. Each PML NB is now assigned 
a length. Consider a final model, Model 5, that is defined through the postulates 
of Model 2 (see Chapter 5, section 5-3), but not necessarily with the same inten- 
sity function (as we found that for some cells, this had perhaps been misspecified). 
Suppose that we now have the additional postulate: 
M5PI Each PNIL q is randoinly assigned a proportional length z, - Z. That 
is, Z is a random variable that assigns to each PNIL NB, the inark 
z7r 
PAIL NB length 
nuclear length 
0,00 002 004 0.06 0,08 UO 
leno N= 79 Barxtw, dth =0 006' 526 
x 
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We can fit Model 5 to PPDS2 as follows. We first note that for a single replicate. 
the likelihood, 1, of the data D, is given by 
1= p(D)p(MýD) 





and the log-likelihood is given by 
k 
E log (p (Dj)) + log (p (AA I Dj)) 
jýq 
We can therefore fit the marks separately to the models proposed iii the previolis 
chapter. 
Formal tests on the data (see Figure 6.4) suggest that a norinal distribution is a 
plausible model for the marks distribution Z. A KS test for the null hypothesis 
that the marks follow a normal distribution with mean 0.045 and standard devia- 
tion 0.019 provided a p-value of 0.92. Caution is required when choosing the mark 
ýE- 
co 
Figure 6.4: Q-Q plot of the PAIL NB marks (left). The points are approximately 
linear, suggesting possible normality. The graph on the right shows the empirical 
CDF of the PNIL NB marks (dashed curve) with the CDF of a normal distribution 
with mean 0.045 and standard deviation 0.019 (black line). 
space since physical restrictions mean that, realistically. the inark space (that the 
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Z7, belong to) is A (--- (0,1) (and not for example as implied by a normal distri- 
bution). This is because the PML NBs cannot be longer than the nucleus or have 
zero length. Hence, it is more appropriate to adopt a truncated normal distribution 
for Z. More precisely, Z has a normal distribution and lies within the interval (0.1). 
We estimated the mean and variance of the truncated (0, I) normal distribution. for 
the PML NB marks, to being (respectively) 0.045 and 0.019 (see for example Barr 
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Figure 6.5: The graph on the bottom right shows the empirical CDF of the, PML 
NB marks (dashed curve) with CDF of a truncated normal distribution with mean 
0.045 and standard deviation 0.019 (black line). The scatter plots are of PIML NB 
centrold x, y, z coordinates (divided by nuclear length) against sin-lulated realisati t) 11 lolls 
of a truncated (0,1) normal distribution with mean 0.045 and standard deviation 
0.019 (the ii-lodeled marks distribution, ). The red crosses represent the data and the 
black crosses are for the simulated marks. 
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presented in Figure 6.5 suggest that the truncated normal model that has been put 
forward for the PNIL NB marks distribution is a plausible one. Finally. by using 
this model for the marks distribution as Z in N15PI, and by letting N15P1 be an ad- 
ditional final postulate of I\Iodel 2, we obtain a marked spatial point process iII()del 
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Figure 6.6: Marked (Black curve) and uni-narked (dashed line) J(r)-functions for 
PPDS3 cells 1-4. The mark set B = [0-01,0.04] 
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Figure 6.7: Marked (Black curve) and unmarked (dashed line) J(r)-functions for 
PPDS3 cells 5-8. The mark set B = [0-01,0.04] 





The function of PML NBs has been a topic of intense debate in the field of cell bi- 
ology. Although PML bodies have been implicated in a variety of cellular 
such as DNA repair and tumor suppression (Ching et al, 2005). little is known about 
their function and biochemical activities. The quantitative aiialYsis of the spatial 
distribution of PML NBs and its association with other nuclear bodies is an iinpor- 
tant approach for unlocking some of the mysteries surrounding P, '\IL xBs- Throligli 
recent developments in confocal microscopy and imaging software, we have been able 
to obtain spatial point pattern data that describes the spatial locations of PNIL 'N13 
centroids within cell nuclei. As a result, we have been able to carry out various 
spatial analysis on PML data, within a spatial point process framework. 
Like other authors, we have asserted that testing for complete spatial randomness 
(CSR) is an important step in any spatial point process analysis. The most impor- 
tant aspect of such a test is the insight into the level and direction of departure from 
CSR, that a spatial point pattern exhibits. CSR tests performed on five MRC-5 cell 
nuclei showed different levels of departure from CSR for the spatial distribution of 
PML NBs in the cell nuclei. The results for one particular cell showed that there 
was not enough evidence to reject the hypothesis of CSR. If the distributioll of P. ML 
NBs within that cell nucleus exhibits CSR then this means that the P. ML IN13, " do 
not have any form of spatial preference within that particular cell nucleus. The CSR 
tests provided evidence to reject the hypothesis of CSR for the spatial distribution 
of PML NBs in the remaining cell nuclei. Furthermore, the P-ML NBs appeared 
to exhibit large scale clustering, or, infornially speaking, appeared more -grouped 
together' over large regions of the nuclear interior, compared to CSR. Al-ý(), the P-NIL 
NBs exhibited small scale repulsion. We suggest that the various oiit(-()m(-, -; of the 
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CSR tests are perhaps a result of other influential factors ý\-ithin the cell nuclei. For 
example, it has been noted in the cell biology literature that nuclear (-()nq), ii'tnieiit '- 
associate (Lanct6t et al, 2007). In particular, P-ML bodies associate with specific 
regions of high transcriptional activity (Ching et al, 2005). Moreover. as supported 
by the work of Dellaire & Bazzet-Jones (2004), the stability of PML bodies is af- 
fected by cell stress and changes in chromatin structure (Ching et al, 2005). 
CSR tests generally rely on the use of summary statistics. We have discussed 
several which are 'dist ance- based'. Including for example the F(r)-. G(r)-. g(r)- 
and J(r)-functions. Estimation of these 'distance-based' summary statistics inside 
a bounded sampling window is often biased 1) ,y edge effects. 
We hm-e reported that 
edge effects can be ignored in some Monte Carlo based significance tests'. However, 
in situations like that described in Chapter 5, where we wish to compare a theoreti- 
cal value of a distance-based summary statistic with one that has been estimated in 
a bounded region, an edge-correction should be adopted. We have outlined and in- 
vestigated alternative approaches for edge-correcting, and have introduced hvo new 
edge- corrections. In particular, we have introduced a probabilistic edge-correction 
for the K(r)-function and a new probabilistic border method. The probabilistic 
edge-correction for the K(r)-function was found to be expensive to compute, hilt 
gave a similar outcome to simulation- based CSR tests on PAJL data. By using var- 
ious methods for assessing the difference between a theoretical and estimated value 
of a summary statistic, we also found that the probabilistic edge-correction for the 
K(r)-function generally outperformed the standard weighting factor edge-correction 
method. Simulation studies were used to show that the probabilistic border method 
in some cases yielded a small estimation bias compared to the standard border 
method. 
The need to compare a theoretical summary statistic with one that has been es- 
timated with or without an edge-correction has motivated us to deriving explicit 
closed form expressions for the K(r)-functions of a simple inhibition process and 
Matern cluster process. Further to the work on edge-effects, as is the case for the 
PML data that has been analysed throughout, we have demonstrated through vari- 
ous simulation studies that there is generally a greater need for edge- correct i n-- when 
analysing three-dimensional data, compared with the two-dimensional case. We have 
advocated a RELBIAS function as a good tool for comparing the severity of e(i, e 
effects in three- dimensions NN, -ith 2 and have derived the theoretical RELBI-4,,, ' oh- 
tained ivhen estimating the K(r)-function without adopting an edge-correction. 
B11 
We believe that it is imperative when analysing point patterns to adopt a variety 4 
summary statistics in order to obtain as much information as possible with rcloar(k 
to the spatial distribution of the point pattern. Advocates of this statement iii(lude 
Baddeley et al (1993), who state that no one of the F(r)-, G(r)-. or K(r)-functioil, 
should be regarded as "superior to the others, nor as characterizing a point pat- 
tern". In this thesis, we have provided some additional point process to(4s: one of 
the most important being a third-order characteristic, the Q(r. F), that addres'ses 
some of the shortcomings of the lower-order characteristics. We believe that this 
function has important application when requiring a more detailed description of a 
point pattern, or a more accurate, second opinion is required in certain hypothes-is 
tests, such as those used to determine if a point pattern comes from a particular 
spatial point process model. Although estimation of the Q(r. r-)-function is coin- 
putationally more expensive compared to lower-order characteristics such as the 
K(r)-function, we have observed through simulation studies that, hypothesis tests 
based on the Q(r, ý)-function provided competitive results, in terms of power, coin- 
Q2 ,tt, tjC pared to those based on the powerful, but more difficult to implement SaS 
introduced by Grabarnik & Chiu (2002). We have derived the closed form expres- 
sions for the Q (r, ý)-function of some popular spatial point processes and have als() 
discussed estimation of the Q(r, ý)-function and how bootstrapping can be lised to 
assess the estimation uncertainty. 
The relatively limited application of the Q(r, ý)-function in this research has been 
one of the consequences of having a low PML NB count. The biology literature re- 
ports cell nuclei usually contain between 5 and 30 PML NBs. The datasets that we. 
have analysed contain at most 15. Indeed, this has also been a problem with regards 
to other analysis such as estimating summary statistics using methods such as the 
border estimate. However, the Imperial College London centre for structural biology 
has recently been producing more data that provides details of the spatial 
locations 
of PML and another subnuclear body, inside the same cell. These other 
bodies, in- 
cluding RNA Polymerase 11, sometimes have a much greater 
body count compared 
to PML. Although the Q(r, ý)-function of course can be applied in general spatial 
point pattern analysis, as more PML data of this type is made available. the util- 
ity of the Q(r, F)-function, for this particular application may 
become more frequent. 
We have attempted to formulate a model that best describes the spmial 
distribu- 
tion of PNIL NBs. Several important topics with respect to the spia'al 
distriNition 
of PNIL NBs and the modeling process 
have been covered throughout the niodeliiio)- 
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process. In particular, with regards to the modelling process that, when formulating 
a new model for spatial point patterns, there are several important issties that jnaV 
need to be addressed, for example, whether the model captures the real world j)11e- 
nomena affecting the distribution of the events. In this particular case. t1lis ineails 
does the model support the cell biology? 
During the modeling process we saw that there appears to be a relatioii'sllip be- 
tween PML NBs and the nuclear boundary. More, precisel ' v. 
the P. ML tend to be 
located further away from the boundary compared to if they Nvere placed uniforinlY 
in regions unoccupied by nucleoli. This, to a large extent would be in line N\-ItliS()iiie 
of the cell biology literature such as McManus et al (2006) and recent unpliblished 
work by Imperial College London centre for structural biology. 
We have put forward a quadrature technique for fitting an inhoinogeneous Pois- 
son process to data that is similar to PPDS2 and PPDS3, and have stibsequentl 'v 
fit (to PPDS2) an inhomogeneous Poisson process that has an intensity function 
capable of capturing the relationship between PML NBs and the nuclear bolin(lar ' y. 
Detailed diagnostic tests suggested an incorrect specification of the intensitY flinc- 
tion for some of the cells, and possible evidence for interaction amongst the PML 
NBs (which is in line with the initial CSR test results). In order to capture inter- 
PML interaction, we subsequently considered a spatial Markov point process with a 
spatially varying intensity, as an alternative model to the inhomogeneous Poisson. 
We showed through a pilot study that it was relatively impractical to fit the model 
to the replicated PML data, without having good prior knowledge of the model 
parameters. Nevertheless, we have demonstrated that, as a result of a lack in avail- 
able closed form expressions for Markov models, difficult to implement optimisation 
routines that may require approximating partition functions using methods such as 
thermodynamic integration, may need to be adopted when fitting these models. We 
have also explored the possibility of fitting a log-Gaussian Cox process to 
PPDS2 
by using minimum contrast. The minimum contrast approach required us to simu- 
late a log-Gaussian Cox process inside a three-dimensional convex hull. 
We are not, 
aware of any other authors that have explored this complicated task of simulating 
a log-Gaussian Cox process in three- dimensions. 
In Chapter 6 we discussed the importance of marked spatial point pro(-(-. -; s anal- 
ysis and its application to the datasets 
PPDS2 and PPDS3. Early marked Spatial 
point pattern applications have provided some noteworthy results. 
Analy, -ýis ti-ýiiio- 
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the Kij(r) function suggested that, generally fewer RNA PolYmerase 11 exiý, t within 
a particular distance of PML bodies compared to if the RNA Polymerase II exlill)- 
ited CSR. Calculations showed that the results are, to some extent. in agreement 
with the findings of Xie & Pombo (2006). Following further marked spatial point 
pattern analysis, we did not find evidence to support a relationship between PML 
NB size in terms of length relative to the nuclear length, with spatial location in 
terms of relative distance to the nuclear boundary. In fact, through a straightfor- 
ward correlation calculation, we found that the two were uncorrelated. 
The conclusions we have presented here are based on the statistical analY, "-! " of 
point patterns that have been generated via a very complicated series of steps. We 
are aware that there are some issues with regards to generating the datýl. These 
issues, along with some of the research that we have presented, give rise to some 
potentially important future work. 
During the data capture process, in order to obtain a three-dimensional representýl- 
tion of the cell nuclei, one of the coordinates is to some extent artificially extracte(l 
by 'stacking' a series of two-dimensional slices. Throughout this research, we 
used replicated data in order to reduce the impact of the various sources of variabil- 
ity in the data. With this in mind, we would suggest that some of the experiments 
that have been carried out earlier, such as those regarding whether the spatial dis- 
tribution of PML NBs is CSR, should be repeated for several other cells as more 
data is made available. 
We have been cautious in comparing cells that are as 'similar' as possible. More 
specifically, when constructing the datasets, we have received guidance from Impe- 
rial College London CSB cell biologists on which cells can be compared. Following 
their advice, we have put together datasets (PPDSI, PPDS2 and PPDS3) that con- 
sists of cells which are of the same type, and in PPDS2, are also at the same Stage 
of the cell cycle. We would recommend that a similar approach is adopted in 
future 
work. 
During the early stages of this research, some cell biologists suggested that nucleoli 
are exclusion regions for PAIL. Throughout the modelling process we generally R's- 
surned that this is indeed the case. However, recent evidence suggests that this inay 
not be the case. To adjust our models for this alternative idea, we could nitrodtice 
the concept of a stochastic nucleoli exclusion zone. In future Nvork, adapting ()ur b 
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models and simulation procedures to allow for P. NIL bodies to exist withiii iiii(leoli 
is straightforward. We simply allow the points that are labeled nucleoll to be can- 
didate empty space points within the nuclear interior. 
Using the evidence we have obtained in carrying out this research, we belieN-e that 
an appropriate model for the spatial distribution of PAIL should be one that cor- 
rectly captures the interaction between PML and the boundary, captures inter-PAIL 
interaction, and is conditional on other bodies within the nucleus. Furthermore, NN-e 
believe that a good candidate model is perhaps a multivariate, generalised Shot 
Noise Cox process (Moller & Torrisi, 2005). Such a model would be able to capture 
an appropriate intensity surface, inter-PML interaction (for example clustering), in- 
teraction between PML and other bodies, and any random variation between cells. 
However, from our experience, we believe that there will be diffictilt, ies in fitting 
such a complicated model, partly due to the low PML count and partlY due to the 
complexity of the model. 
The modeling process is a natural next step in point pattern analysis. However, 
obtaining a model for the spatial distribution of PML NBs goes beyond being an 
interesting statistical exercise, as it has apparent importance in the fields of cell bi- 
ology and medicine. As an example, successfully fitting an inhomogeneous Poissoii 
process to replicated PML NB data, suggests a form of a spatial preference for PML 
within the cell nucleus. Also, very importantly, the formulation of an appropriate 
model can have potential applications in spotting certain illnesses by comparing the 
distributon of PML NBs from cells that have been taken from the 'patient' being 
diagnosed, with the distribution of PML NBs as suggested by the model. At present, 
this is of course rather ambitious, given the technological limitations. 
Appendix A 
Basic overview on measure theory, 
topological and metric spaces 
Definition 1A metric on some set S is a function d: SxS --* R that satisfies 
i) d(x, y) >0 
ii) d(x, y) =: 0 if and only if x=y 
iii) d(x, y) - d(y, x) 
tv) d(x, z) < d(x, y) + d(y, z) 
for all x, y, and zMS. 
Definition 2 Let S be a set and da metric on S. A metric space is thc, pair (S, d). 
itself is called a metric space. 
Definition 3 Let (S, d) be a metric space. If x C- S and r C- R+, then the sets b(, i,,, i) 
defined by 
i) fy S d(x, y) < rj 
ii) fy S d(x, y) < rj 
are called a closed ball and open ball respechvely. 
Definition 4 Let S be a metric space. The diameter of ACS, denoted diam(S) is 
defined by 
diam(A) = supld(x, y) : x, yC Al 
Definition 5 The set A is said to be bounded if diam(A): ý +, -)c. 
Definition 6 Let S be a Tnetric space and Aa noo-empty subset of S. The di. stancc 
bctwccn the potnt x and A is dcfincd by 
d(x, . 4) - infýd(x, y) :yC -41 
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Definition 7 Let Q be an arbitrary set. A collection S of, sijb, s(-f-s of Q 0, ari algebra 
on Q if 
a)Q E S, 
b) for every set S that belongs to S the set Sc belongs to S. 
g to S. the sct U' IS, 1)(Iong,,, c) for every finite sequence of sets, S1, ..., 
S, that belon j= 
to S, and 
d) for each finite sequence Of Sets SI .... ) 
Sn that belong to S the so nin., Si belongs 
to S. 
Definition 8 Let Q be an arbitrary set. A collection S of subsets of Q I's a o-algebra 
on Q if 
a) QE SI 
b) for every set S that belongs to S the set Sc belongs to S 
C) for every Mfinite sequence of sets, SI,. that belong to S, the set U; ý, S, Wongs 
to S, and 
d) for each infinite sequence of sets S, .... that 
belong to S the set njýt, Sý bclong, s to 
S. 
Definition 9 The Borel or-algebra on Rd i's the o-algebra on Rd generated by tl? (, 
set of open subsets of Rd. 
A Borel set is an element of a Borel or-algebra. The set of rational numbers is ýiii 
example of a Borel set. 
Definition 10 A measurable space Zs an ordered pair (. Q, -F) where 
Q is a set and 
T is a o-algebra on Q. 
Definition 11 Let (Qj, TI) and (Q2 ý 
T72) be two measurable spaces. A map f: Q, 
Q2 is said to be measurable with respect to T, and F2 if and only if 
for all BE Q-2,, 
we have that f -1 (B) E Q, 




c) if S is an arbitrary collection of scts that belong to 
T then US E T, arid 
d) if S is a finzte collection of sets that belong to T, then nS CT 
Definition 13 A topological space is an ordered pai'r (Q, T), where Q i'., a . "(t (Ind 
T t', s a topology on Q 
1 -15 
Definition 14 A topological space, T - (Q , 
T) its a Hausdorff space if ood only If 
for all C4ý1 i W2 G Q with w, ý/: CJ2, there exists open sets U and V in Q. such that 
Wl EE Ui W2 EEV, unv-0 
Definition 15 Let T= (Q, T) be a topological space. The sO A is opco if AET. 
Otherwtse the set A is said to be closed. 
Definition 16 A collection S of open subsets of a topological space. T = (Q. T) /',, i 
a base for T if for each V (E T and each x (E V there 1', s a sct U Mat belong, " to S 
and satisfies xCUCV. Furthermore, T i's said to have a countable ba, s( if it Im's 
a basis that contains only countably many sets. 
Definition 17 Let T be a topologtcal space and t (E T. A neighbourhood of t 
set V that contains an open set U containing t, pC UC V 
Definition 18 A set ScRd is said to be compact if it i's both closed and botimb'd. 
Examples of compact sets Mclude the closed balls and the closed hypercubes. 
Definition 19 The closure of the set A, is the intersection of all closed ., ý( f,, ý co'n- 
taming A- 
Definition 20 A topologtcal space Zs said to be locally compact if each of its points 
has an open neZghbourhood whose closure is compact. 
Examples of locally compact Hausdorff spaces include the Euclidean spaces Rd 
Definition 21 Let (Q,, F) be a measurable space. A measure on (Q,. F) is a function 
p: T -ý [0, oc] with the properties 
i) m(0) -0 
Zi) M(U"o iAk) - 
EJ-1 Il(Ak) k= k= 
for all Al, A2 ... G JT with 
Ai n A, 





F(d/2 + 1)' 
then the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure of E, Wd(E) zs the number that 1',,, defined 
as follows: 
Rd (E) -= hin R'd(E) 
E >O+ 
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where 
,x diam(Eij d 'H'd(E) = inf ýYd -: Ei c X, 
U Ei :)E. dianý(E, ): 5 cVi = 0.1-. dE(2) 
i=O i=O 
for all c>0 
Until stated otherwise, let E be a locally compact Hausdorff space with Borel o- 
algebra T. Let B be the collection of bounded sets in T 
Definition 23 A measure p on E is a Radon measure if p(B) < -K for each BES. 
Definition 24 A Radon measure 1-t is said to be a point (or counting) tiic(i,, oir( if 
p(A) EN for every AEB. 
Definition 25 A Radon measure 1-t is a simple point measure if p(ýxj) <I for all 
xEE. 
Definition 26 A Radon measure p is said to be diffuse if p(I. Tl) -- 0 for cicry 
xcE. 
Theorem 8 (Radon-Nikodym theorem) Let (Q,, F) be a measurable space and 
p, andP2 be a-finite positive measures on (Q, F) withP2 absolutely continuous with 
respect to I_tj. Then there extsts an F-measurable funchon f: Q --- ý [0, co) such that 
v2(F) = fFf dl-t, holds for all F (E . 
77. The junction f is unique up to p, -almost 
everywhere equality. 
Appendix B 
Datasets PPDS1, PPDS2 and 
PPDS3 
All of the datasets used (PPDSI, PPDS2 and PPDS3) were provided by the Imperial 
College London centre for structural biology. The cells used are MRC-5 cell nuclei 
(see for example Jacobs et al, 1970). Furthermore, the cells used for PPDS2 a, re all 
in the Go phase of the cell cycle. 
B. 1 Distance units for the data 
Throughout the thesis we refer to "units" for reporting measured distances in the 
cell nuclei. r units corresponds to r pixels. There are 12 pixels in Ipm. Hence I 
unit -., 0.083 micrometers (pm) or 83.3 nanometers (nm). 
B. 2 PPDS1 
The dataset PPDSI consists of 5 cells. We are provided with point coordinates 
that are the centroids of PML NBs inside the cell nuclei. The sampling region is 
obtained by calculating the smallest ellipsoid that contains all of the PITNIL points 
(see Chapter 1). 
B. 3 PPDS2 
Figure B. 3 demonstrates some of the stages for obtaining the data that niake tip 
PPDS2. By calculating the Maximum distance between two point,, on the (-oilN-(, x 
hull, that represents the boundarv of a cell. ive obtain a nuclear 'length'. 
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Figure B. I: The details for PPDSI 
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PPDS2 Details PPDS2(b) Details 
Figure B. 2: PPDS2 details. U is the number of interior points that are used for 
simulating inside the nucleus and estimating integrals, as done in Chapter 5. This is 
a subset of the number of interior points provided by the CSB, which is generally in 
excess of 100,000 points. We take a random subset so that computational burden is 
reduced and we are not faced with computer memory issues when running programs. 
BA PPDS3 
The dataset that inakes up PPDS3 is formed in the same way as those that inake 
up PPDS2. 
B. 5 Data simulated using perfect simulation 
Figure B-5 shows simulated realisations from Model 3 (see Chapter J) uslnPD- 1wi-fect 
simulation. The data displayed in Figure B. 5 is intended to injillic a, set of data that 



















Figure B. 3: The different processes for obtaining the data that make lip PPDS2 (cell 
7 is used as an example). First the confocal image is produced (top left). The image 
data is analysed by the CSB to form datasets consisting of points that are labeled 
PML (bottom left), nucleoli, nuclear boundary, or empty space (top right) inside 
the nucleus. We then run this large dataset through a program that forms a point 
pattern by converting the PML bodies into PNIL points, by calculating centroids. 
Note that the nuclear boundary is obtained by calculating a convex hull for the 
points that have been classified from the image data (see Russell, 2006 for details) 
is similar to PPDS2 and PPDS3. 
50 loo ISO 200 
180 AppendIX B. Datasets PPDSI, PPDS2 aild PPDS3 
Figure B. 4: PPDS3 details. U is the number of interior points that are used for 
simulating inside the nucleus and estimating integrals, as done in Chapter 5. This is 
a subset of the number of interior points provided by the CSB, which is generally in 
excess of 100,000 points. We take a random subset so that computational burden is 
reduced and we are not faced with computer memory issues when running programs. 
B-5. Data simulated using perkct simulation 
*0 10 50 
1ýýl 
I0 55 5 Sr 
Figure B. 5: Two-dimensional projections of simulated realisations of Model 3 (uslii(), 
CFTP) with parameters a= 100, K =0.004 and R=1.5 inside the sphere of radius 
10. The horizontal and vertical axis are respectively the q (2 ) and q(2) coordinates 
Appendix C 
Look up Tables 
Table C. 1: Lookup table for values of a for 100 simulations of a homogeneous Poisson 
process in the unit square 
Intensity mean a standard deviation (7 '7MAX 'MIN' 
10 464 2760 27623 72 
20 10395 96155 961096 51 
30 1518 10986 107780 28 
40 343 1971 19150 24 
42 297 1472 14116 22 
50 148 515 4869 16 
60 125 422 3617 17 
62 108 349 2956 16 
65 89 278 2473 16 
70 105 309 3530 16 
80 75 178 1563 14 
90 55 99 712 12 
100 60 194 1885 8 
150 27 52 382 3 
200 14 18 98 2 
IS2 
Appendix D 
Derivation of the Q-function for a 
Gauss-Poisson process 
In this Appendix we provide further discussion on how we derive the Q-function of 
a Gauss-Poisson process. We require to evaluate the expression 
1Z 
df (77, ()P(dx) +2 
11 Z df (77, () P (dx) c, (dy) 
77, (exnbd (0,7-) \ýOI 97C, x nbd()\f l 
(eynbd(O, r)\f 01 
df (77, () c. (dy) 
77, (C-ynbd (o, r)\ f ol 
First, we have 
fE 
di; (77, ()P(dx) = 2A2QPO, (r 
77, ccxnbd(o, r)\f ol 
We also have that 
fE 
di: (TI, () co (dy) = 0, 
? 7, ccynbd(o, r)\f ol 
(D. 1) 
since the integral represents the number of candidate triples from the same cluster. 
Now, we have that for every measurable function f 
f (y) c, (dy) = -c- 1EEf (Xo 
Z(EX0 
(D-2) 
where T is the expected number of events for the representative cluster. Clearly I 
T= 0- qo +1-q, +2' q2- 
183 
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Also, by stationarity of the Gauss-Poisson process 
ffI: 
?I Exnbd (o, r) \ýo 
Cc-ynbd (o, r)\f oI 
AjLv (b d (0, r) nbd (77, r)) c, (dy) 
(eynbd(o, r) 
di; (q, () P (dx) c, (dy) = 
(D. 3) 
For a Gauss-Poisson process, the distribution of the second cluster point, giveil 
the first, 77, is the uniform distribution on ab(TI, s). Inserting this into (D. 3) and 
combining with (D. 2) yields the assertion. 
Appendix E 
BIAS curves and simulation 
envelopes 
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Figure E. 1: BIAS of the unedge-corrected K-function of a homogeneous Poisson 
process (with n=5 (top left), 10 (top right), 30(bottom left), 100 (bottom right) 
conditional number of events) inside a cube (black line) and square (dashed line) of 
length I 















Figure E. 2: BIAS of the unedge- corrected K-function of a homogeneous Poisson 
process (with n, = 5,10,30,100 conditional number of events) inside a cube (black 
line) and square (dashed line) of length 5 
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Figure E. 3: BIAS of the unedge-corrected K-function of a homogeneous Poisson 
process (with n=5,10,30,100 conditional number of events) inside a cube (black 
line) and square (dashed line) of length 20 
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Figure EA BIAS of the unedge- corrected K-function of a Matern cluster process 
(with n=5,10,30,100 conditional number of parent events and R-0.1) inside a 
cube of length I 











Figure E. 5: BIAS of the unedge- corrected K-function of a Matern cluster process 
(with n=5,10,30,100 conditional number of parent events and R=0.1) inside a 
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Figure E. 6: BIAS of the un edge- corrected K-function of a Mate'rn cluster process 
(with n=5,10,30,100 conditional number of parent events and R=0.1) inside a 
cube of length 20 
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Figure E. 7: BIAS of the unedge-corrected K-function of a simple inhibition process 
(with underlying intensity = 51 10,30,100 and 6=0.1) inside a cube of length I 
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Figure E. 8: BIAS of the unedge- corrected Q-function of a homogeneous Poisson 












Figure E. 9: BIAS of the unedge- corrected Q-function of a homogeneous Poisson 
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Figure E-10: BIAS of the unedge- corrected Q-function of a homogeneous Poisson 






















Figure E. 11: RELBIAS of the unedge-corrected K-function of a homogeneous 
Poisson process (with n =: 90,150,300 conditional number of events) inside a cube 
(black line) and square (dashed line) of length 5 
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Figure E. 12: RELBIAS of the unedge- corrected K-function of a homogeneous 
Poisson process (with n= 90,150,300 conditional nun-iber of events) inside a clibe 
(black line) and square (dashed line) of length 20 










Appendix E. BIAS curves and simulation envelope: 5 
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Figure E. 13: BIAS of the K-function of a homogeneous Poisson process (with 'n 
= 5,10,30,100 conditional number of events) estimated using the border inethod 
(black line) and probabilistic border method (dashed curve) inside a cube of length 
I 
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Figure E. 14: BIAS of the K-fi-inction of a Alatern cluster process (with n= 51 
10,30,100 conditional number of parent events and R=0.1) estimated using the 
border method (black line) and probabilistic border method (dashed curve) inside 
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Figure E. 15: BIAS of the K-function of a simple inhibition process (with underlying 
intensity = 5,10,30,100 and 6=0.1) estimated using the border method (black 




Figure E. 16: The MISE for the Q-function using a border edge correction (grey 
surface) and no edge correction (red non-filled surface) for a homogeneous Poisson 
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Figure E. 17: Plots of K (r) - 1,7rr' for the PNIL NBs in the cells that make up PPDSL 3 
- ----iglitilig edge correction (black line) and prohabilistic 
-urve) - 
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Figure E. 18: K12(r)-function plot for the PXIL NBs (type 1) and RNA Polyinerase 
11 (type 2) in PPDS3 cells (black curve) with simulation envelopes of the K12 (r)- 
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